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Headmaster’s Note

Dear Friends,

The theme of this edition of Directions—“Go into the
World and Make a Difference!”—is very much in keeping
with the Friends’ Central School philosophy, which states,
in part, that “our students be informed about their rela-
tionships to fellow
human beings in need”
and that “accordingly, we
provide opportunities for
service on campus and
in the wider world.”

The articles within,
drawn from the curricula
of our Lower, Middle
and Upper Schools, 
provide excellent exam-
ples of student and 
faculty efforts in that
dimension of a Friends’
Central education. And reports of the worldly experiences
of several alumni/ae reaffirm our belief that our graduates
will be “strong contributing members of society.” 

It is also most fitting that this edition features remem-
brances of Clayton L. Farraday ’32. Among Clayton’s
accomplishments must be counted his travel throughout
this country and abroad. Appropriately, The Clayton L.
Farraday ’32 Mastership Fund provides the opportunity for
current faculty to travel and study and thus enhance their
teaching and personal growth. Clayton’s interest in the
world is part of his wonderful legacy to the School and
community he loved. 

Sincerely,

David M. Felsen
Headmaster

From the Board of
Trustees

There is no doubt that each and every Friends’ Central
student is educated in an atmosphere of mutual respect,
trust and optimism. From early on, FCS students learn
from the examples of their teachers, fellow students, 

visiting alumni/ae and, of course, their parents. Young
people nurtured in this type of atmosphere are likely to
become citizens who take responsibility for their own
lives and show concern for others. 

The Board of Trustees shows its commitment to Friends’
Central and its unique atmosphere by working, year
after year, on committees that regularly examine all
aspects of the School, such as student life, diversity,
fundraising, property management, long-range planning
and financial matters. But above all, the Board remains
committed to a school that is true to the Quaker values
of diversity, equality, simplicity, peace and service.

It is a privilege to be a part of this institution.

Ann V. Satterthwaite

Sincerely,

Deborah M. Hull

Co-Clerks of the Board of Trustees 

FROM THE HEADMASTER AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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Editor’s Note

As I worked on this issue of Directions and pondered the theme
of going out into the world and making a difference, Rabindranath
Tagore’s poem, Journey Home, repeatedly came to mind. Truly, FCS

students and alumni/ae illustrate this
journey, whether they are in another con-
tinent or right here in a classroom in
Wynnewood, PA. 

The magazine’s theme encompasses a
wider arena than traveling abroad or pro-
fessional achievements. This theme is a
reality everyday on our campuses. FCS
teachers develop remarkable projects to
engage their students; our students in
turn have the awareness to reflect upon
what they do and develop a larger under-
standing of their place in the world. It is

this sense of self which is the true seed of learning that FCS plants
in its students. One is quite taken by the introspection that even
our young Lower School students demonstrate, as in 2B’s poem
about Meeting for Worship (page 47). 

As students learn about diverse cultures and customs, or prob-
lems faced locally or in other parts of the world, they begin to learn
more about themselves and their power to make a difference. 

This sense of dedication and personal empowerment is carried
on by our alumni/ae, who cultivate it throughout their lives. It
comes through in everything they do, long after they leave FCS—
whether it be improving educational options for public schools
(Jason Green ’94, page 52) or biking through 100 countries to
work with people from different cultures (Betsy Markland 
Schwartz ’59, page 48). Ultimately, their work and their travels
propagate a continuous cycle of service, social-consciousness and
self that feeds their actions, worldviews, and values. 

I hope you enjoy this issue of Directions. I welcome your 
comments at rwilcox@friendscentral.org. 

Sincerely,

Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox
Editor and Director of Communications

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Have you published a book recently? 

Run a marathon? Had a baby?

FCS encourages friends to share their

news with Directions. Email your

notes and photos to alumni@friends-

central.org (preferable method) or

mail information to the Development

Office, 1101 City Avenue, Wynnewood,

PA, 19096. Please mark the back of

prints with your name and class year.

Digital images must be of high quality

(28" x 21" at 72 dpi, or 4" x 6" at 

300 dpi). We accept photos up to 2MB. 

2003-2004 Report of Voluntary Support
Corrections

The following errors were reported for the 2003-
2004 Report of Voluntary Support. We regret
these errors and provide the correct information
below.

• Karen Klein Mannes ’53 should be listed under
Loyal Friends, 13 years, as well as under the 
Class of 1953. 

• Stephen J. Reynolds ’58 should be listed under
Loyal Friends, 11 Years.

• Helen and David Pudlin should be listed under
Loyal Friends, 17 years. 

Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

The traveler has to knock at every alien door to come to his own, 
and one has to wander through all the outer worlds to reach the
innermost shrine at the end.

—Rabindranath Tagore, Journey Home
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TAKE NOTE

Sally Harrison, a Senior Development Officer at Bryn Mawr College, joined the FCS Board of
Trustees in February. She has a B.A. in Political Science from Bryn Mawr College and has been
extensively involved with several Quaker organizations. She worked with the American Friends
Service Committee for thirty years, and now serves on AFSC’s Board of Directors and its
Executive Committee. She is a member of Downingtown Friends Meeting and the Haverford
College Corporation and its Advisory Committee. Sally says she joined the Friends’ Central
Board because “I have a strong personal commitment to Quaker education at all levels and want
to be part of the wonderful things FCS is doing in this area.”

Friends’ Central Welcomes New Trustee

FCS Returns to Edinburgh
Fringe Festival

Friends’ Central has been invited to participate in the Edinburgh
Fringe Festival this summer! “It is an honor to return to
Edinburgh,” says Upper School drama teacher Terry Guerin.
“Several hundred schools apply, and we are one of forty chosen to
attend.” This is the second time the American High School Theatre
Festival has selected FCS for this exciting opportunity. Students
(pictured on page 6) will first stop in London for a workshop with
Shakespearian actors at the historical Globe Theatre. They will
then stay two weeks at the University of Edinburgh and prepare for
their festival performance of Funny Shorts, a series of brief comic
sketches. To help raise funds for the trip, a preview performance of
the production will take place on April 10 at 4:00 P. M. in
Shallcross Hall. Call Terry for tickets at 610-645-5054. 

New Faculty at FCS

Tim Jones ’95 studied
Education at the
University of Pittsburgh.
In the four years leading
to this appointment, he
coached at Friends’
Central and helped
Middle School science
teacher Doug Ross on
environmental education
projects. He is now the
permanent substitute and
continues to coach cross-country, junior varsity basket-
ball, varsity basketball, and varsity track. In addition to
his work at FCS, Tim is a producer for a Philadelphia
recording label, CP Records. 

Nico Severini comes to FCS with
a B.A. in International Relations
and Hispanic Studies from the
University of Pennsylvania. He
has studied abroad in Seville,
Spain and is bilingual. He
attended Haverford Township
Senior High School where he was
a National Honor Student,
Regional All-American and 
All-State in soccer. He remained
active in the sport at Penn, where

he was a member of the 2002 Ivy League
Championship Team. Nico teaches Spanish in the
Middle School and coaches soccer. 

Nico Severini

Tim Jones ’95 

Congratulations to Terry Guerin, who was named

Chairperson of the Board of the Pig Iron Theatre

Company, which celebrates its tenth anniversary this

year. The company has performed all over the world in

addition to doing residencies at Princeton, Brown and

Stanford Universities.

Sally Harrison



on the topic. Ryan says he participated
for a simple reason: “Why spend a week-
end sitting on the sofa when you could
instead be helping someone?”

Kate Fussner ’05 participated in the
Pennsylvania Governor’s School for
Teaching, a highly selective five-week
program that gives students the opportu-
nity to teach summer school to children
in Lancaster, PA. She enjoyed teaching

music to third graders and integrated
other passions, such as writing and draw-
ing, into her interdisciplinary lessons.
Kate attended teaching seminars, work-
shops, and the National Teacher of the
Year Conference. She also worked collab-

Last spring, several of Erika Harnett’s
Upper School Latin students won
awards at the Philadelphia Classical
Society’s Language Contest: Colin
Angevine ’05, Noor Beckwith ’07,
Gabriel Bloomfield ’07, Andrea 
Korb ’04, Susanna Kurnick ’07,
Stephanie Liem ’05, David Newman’05,
Shawn Orr ’07, Lise Rahdert ’06, Sarah
Ribner ’07, Andrew Richardson’06,
Aaron Schwartz ’05, and Jacob 
Weisfeld ’05. FCS will compete again
this spring in both local and national
competitions; results will be posted at
www.friendscentral.org. 

The Debate Team is on the move after
winning the first of three tournaments
in the InterAc Debate League! Their
next tournaments will be in March and
April. FCS has been the League cham-
pion for the last three years; this is the
School’s fifteenth year in competition. 

The Middle School Cross-Country
Team placed second overall out of ten
teams at the Seventeenth Annual
Germantown Friends Invitational at

Belmont Plateau. Patrick DeSabato ’09
won the race with the second fastest time
in meet history (10:02). This is Patrick’s
second consecutive undefeated season,
winning ten races against forty teams over
two years. Also winning medals were Jake
Snider ’09, who finished fifth overall with
a time of 11:03, and Jillian Glen ’09, who
placed as the fourth fastest
girl with a time of 13:07.

Ryan Bash ’06, Sarah
Brodsky ’07, Catie
Deutschman ’06, Karen
Lavi ’06 and Liz Lundy ’06
volunteered to participate
in the Friends Mental
Health Workcamp in
November. The weekend-
long program focused on
Quaker organizations’
involvement with mental
health issues including
treatment in urban areas.
In addition, they worked
at rehabilitation facilities
for a day in order to get a
more realistic perspective

Spring 2004–Spring 2005 DIRECTIONS6

Kate Fussner ’05

Middle School Cross Country Team. Back row: Max Kaplan ’09,
Jeff Berman ’10, Coach Alex McDonnell, David Simins ’09, 
Richie Zitomer ’09, Jillian Glen ’09, David Gao ’11, Coach
Michelle Crowley, Jake Snider ’09. Front row: Tom Ringe ’09,
Alex Sheltzer ’11, David Dawson ’10, Patrick DeSabato ’09,
Douglas Roberts ’11

Students participating in the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Back row: Val Kirk ’06, Anna
Raff ’05, Mariel Stiklorius ’05, Carolyn Lazard ’05, Lacy Gwynn ’05, Dwight Dunston ’06,
Jacob Weisfeld ’05, Tim Chawaga ’06, Jacob Senker ’06. Middle row: Deacon Lile ’05,
Paul Senker ’06, Kate Fussner ’05, KC Luce ’06, Aleeza Wachs ’06, Ben Grinspan ’05,
Carlin Adelson ’05. Front row: Jon Herman ’06, Rachel Reed ’06, Liz Lundy ’06, Eric
Springer ’05, Hannah Johnston ’05. Not pictured: Matthew Tann ’05, Joe Guerin ’05,
Leah Franqui ’05, Jon Aronchick ’05

TAKE NOTE
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oratively with students from all over the
state, learned about various educational
practices, and gained a new understand-
ing of the diversity of Pennsylvania.

Aaliyah Powell ’05 has become the 
sixth player in Friends’ Central history
to score 1,000 points in their basketball
career! She achieved this milestone at
Haverford College in the Friends
Schools League Tip-Off Classic in
January. Aaliyah and her teammates
defeated George School 40-29. She joins
alumni/ae Latifah McMullin ’99, Mike
Cook ’02, Deb Charamella ’01, Ryan
Tozer ’01, and Mustafa Shakur ’03 as
1,000 career point scorers.

Last summer, Anna Raff ’05 attended
an intensive pre-college program at the
Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)
where she took drawing, basic design

and art history courses as well as classes
in her chosen major of fashion design.
“While I was at RISD, I had the oppor-
tunity to create pieces that explored
many different media and styles of art.
For my final project, we were given the
assignment of creating an outfit com-
pletely out of non-cloth material. I
designed and constructed a dress enti-
tled Serpentine made completely out of
half a garden hose and fishing line.”

Amy Ludwig ’04 (Cornell University)
and Sara Viola ’04 (Princeton
University) were named High School
Academic All-Americans by the US
Lacrosse Women’s Division. The distinc-
tion is given to students who excel 
both on the playing field and in the
classroom. 

Ian Ramsey-North ’03 was a member
of Haverford College’s championship
cross-country team. They won the
Centennial Conference Championship
and the Mideast Regional Title, and
placed fourth in the Division III
Nationals. Most recently, they received
All-American honors by placing fifth 
in the distance medley relay at the
Indoor Nationals at Yale University. Ian
earned individual All-Conference and
All-Region honors. 

David Gershkoff ’02 served as
Secretary-General of the Security

Council Simulation at Yale University,
which hosted 350 college students from
Canada, China, Germany, and the U.S.
in nineteen different crisis simulations,
and welcomed the U.N. ambassadors
from Uruguay and the European Union.

Sharan Watson ’96 is the producer of 
a new weekly music video show,
“MoreThanMusic” (www.morethanmu-
sic.4t.com). The program features music
news, interviews with national and local
artists, and, of course, new videos. It airs
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware
on WYBE on Saturdays at 4 A. M. and 
9 A. M., and on Sundays at 1 A. M.

Andrew Scharff ’95, a professional clown
with The American Circus, had the honor
of performing for Pope John Paul II and
his 4000-member international audience
in Rome. “The Pope turned to watch me
and waved his hand at me in approval. IAnna Raff ’05 models her design,

Serpentine

Aaliyah Powell ’05 scored her 1000th
point this season. Coach Phil Annas pre-
sented her with the game ball as team-
mates Sarah Friedman ’07 and Andrea
DeSabato ’05 cheered 

Andrew Scharff ’95 performed for Pope John Paul II in Rome

TAKE NOTE

David Gershkoff ’02 and Upper School
teacher Gary Nicolai
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even got the Papal blessing afterwards!”
Andrew has toured Europe with The
American Circus for four years. 

Lenny Haas ’76 won the prestigious
Barrymore Award for “Outstanding
Supporting Actor in a Musical” for his
performance in The Fantasticks at the
People’s Light and Theatre Company.
Says Lenny, “It certainly was a thrill to
hear my name called out!” The
Barrymores are administered by the
Philadelphia Theatre Alliance to recog-
nize excellence in area theatre. 

Former trustee Laura Jackson ’65 was
inducted into the Hollins University
Athletics Hall of Fame for her achieve-
ments at the University and in her post-
university years. While at Hollins, she
played field hockey, basketball and
lacrosse. She later coached high school
field hockey and lacrosse, and helped to
start the first girls’ softball team at
George School.

Photos depicting Near Eastern reliefs by
fourth Grade teacher Don Denton were
published in Gilgamesh by Sonny Saul
(Pleasant Street Books, 2004). 

This fall, Headmaster David Felsen was
honored by his Alma Mater, Haverford
College, at their Soccer Centennial, 
celebrating 100 years of intercollegiate 
soccer at the College. In addition to his
outstanding career as a player, David
coached Haverford’s varsity team from
1971–1977 with an overall record of
60-39-7, including one division title
and two NCAA appearances. 

Lower School science teacher Peter
Grove was honored by the Riverbend
Environmental Education Center with a

Community Leadership Award.
Recipients are chosen for their long-
term commitment to environmental
conservation. Peter’s efforts include
numerous projects at FCS such as the
Harvest Fair and Earth Day assemblies,
in addition to community involvement
in the Narbrook Park Improvement
Association, the Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society and Bridlewild
Trails. He has worked with Riverbend
for a number of years and is currently a
trustee on their Board.  

Caroline Maw-Deis, Middle School art
teacher, exhibited several of her wire
and fiber creations in Philadelphia in
2004. Three of her wire baskets were
part of the Fiftieth Annual Juried
Exhibition of the Philadelphia Guild of
Hand Weavers, and three of her fiber
works were displayed at the Da Vinci
Art Alliance’s “Exhibition of Texture
and Technique.”

Megan Schumacher, Upper School
English teacher, participated in a 
summer workshop at Bard College’s
Institute for Writing and Thinking.
The week-long program explored the
various ways in which writing is taught,
as well as the values and concerns that
teachers have. Megan says she has
enjoyed incorporating approaches she
learned about at the workshop into her
classroom at FCS. 

Upper School art teacher Peter Seidel
has participated in several art shows
recently. Dish Soap #10 won a Juror’s
Award at the annual Wayne Art Center
National Open Juried Exhibition. 
In addition, his paintings were 
exhibited in the “Re-Pop” show at 
the Susquehanna Art Museum in
Harrisburg, where he won a third prize
ribbon for Lighters #3. 

TAKE NOTE

Barrymore Award winner Lenny Haas ’76 as Henry in The Fantasticks

Fourth grade teacher Don Denton
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Walking the Walk: Second Grade Students Initiate
Service Project
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

When Friends’ Central students commit
to a cause, they don’t just talk the talk—
they walk the walk. After students
learned of African villages with no clean
water source, they organized a charity
walk to raise money for the Streams of
Life Foundation, which builds wells for
these communities. 

The project started last year when
Toni Sharp’s second grade class was
studying Africa. Willie Ndegwa, the
founder of the Streams of Life
Foundation, visited the class to discuss
the scarcity of water in Kenya. In
Willie’s village of O’Kalou, residents
walk twelve miles a day to retrieve
drinking water from a well in a neigh-
boring town. Beyond the inconvenience
of not having drinking water locally, 
the lack of fresh, clean water also con-
tributes to larger problems. For
instance, the village cannot have a
health clinic without it. “Students were
shocked at how far the people travel to
get something which is so basic,” said
Toni. They were further surprised to
learn that so many aspects of life are
affected by water. It was this realiza-
tion—that water is a resource we take
for granted—which gave students the
impetus to help. 

Thus, Toni and her class brain-
stormed and
came up with
the idea of walk-
ing in the foot-
steps of the
Kenyans: they
decided to go
on a hike as a
means of

empathizing with the O’Kalou villagers.
To raise money, students collected
pledges for each mile traveled. In May,
the class gathered in Fairmount Park
and completed a five-mile journey. They
did not make it easy for themselves
either. Toni explains, “Two and a half
miles each way is pretty tough for a 
second grader. In addition, the kids
wanted to carry their backpacks because
they knew the villagers had to carry
heavy buckets of water. They wanted to
understand the villagers’ situation.” 

The other second grade classes con-
tributed to the service effort by holding
bake sales at FCS. Walden Pemantle ’14
went a step further and raised additional
funds by holding his own bake sale in
his neighborhood. A beaming Toni said,
“The students really got into this project
and wanted to help!” 

One of the important outcomes of
the walk was that students felt as 

though they were actively participating
in raising the funds. They had a sense
that they were helping people directly.
Julia Lynn ’14 said, “The walk felt good
because we were helping people and
making a difference. It was tiring some-
times, but it was still fun because we
were doing it together.”

The second grade’s walk and bake
sales will have a direct impact on 
people’s lives in Kenya: their endeavor
raised an impressive $2,333! The money
will go toward Streams of Life’s fund-
raising goal of $65,000 which will build
two wells. These two wells alone will
provide clean water for 50,000 people.

Through this service project, students
learned the value of two important
resources: water, of course, but more
importantly, their efforts. They realized
their power to make a difference in the
lives of others. 

Class of 2014 students at Fairmount Park. Back row: Parent David Matthews, Willie
Ndegwa from Streams of Life, Hayden Gruber, Brian Rubin, Lindsay Saligman, Olivia
Matthews, Nate Kennedy, Rohan Alur, parent Carolyn Cohen. Middle row: Claudia
Horowitz from Streams of Life, Lauren Callans, Camille Siedel, Louis Schlessinger, Julia
Lynn, Julia Weiss, Aliyyah Zachary, Walden Pemantle, JB Bradbeer. Front row: Art teacher
and parent Kim Parris, Nicky Kirschner, Emily Bank, Annie Goldberg, Adam Segall, Daniel
Yahalomi, Nicolas Harris 

<  Aliyyah Zachary ’14 and
Nicky Kirschner ’14
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Arts Theme Opens Up New Worlds
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

This fall, the Lower School’s thematic
study centered on the Arts. Through a
variety of in-class activities, special assem-
blies and visits by guest performers, stu-
dents opened their eyes to a wide variety
of creative pursuits. The broad nature of
the theme offered myriad opportunities
to examine both visual and performing
arts—everything from Bach to ballet,
Mesopotamia to Manet.

Lou DelSoldo, Assistant Principal of
the Lower School, pointed out that one
of the advantages of the Arts theme is
that it gave teachers flexibility in planning
varied and age-appropriate activities for
their classes. Some projects even became
cross-grade activities. “Fourth grade stu-
dents studied works by Picasso, Van
Gogh and other masters, and drew their
own versions on cards. Pre-kindergarten
students then visited a display of the
cards where they were to match the origi-
nal works with the students’ drawings.” 

Teachers also had an excellent resource
at their disposal—the rich arts culture of
Philadelphia. Home to artists, theatre
companies, museums and more, the city
was a frequent destination for students.
Kindergarteners visited the Rodin

Museum to see the artist’s bronze, mar-
ble and plaster creations, including the
renowned statue of The Thinker. Bill
Bower taught his fourth graders about
Quaker artist Benjamin West. First, the
class took a trip back in time with a
visit to West’s 18th century house in
Swarthmore. Then, later in the term,
they put on a play in assembly about his
life as painter to King George III. In
this way, students began to appreciate
Philadelphia’s history and culture in
addition to learning about specific 
figures and art forms. 

The School invited many talented
groups from the city to perform 
on campus, such as the Mum
Puppettheatre who gave a delightful
performance of The Velveteen Rabbit.
First grade students subsequently made
their own rabbit puppets in their class-
rooms. One of the liveliest days at
Lower School included a visit by the
Pennsylvania Ballet II. The dancers pre-
sented a show and discussion for the
entire Lower School, which included
teaching the children arm and leg 
positions and demonstrating steps
such as pirouettes and pas de chat.
The dancers also performed
excerpts from works choreographed
by George Balanchine including
Hindemuth’s Four Tempraments,
Stravinsky’s Agon and Tchaikovsky’s
Swan Lake. Students were very
engaged with the performance, ask-
ing the troupe many questions;
Kindergarten student Hope 
Leimer ’17 inquired, “Which one is
Odette?” These performances by
visiting artists thus provided a won-
derful opportunity for students to
interact with the artists themselves. 

In some classes, the Arts theme
facilitated learning about diverse cul-
tures. Michelle Johns introduced her

kindergarten class to India using the
Arts as a departure point. They cele-
brated Diwali, the November festival of
light, as they molded and decorated
tiny clay candle holders. That day, they
also enjoyed hearing a sitar player for
the first time. Fourth grade teacher
Don Denton taught his class about the
long history of Near Eastern and
Islamic art. At Penn’s University
Museum, they saw 5000-year old arti-
facts from the tombs of Ur. They subse-
quently looked at later forms of art
which showed a different, non-iconic
style, such as the rich foliate designs
ubiquitous to Islamic art from Spain 
to India.  

The thematic study ended with an
Arts Bazaar where the entire Lower
School came together to celebrate and
share their projects. Each class set up an
activity booth for students to “sample”
different activities related to the Arts,
such as making elephant pictures out of
Froebel’s common solids, fabric stamp-
ing, and building a “city” out of blocks.
Continued on page 85

Don Denton’s fourth grade class studied
Islamic art. William Block ’13 and Marielle
Greenblatt ’13 pose with a model of Hagia
Sophia built by the class

A fourth grader’s rendering of Edouard
Manet’s Boy with Flute
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Third and fourth grade computer classes
embraced this fall’s Arts theme by study-
ing digital photography. My goal for the
classes was to show students the connec-
tion between technology and art. They
learned the technical aspects of digital
photography, the use of cameras and
image-editing software, and the history
of photography. They also developed
their “artistic eye” and learned more
about visual language.

Third grade began with Ansel Adams.
They discussed landscape photography
and the elements of a visually successful
photograph. After their study of Ansel
Adams’ work, they were ready to create
their own artistic shots of Friends’
Central’s Lower School campus. Initially
this was a very challenging task—they
just tried not to get blurry pictures! After
much practice with the cameras and
much progress steadying their hands, stu-
dents took pictures all over campus.
They experimented with various ways of
framing photos, zooming in for tight
shots and capturing the same subject
from a variety of angles. The third
graders composed their photographs
using large-scale subjects such as the
playground, tiny details including flowers
and rocks, and everything in between.

Once students had downloaded
images from cameras to the computer,
they learned to use ImageBlender soft-

ware to create artistic effects. They
cropped photos, distorted images by
adding swirls and extrusions, and
turned their works into mosaics and oil
paintings. They concluded the project
by creating a photo portfolio in which
they chose their favorite picture and
presented it with three “blended” 
renditions.

Fourth graders focused on people
with a project called “A Day in the Life
of Friends’ Central.” To prepare for this
photo essay of a typical day at Lower
School, students studied A Day in the
Life of Italy: Photographed by 100 of the
World’s Leading Photojournalists on One
Day, April 27, 1990 and two “day in the
life” websites depicting cities in Africa
and the American town of Astoria,
Oregon, respectively. Students followed
this study by writing about activities
and images they felt would best charac-
terize daily life at FCS. Equipped with
digital cameras, sixty fourth graders
were divided into twenty groups of
three. Working with the master list of

“desirable” images
they had compiled,
the groups shared the
responsibility of gath-
ering the images for
their photo essay.
Aubrey Faggen ’13
said she liked taking
pictures because, “It’s
fun to try to get a

person’s spirit using a camera. When
you see a picture, you can see what they
were feeling!”  

Classes were able to evaluate their
initial efforts in the computer lab. They
quickly saw improvements they needed

to make during their second round.
Blake Bortnick ’13 found the review
useful and noted, “It’s challenging to
get the picture you want because 
people move!”

Students presented their photo essay
electronically using PowerPoint. This
digital slide show was displayed at the
culminating event for the fall theme,
the Arts Bazaar. The show contained
more than a hundred student photos
representing a typical Lower School day
seen through the many lenses of our
fourth grade. In the words of Sofia
Seidel ’13, “It was an exploration of
Friends’ Central’s best moments.”

Digital Days

Fourth grade photographers Sydney Stotter ’13, Raaj Singh ’13, Janelle Purnell ’13,
Rianna Saia ’13

Amari Aiken ’17; photo by Hayley Karp ’13

Kory Shore ’15 (left) and Mica
Moultrie-Bullock ’15; photo by
Andrew Shoemaker ’13 

By Sue Kirk, Lower School 
Computer Teacher

CAMPUS LOG
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When Lower School students returned to Friends’ Central last
September, they were welcomed by a magical new playground.
Named in memory of Joey Pozzuolo ’98, Joey’s Playground was a
much needed change to the eighteen-acre Wynnewood campus. 

The project was undertaken because the old play structure
had aged and showed signs of wear and structural weakening
after fifteen years of rigorous use. After reviewing recommenda-
tions made by a group of Lower School teachers, the Property
Committee of the Board of Trustees took on the project and
spent a year planning the new facility. 

Thanks to the generosity of donors and a fund supported by
the Home and School Association Pumpkin Fair event, the
updated playground was entirely constructed over the summer.
There is now a new play structure, a wall ball area, expanded
sand and dirt pits, and beautiful new landscaping. Adored ele-
ments of the old playground, Bea’s House and Ingrid’s Turtle, 
were retained as additional play venues. The new wooden play
structure is an architectural creation featuring cupolas and
crossovers to provide a scenic addition to the landscape. It
includes multiple slides, a climbing apparatus, a climbing wall,
ropes and monkey bars. 

Joey’s Playground is a special place for Lower School children.
We look forward to students enjoying it for years to come.  

Joey’s Playground
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

Recess!

CAMPUS LOG
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Friends Collaborate on 
Trans-continental Service Project
By Margie McCarty, Middle School Drama Teacher

Service is an integral part of a Friends’
Central education. This year, in the
Middle School, we have taken service
across the globe! Trans-continental
fundraising, poetry writing, perform-
ance and friendship are developing
between students in Shallcross Hall and
students who gather in a small internet
café in Kigali, Rwanda. Thanks to elec-
tronic communications, Friends stu-
dents in Wynnewood and Friends 
students in Kigali are working together
to make a difference. 

Funded by a stipend from the
Clayton L. Farraday Mastership Fund, I
traveled to Rwanda with the American
Friends Service Committee in April
2004. My goal was to gather inspiration
and information to write the Middle
School fall play, Kuvuga, Speak and this
Time We Will Listen. The play chronicles
protagonist Lanie Jensen as she travels
to Rwanda to study the 1994 genocide
and the world’s failure to react. As I
traveled the country, I saw many possi-
bilities for service, but was not sure how
to begin. The answer came at the end 
of my trip when I met Daniel Heri

Murumba, a teacher at the George Fox
Friends’ School in the capital city of
Kigali. As we learned more about 
each other’s schools and students, and 
discussed the obstacles his country was
struggling to overcome, we began to
devise ways of collaborating on service
projects across the miles. 

Back at FCS, I formed the “Rwanda
Project” service group. These twenty
students spent the first trimester
researching and creating their own
adaptations of ancient African masks.
Working diligently every Wednesday
and sometimes even over the weekends,
students crafted their masks using
papier mâché and paint. Their works
were sold via silent auction at the
Kuvuga performances to raise money
for the George Fox Friends’ School. 

The African mask fundraiser was
only the beginning. As the new 
tri-mester started, we expanded the

A Prayer for Peace used by Service-thru-Art 

Uzane amahoro mubantu, umwana azagira aho akurira

Bring peace among people, so that a child will get a place to grow up

Mw’isi idafite uburiganya

In a world that is not corrupted

Mw’isi itarangwa n’indwara z’ibyorezo

In a world that is not characterized by chaos and sickness

Mw’isi yemerera abana kugira ijambo

In a world where children have gotten someone to hear their voice

Mw’isi itemerera abana kuba infubyi imburagihe

In a world that does not allow children to become orphans prematurely

Mw’isi itazemera ko habaho urupfu rudasanzwe nk’itsembabwoko

In a world that does not allow an unusual death to happen, like genocide

Mw’isi itazemerera ihohotera n’akarengane ko bibaho

In a world that does not allow offenses and violence to take place

Rwanda Project to thirty students to
write a series of short plays that convey
facts and dispel myths about AIDS and
its transmission. Since the official 
languages of Rwanda are French and
Kinyarwanda, our plays have been

Sonjay Singh ’11 displays the mask he 

created for the silent auction. When asked

why he chose the Rwanda Project service

group, he replied: “It was awful how our

government left Rwanda on its own 

during the genocide in 1994. I chose this

project because the country and the children

have suffered a lot and really needed our

help. The money raised is going toward an

important cause.”

CAMPUS LOG
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< Carrie Sutherland ’11, Libby Fifer ’09
and Sammie Greenberg ’10 paint
their masks
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In October, the seventh grade embarked
upon a project to organize a mock presi-
dential election for Friends’ Central’s
Middle School. The goal of the project
was to educate and inform the Middle
School about the electoral process, the
candidates, and the importance of 

voting. As a language arts teacher, I
emphasize the importance of putting our
writing out into the world. This project
was a unique opportunity to bring the
world into our classroom. I wanted the
seventh graders to use their critical
thinking skills to observe and question
what was going on around them. 

Each of the four language arts sec-
tions in seventh grade was responsible
for one grade in the middle school.
Within each language arts section, the
students worked in five groups: the
Media, the Pollsters, the Registration
Committee, the Advertisers, and the
Educators. The Media followed develop-
ments on the campaign trail and dissem-
inated information about current events.
At the same time, the Educators

researched the electoral college and the
candidates to ensure that our voters
would be informed. Meanwhile, the
Pollsters designed, conducted and 
published polls on our Election 2004
bulletin board. Our Advertisers created
fliers, posters and PowerPoint presenta-

tions to notify the
school community
about registration
deadlines and voting
procedures. The
Registration
Committee created
registration forms for
each Middle School
student and kept track
of them as they were
returned. 

As in a real election,
students were not
required to register,
but they did need to
be registered in order

to vote on Election Day. When asked
about the meaning of registering and
voting, Charlotte James ’10 explained,
“Sometimes, in the real world, adults
don’t listen to what kids have to say and
what they are thinking about things. I
registered because I knew that my voice
would be heard in school.” Many of 
the students commented that voting was
another form of their voice and self-
expression.

As the nation anticipated Election
Day, the excitement of the seventh
graders grew. Students visited fifth and
sixth grade classrooms to teach their
peers about the candidates. Other stu-
dents led PowerPoint presentations in
assembly and plastered the hallways
with fliers. One group traveled to City

Hall to interview Governor Ed Rendell
about the biggest issues in the campaign,
such as the war in Iraq, the economy
and the environment. We also enjoyed a
visit from Katherine Rowe, the treasurer
for Lois Murphy’s campaign for a con-
gressional seat in Pennsylvania’s sixth
District. Katherine (Daniel Jacobson ’10
and Beah Jacobson ’13) discussed the
inner workings of a local political cam-
paign—both on a personal level and in
terms of finance. “I was surprised that
one 30-second campaign commercial
costs fifty-thousand dollars!” said
Noreen Neal ’10.

While it may seem unusual to organ-
ize an election project in a language arts
class, it was an ideal way to expand our
study of language. Students had to think
about presenting the candidates’ plat-
forms neutrally and regardless of their
political beliefs. We examined the lan-
guage of political advertisements and
talked about the way that we experience
politics differently because we live in a
“swing” state. Students were fascinated
as they considered the connection
between persuasive language and images
in political advertisements and the
advertisements that the seventh graders
were creating. 

Paulo Freire, the famous theorist of
education, wrote that literacy is not only
about reading the word, it is also about
reading the world. In the end, the proj-
ect was less about the results of the elec-
tion (Kerry 80%, Bush 13%, Nader
7%) as it was about engaging in myriad
forms of literacy and critical thinking. It
encouraged students to use their literacy
to be better citizens of our local and
global communities.

Political Literacy: The Elephant and the Donkey
in the Classroom

Class of 2010’s Aaron Reichlin, Anne Estey and Michelle
Kaplan interviewed Governor Rendell at City Hall

By Alexa Dunnington ’98, Middle School Language Arts Teacher
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Last spring, sixth grade students
learned the art of chanoyu, the
Japanese tea ceremony, as a way of
taking their language arts studies
beyond their textbooks. The entire
grade was studying The Master
Puppeteer by Katherine Paterson, 
a novel set in Osaka during the
Temmei Famine of 1782. The story
follows a young boy who leaves 
his family to work for food as an
apprentice in a puppet theatre. 

In class discussions, students were
curious about Japanese crafts, traditions
and culture. Teacher Becky Guenther
says, “It is difficult for students to
understand the precision that is
expected in many Japanese art forms. I
decided that it would be helpful for
them to actually see and participate in
one of Japan’s most famous cultural
activities. We were lucky to have Sensei
[Teacher] Fumiyo Batta, a chanoyu
master visiting from Japan, come to
FCS and demonstrate the tea ceremony 
for us.” 

Students entered the FCS “tea
house”—that is, Room 10 in the

Middle School—after they removed their
shoes. They knelt at a basin to purify their
hands and mouth with a ladle of water. 
In a traditional Japanese tea room, the
door is only 36" high. Thus, one must
crouch and bow one’s head to enter, 
signifying equality among the guests, the
shedding of social status. To replicate this
symbolically humbling act, students
crawled underneath a table. This normally
rambunctious, busy and active group was 
pin-drop silent as they emerged from
under the table and seated themselves
along traditional tatami mats. 

Philadelphia native Terry Yoshida
Sherwin narrated and explained the details
of the ceremony. Rebecca Thomas ’10
joined teacher Padraig Barry and Terry as
Sensei’s guests while the rest of the 
class gathered around them to watch. A
kakemono scroll, which is traditionally
selected by the host to set the theme of
the ceremony, hung behind the guests.
This one bestowed the happy wish,
“Enjoy your tea.” While this is a seem-
ingly simple phrase, it points to the larger
philosophy behind the ceremony: that
each human encounter is unique and can
never recur in exactly the same manner.
Therefore, every aspect of the tea cere-
mony should be appreciated and savored

since it is a special, singular occasion.
Emily Brodsky ’10 echoed the senti-
ment: “Each part of it was so cool—the
decorations, the room—it’s something I
would never get to see otherwise.”

The quietude and simple, clean
motions of the ritual further accented
this ideology. Batta Sensei began by
purifying the tea bowl and scoop using
a silk handkerchief. She paid great
attention to slowly and carefully fold-
ing the cloth. Terry explained to the
students that each of these controlled
gestures “shows the host’s concentration
and focused state of mind.” Batta
Sensei ladled hot water into the bowl,
rinsed a small straw whisk in it and
then emptied it out. She concluded by
wiping the rim with a second cloth
made of bleached white linen.

As the guests at the front of the tea-
room enjoyed the formal presentation
of tea, all the other students were given
a sample to taste. Matcha, the green tea
powder used in chanoyu, makes a
rather bitter drink, clearly expressed by
the surprised and cringing faces of
many students! Small sweets called
higashi followed, consisting of a tiny
flower-shaped cookie and a square of

The Art of
Tradition
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

Ashley Hardin ’10 and Michael
Feinstein ’10 rinse their hands before
entering the tea room.

Continued on the next page

Batta Sensei (far right) uses a silk cloth to purify tea ceremony implements before she
serves her guests, teacher Padraig Barry and Rebecca Thomas ’10. Terry Yoshida Sherwin
(far left) narrated.

CAMPUS LOG
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Veni Vidi Vici! 

yokan, a firm gelatin made from red
beans. Students very much appreciated
the chance to try these unfamiliar treats.
Galen Sylk ’10 remarked, “The combi-
nation of bitter, bland and sweet one
after the other was really different
because there isn’t such a big contrast
between the foods in American meals. It
was cool because it wasn’t an everyday
thing for me.”

To conclude, guests thanked their host
by expressing their appreciation of the tea
and her artful presentation. Terry and
Batta Sensei then answered students’
questions. Students were most surprised
to learn that training for the ceremony
often begins in childhood (“Even
younger than us?” one student asked) and
takes many years to master. They also
learned more about the kimono—their

fabrics, cost and how they are worn.
Batta Sensei and Terry wore colorful
spring kimonos to celebrate the start of
the season with the FCS tea ceremony. 

Ahmad Zachary ’10 summed up 
the experience: “Seeing the ceremony
helped us understand the art in the 
tradition. I learned a lot about the cul-
ture because I got to be a part of it. It
really brought it alive.”

FCS Middle School Latin students triumphed at the 2004
Philadelphia Classical Society, National Latin Exam, and
National Mythology competitions! In the Classical Society’s
contests, 89% of all FCS Middle School Latin students won an
award, including David Simins ’09 who won the Best of the
Best of Show. Of the forty students studying Latin, an amazing
90% of eighth graders and 80% of seventh graders placed
nationally, with Max Bernard ’08 and Dan Fedder ’08 achiev-

ing gold medals in the language contest, and David Simins ’09
and Natalie Willis ’09 winning gold medals in the mythology
contest. Natalie also earned a perfect score nationally on the
Latin Exam. Now a ninth grader, Teddy Mazurek ’08 won 
every contest he entered while in the seventh and eighth grades.   

Teacher Margaret Roberts and her students have been 
preparing diligently for the 2005 competitions. Visit
www.friendscentral.org for news! 

Back row: Bryan Farrar ’08, Max Bernard ’08, Brett Richardson ’09, Anthony DeCusatis ’09. Second row: Max Kaplan ’09, 
Peter Haury ’08, Alec Unkovic ’08, Maddie Friel ’08, Libby Fifer ’09, Julia Ellis-Kahana ’09, Jay Gallagher ’08, Susie Weir ’08. 
Third row: Daniel Fedder ’08, Colin Yarnell ’08, Teddy Mazurek ’08, David Simins ’09, Jenna Paul Schultz ’09, Devon 
Mongeluzzi ’08, Arielle Schwartz ’08, Hannah Minkoff ’08, Grace Tarves ’08. Fourth row, left:Teacher Margaret Somerville
Roberts ’83, Jon Edelstein ’09, Isaac Pedisich ’09. Fourth row, right: Zack Goldman ’09, Annie Sprogell ’08, Jake 
Schutzman ’09. Front row: Richie Zitomer ’09, Natalie Willis ’09, Ben Bersoff ’09, Mara Hilmy ’08, Lizzy Marmon ’09. 
Not pictured: Patrick DeSabato ’08, Bryan Meshkov ’08, Catherine Weingarten ’09

Natalie Willis ’09 earns 

a perfect score on

National Latin Exam!

Middle School Latin Competitions
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Arts Award
Awarded to a student who, throughout the course of his/her
high school career, has demonstrated vision, intelligence,
skill and a love of image-making: Sara Viola ’04 

Benjamin V. Ogden Award 
Awarded for excellence in spiritual, mental, and social
responsibilities: Christopher Bleakley ’04, Amy Ludwig ’04,
Elizabeth Parzych ’04, Jay Sprogell ’04

Calvin Rankin Award 
Awarded for excellence in character, gentleness and
integrity: Daniel Fishkin ’04, Rebecca Kantor ’04, Emily
Phillips ’04, Joseph Silver ’04

David Kirk Memorial Award
An award recognizing a young man showing outstanding
qualities of leadership, sportsmanship, and spirit through
dedication and love of sports: Kevin Block ’04 

Executive Award
Awarded for excellence in school citizenship as selected by
students and faculty: Marian Grove ’04, Kevin Block ’04

Florence Jackson Award 
Awarded to young women who show excellence in leadership,
sportsmanship and spirit in athletics: Amy Ludwig ’04,
Elizabeth Parzych ’04

The Foreign Language Department Award 
Awarded to juniors and seniors who have exhibited exceptional
achievement at an advanced level and enthusiasm for their 
studies: Robertson Kunz ’04, Emily Phillips ’04, Marian 
Grove ’04, Julia Feldman ’04

Friends’ Central/Mathematical Association of 
America Award 
Awarded for achievement on the Annual American High School
Mathematics Examination: Aaron Nissen ’04

History Paper Prize 
Awarded to juniors for excellence in scholarship on an independ-
ent, primary source-based research project in American History:
Michael Robbins ’04, Jenai St. Hill ’04

John H. McCollum Memorial Award 
The Home & School Association recognizes seniors who 
exemplify John McCollum’s philosophy and spirit: Kendra 
Jenkins ’04, Laura Rolfe ’04, Caitlin Speers ’04, Jimmy Yang ’04

Class of ’04 Cum Laude Recipients. Back row: Michael Dreyfuss, Jason Sheltzer, Kevin Block,
Aaron Nissen, Michael Robbins, Robertson Kunz. Front row: Emily Phillips, Julia Feldman, Marian
Grove, Sara Viola, Carly Haines, Andrea Korb, Jennifer Bronson, Adam Axler, Aaron Cutler,
Benjamin Friedman

Upper School Awards

Class of 2004

Cum Laude Recipents

Adam Axler
Kevin Block
Jennifer Bronson
Aaron Cutler
Michael Dreyfuss
Julia Feldman
Benjamin Friedman
Marian Grove
Carly Haines
Andrea Korb
Robertson Kunz
Aaron Nissen
Emily Phillips
Michael Robbins
Jason Sheltzer
Sara Viola

CAMPUS LOG
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Leola Adelaide Smith Memorial Award 
Awarded for excellence in cultural and intellectual pursuits
as well as sensitivity to beauty in nature and people: Julia
Feldman ’04, Sarah Jacobs ’04, Maya Milic-Strkalj ’04,
Richard Pompetti ’04

Music Award 
Awarded to recognize loyalty and service to the Music
Department as well as excellence in composition, perform-
ance and academic achievement: Zara Pedisich ’04

Outstanding Senior Athlete Award
Awarded for outstanding skills in competition as members
of two Friends’ Central varsity teams during their senior
year, and for athletic achievement, leadership ability and
sportsmanship throughout their high school careers: Diane
Chen ’04, Christopher Campbell ’04 

The Phi Beta Kappa Association of Philadelphia 
Awarded to seniors who excel in scholastic record and 
who possess strength of character and integrity: Aaron
Nissen ’04, Michael Robbins ’04

Annual FCS Photography Contest 

The Poets and Playwrights Prize 
An award sponsored by the English department recognizing
the work of poets and dramatists: Kate Fussner ’05 

The Ramsey Award for Prose 
An award given by Mary Ann Ramsey ’41, a writer, editor
and public relations director, to a writer of fiction or 
non-fiction prose: Rebecca Kantor ’04 

Science Award 
Awarded to seniors who demonstrate excellence in scholarship
and achievement as well as a breadth of study across the 
science disciplines: Rebecca Slovak ’04, Michael Robbins ’04 

Special Award Presentation 
Given for perfect attendance during all four years of Upper
School: Andrew Bedwell ’04

Susan Durnford Snipes Memorial Award 
An award recognizing outstanding contributions to commu-
nity service: Jennifer Bronson ’04, Morgan Frank ’04, Brooke
Haines ’04, Daniel Zimmerman ’04

Upper School Winners

Black and White Category
1st place Emily Phillips ’04
2nd place Kirby McKenzie ’04
3rd place  Maggie Guerin ’04
Honorable Mention Catie Deutschman ’06 

Color Category
1st place Kirby McKenzie ’04
2nd place Millan Abinader ’06 
3rd place Jimmy Yang ’04
Honorable Mention  Catie Deutschman ’06 

Portfolio Category
1st place Emily Phillips ’04
2nd place Maggie Guerin ’04
3rd place Millan Abinader ’06

Middle School Winner

Charlotte James ’10
Photo by Middle School winner
Charlotte James ’10 
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Service Recognition
Awards

Elizabeth Baron ’06 

Andrew Bedwell ’04

Niara Blakney ’07

Rachel Bradburd ’05

Sarah Brodsky ’07

Sarah Brown ’05

Justin Chen ’07

Catie Deutschman ’06

David Drew ’04

Zachary Frankel ’06

Danielle Gershkoff ’06

Marla Glasser ’05

Robert Grasberger ’06

Jennifer Greenberg ’05

Marian Grove ’04

Ellen Hemingway ’05

Rebecca Kantor ’04

Laura Karabell ’06

Safiya Karsan ’05

Daniel Kaufman ’05

Erica Kivitz ’07

Louise Kraft ’05

Stephanie Liem ’05 

Elizabeth Lundy ’06

Matthew Lundy ’04

Noora Marcus ’05

Nikolas Muenke ’04

Eli Muhrer ’05

Adrian Oei ’05

Chris Padron ’05

Elizabeth Parzych ’04

Adrienne Purdy ’05

Julia Rainer ’06

Justin Richer ’06

Dana Robinson ’06

Morgan Robinson ’06

Emily Roccheggiani ’04

Aaron Schwartz ’05

Paul Senker ’06

Alexander Shusterman ’05

Elyse Siegel ’05

Joseph Silver ’04

Mark Simon ’06

Lowell Smoger ’05

James Sprogell ’04

Peter Sundheim ’04

Matthew Tann ’05

Amy Thomas ’06

Jennifer Tintenfass ’05

Rana Wardlaw ’04

Sara Zachmann ’05

Eric Zeiger ’05

Daniel Zimmerman ’04

Granted in honor of forty or more hours
of voluntary service

ABC – P.L.A.N. Volunteer

AIDS Walk

Ardmore 2000

Adath Israel

Adopt-A-Family

Appalachia Service Project

Beth Am Israel

Bryn Mawr Hospital

Experiment in International 
Living

Franklin Institute

Friends’ Workcamp

Girl Scouts of Southeastern 
Pennsylvania

Global Routes – Costa Rica

Global Works – Mexico

H.M.S. Bounty

Habitat for Humanity

Har Zion Temple

Ivy AKAdemy Teen 
Mentoring Program

JAM (Judaism, Activism, 
Mitzvah work)

Lankenau Hospital

Lifeworks Community 
Service – British Virgin 
Islands

Lori Ardis Ballet Company

Lower Merion Junior 
Firefighter 

MANNA

Main Line Life newspaper

Martha Washington School

Maternity Care Coalition

Nearly New Shop

Neighborhood Bike Works

Overbrook Pre-School

Pennsylvania Hospital

Philadelphia Folk Festival

Project Link Service 
Learning

Providence Monthly Meeting

Putney Seeds for Progress 
– Nicaragua

Putney Student Travel

Raul Julia Bike Ride

Riverbend Environmental 
Center

Rubye’s Kids Holiday Party

St. Barnabus Women’s Shelter

St. Edmonds’ Home for 
Children

Saunders House

South Dade Homeless 
Assistance Center

Student Conservation 
Association – Wenatchee 
National Forest

Visions – Dominican 
Republic

Walnut Street Theatre

Wetlands Institute

“This award has made me question
why I do service and taught me
that I never need a reason. I will
do service because it is there—
because someone needs to do it.” 

Organizations Where Students Served

“The work that I did has truly
shown me that for humanity to
grow and erase the inhumanity 
of people, service is needed.”

—Jen Greenberg ’05

—Morgan Robinson ’06 
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Spring 2004 Athletics Awards
SPORT MOST VALUABLE PLAYER MOST IMPROVED PLAYER CAPTAINS

Baseball Peter Sundheim ’04 Joshua Aichenbaum ’07 Peter Sundheim ’04

Softball Samantha Berschler ’05 Sarah Bach ’07 N/A
Katie Ivory ’07

Boys’ Tennis Joseph Silver ’04 Aaron Lipschutz ’04 Joseph Silver ’04 

Girls’ Lacrosse Amy Ludwig ’04 Lauren Nadkarni ’05 Amy Ludwig ’04 
Rachel Bradburd ’05 

Boys’ Lacrosse Dean Granoff ’04 Christopher Bleakley ’04 Chris Campbell ’04 
Dean Granoff ’04
Kevin Block ’04 
Bradley Cantor ’04

Girls’ Track Abbie Alexander ’05 Emily Olson ’07 Michele Matthews ’04
Jordane Blum ’07 

Boys’ Track Adam Farrar ’05 Robert Ricketts ’06 Jimmy Yang ’04
Richard Pompetti ’04

Golf Adam Greitzer ’06 David Aichenbaum ’05 N/A

MAIN LINE TIMES ALL MAIN LINE

Baseball: 1st Team–Peter Sundheim ’04

Boys’ Track: 1st Team–Adam Farrar ’05, 
Zack Malet ’06

Boys’ Tennis: 1st Team–Joseph Silver ’04,
Jason Sheltzer ’04, Elias Friedman ’06

Boys’ Lacrosse: 1st Team–Dean Granoff ’04,
Chris Campbell ’04 

Softball: 1st Team–Samantha Berschler ’05

Girls’ Track: 1st Team–Abbie Alexander ’05,
Michele Matthews ’04

Girls’ Lacrosse: 1st Team–Amy Ludwig ’04

FSL Individual Champions/Place
Finishers

Tennis: 2nd Place Doubles: Aaron 
Nissen ’04, Noah Bachow ’07

Track: Shot Put–Justin Plummer ’06; 
400 m–Abbie Alexander ’05; 
1600 m–Katie Bash ’06; 
3200 m–Adrienne Purdy ’05; 
Triple Jump–LaShae Jacobs ’06;
Discus–Michele Matthews ’04

FRIENDS’ SCHOOLS LEAGUE
CHAMPIONS

Boys’ Lacrosse, Boys’ Tennis

ALL FRIENDS SCHOOLS LEAGUE

Boys’ Track: 1st Team–Adam Farrar ’05,
Zack Malet ’06, Justin Plummer ’06, Jimmy
Yang ’04 

Girls’ Track: 1st Team–Abbie Alexander ’05,
Katie Bash ’06, LaShae Jacobs ’06, Michele
Matthews ’04, Adrienne Purdy ’05

Baseball: 1st Team–Peter Sundheim ’04

Boys’ Lacrosse: 1st Team–Dean Granoff ’04,
Kevin Block ’04, Chris Campbell ’04, Dan
Kaufman ’05

Girls’ Lacrosse: 1st Team–Amy Ludwig ’04,
Caroline Lazard ’05, Lauren Nadkarni ’05;
Honorable Mention–Rachel Bradburd ’05,
Andrea DeSabato ’05

Golf: 1st Team–Adam Greitzer ’06, Robert
Golan Vilella ’06

Softball: 1st Team–Samantha Berschler ’05;
Honorable Mention–Elyse Siegel ’05

Tennis: 1st Team–Joseph Silver ’04, Elias
Friedman ’06, Jason Sheltzer ’04, Sam 
Eisner ’05, Eric Zeiger ’05; Honorable
Mention–Aaron Nissen ’04  

Main Line Times Athletes 
of the Week
Samatha Berschler ’05, Adam
Farrar ’05 

MVP’s and MIP’s. Back row: Joseph Silver ’04, Adam Greitzer ’06, Samantha Berschler ’05,
Adam Farrar ’05, Dean Granoff ’04, Amy Ludwig ’04, Peter Sundheim ’04, Abbie Alexander ’05
Front row: Aaron Lipshutz ’04, David Aichenbaum '05, Katie Ivory ’07, Sarah Bach ’07, 
Rob Ricketts ’06, Christopher Bleakley ’04, Lauren Nadkarni ’05, Joshua Aichenbaum ’07,
Jordane Blum ’07, Emily Olson ’07 
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Fall 2004 Athletics Awards
SPORT MOST VALUABLE PLAYER MOST IMPROVED PLAYER CAPTAINS

Boys’ Cross Country Robert Ricketts ’06 Lawrence Murray ’05 Nathan Sandals ’05
Brendon Harnett ’05

Girls’ Cross Country Adrienne Purdy ’05 Madeleine Friel ’08 N/A

Girls’ Tennis Karen Lavi ’06 Laura Karabell ’06 Natalie Aronson ’05
Elyse Siegel ’05
Noora Marcus ’05
Samantha Berschler ’05

Girls’ Soccer Emily Olson ’07 Lindsay Nadkarni ’08 Rachel Bradburd  ’05
Sara Maloney-Truitt ’05

Boys’ Soccer Galen Guindon ’06 Robert Grasberger ’06 Adam Farrar ’05
Daniel Kaufman ’05 Zachary Weimer ’06

Galen Guindon ’06

Water Polo Matthew Miller ’06 Justin Chen ’07 Matthew Miller ’06
Deacon Lile ’05

Field Hockey Julia Pearlman ’06 Noelle Nacov ’06 Louise Kraft ’05
Lauren Tedesco ’05

ALL FRIENDS SCHOOLS LEAGUE

Boys’ Soccer: 1st Team–Galen Guindon ’06,
Tom Vail ’06, Dan Kaufman ’05, Sam
Feldbaum ’07; Honorable Mention–Drew
Erickson ’06, Zach Weimar ’06, Alex
McElroy ’06

Boys’ Cross Country: 1st Team–Robert
Ricketts ’06; Honorable Mention–Lawrence
Murray ’05

Field Hockey: 1st Team–Julia Pearlman ’06

Girls’ Soccer: 1st Team–Sarah Friedman ’07,
Lauren Rosner ’06, Emily Olson ’07, Rachel
Bradburd ’05 

Girls’ Cross Country: 1st Team–Adrienne
Purdy ’05

Girls’ Tennis: 1st Team–Elyse
Siegel ’05; Honorable Mention–
Natalie Aronson ’05, Laura
Karabell ’06, Karen Lavi ’06 

MAIN LINE TIMES ALL MAIN LINE

Girls’ Soccer: 1st Team–Sarah Friedman ’06,
Emily Olson ’07, Lauren Rosner ’06; 
2nd Team–Rachel Bradburd ’05, Lauren
Nadkarni ’05, Sarah Bradburd ’08, Cayla
Huppert ’08; Honorable Mention–Maggie
Lile ’07

Water Polo: 2nd Team–Matthew Miller ’06

Girls’ Tennis: 1st Team–Karen Lavi ’06, 
Elyse Siegel ’05

Boys’ Soccer: 1st Team–Galen Guindon ’06,
Tom Vail ’06, Zach Weimar ’06; 
2nd Team–Sam Feldbaum ’07, Zach 
Malet ’06 Drew Erickson ’06; Honorable
Mention–Robert Grasberger ’06, Alex
McElroy ’06, Ben Schutzman ’06

Girls’ Cross Country: 1st Team–Adrienne
Purdy ’05

FSL Individual
Champions/Place Finishers

Boys’ Cross Country 3rd Place:
Robert Ricketts ’06

Tennis 2nd Place Singles:
Karen Lavi ’06

Tennis 2nd Place Doubles:
Laura Karabell ’06, Natalie
Kitroeff ’07

Boys’ Cross Country: 1st Team–Robert
Ricketts ’06

Field Hockey: 1st Team–Julia 
Pearlman ’06; Honorable Mention–Kate
Bash ’06

State Championship Cross Country
Finisher: Robert Ricketts ’06, 3rd Place
Division 3, 20th Overall

All Southeast PA. Boys’ Soccer
Galen Guindon ’06

MVP’s and MIP’s. Back row: Adrienne Purdy ’05,
Emily Olson ’07, Robert Ricketts ’06, Matt 
Miller ’06, Julia Pearlman ’06, Karen Lavi ’06, 
Galen Guindon ’06. Front row: Lindsay 
Nadkarni ’08, Lawrence Murray ’05, Justin 
Chen ’07, Laura Karabell ’06, Dan Kaufman ’05,
Robert Grasberger ’06 
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FRIENDS’ SCHOOLS LEAGUE
CHAMPIONS

Boys’ Soccer, Girls’ Tennis
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Middle School Awards 
And what classmates and teachers said...

Ida Hill Cahn Award for Peace through 
Service

Katherine Bowker ’08 

Christopher Hall ’08 

Michael Pasek ’08 

Grace Tarves ’08

Frank M. Groff Award for Sportsmanship 
and Friendship

Mathew Bernstein ’08

Candice Hardie ’08

Phillip Rosenblum ’08

Jacqueline Frances O’Neill Award for 
Enthusiasm and Spirit

Lindsay Nadkarni ’08

Sydney Naylor ’08

Alexander Unkovic ’08

“Katie puts 100% into whatever needs to be done
and often takes on the responsibility to organize
projects. She makes these efforts from her heart,
and does everything with a smile on her face.”

“Chris contributes to our community in every way,
yet he is very modest about his involvement. He is
a model student, one of our truly outstanding 
citizens. He uses his talents to help everyone, not
just himself.”

“When Mike takes on a project, he is extremely
determined. Even though he is just a kid, he knows
how to make a difference. He is a bright, spirited
person who truly cares and wants to make the
world a better place.” 

“Grace approaches everything ‘looking on the 
bright side’ and is always optimistic. She does serv-
ice without even thinking about it. She is always 
eager to help in every situation and supports 
her classmates.” 

“Whenever there is a cheer in the crowd, you hear
Lindsay. Her limitless spirit stays strong no matter
what the situation may be. She is also one of the
kindest girls in our grade because she always sup-
ports others.”

“Sydney genuinely wants to get to know people and
is willing to talk with everybody. I admire and
respect her for being so positive about everything
that she does. She is helpful, kind and caring.”

“Alec is so ‘into’ life, making the most of all opportu-
nities. Whether it is academics, sports or acting, he
is so much fun to be around. His positive attitude
and energy are amazing!”

“No one encourages others like Matt does. If you
strike out, he still pats you on the back. If you need
help with math, he’s right there. He is kind and
stands up for what’s right, not just for what’s cool.”

“Candice constantly encourages her classmates and
teammates. She puts others before herself and is
always there when someone needs a friend. She
always has a smile—never a harsh word.”  

“Phil is a great athlete. Even when he is not at the
top of his game, he stays positive and keeps playing.
He also helps others with their skills and techniques.
If there is anything he can do to help, he will!”

Photo on Right

Back row: Colin Angevine ’05, Elizabeth Simins ’06, Robbie
Kunz ’04, Julie Gilbert ’07, Jon Aronchick ’05, Anna Raff ’05,
Elena Pereira ’07, Carolyn Lazard ’05, Earl Atta-Fynn ’07,
Julian Kantor ’07, Mark Ziffer ’07. Second row: Selin 
Amado ’06, Kate Fussner ’05, Sara Zachman ’05, Marla
Glasser ’05, Natalie Aronson ’05, Emily Roccheggiani ’04,
Renata Arouz-Destafano ’07, Emily Klein ’07. Third row: Jacob
Senker ’06, Elizabeth Baron ’06, Katherine Bash ’06, Mikayla
Lytton ’06, Amy Thomas ’06, Karen Lavi ’06. Front row:

Jennica Bocchino ’06, Catie Deutschman ’06, Sarah Drew ’06,
Adam Valen Levinson ’06. Not pictured: Rebecca Kantor ’04,
Jimmy Yang ’04
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Back Row: Marla Glasser, David Newman, Benjamin Grinspan, Jonathan Aronchick, James Hutchin, Michael Grinspan, Adrian Oei, Colin
Bottles, Kelly Markowitz. Front Row: Jacob Weisfeld, Aaron Schwartz, Anthony Duvernois, Samuel Eisner, Louise Kraft, Nathan Sandals,
David Aichenbaum

Friends’ Central School proudly announces sixteen National Merit Semifinalists and Commended Students. Over the last five
years, 23% of Friends’ Central seniors have earned these distinctions.

Friends’ Central Congratulates 16 National Merit Honorees

‘Félicitations!’ to Grand Concours Winners
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Thirty-two Friends’ Central students won honorable mentions, regional or national awards in Le Grand Concours National
French Contest. Organized by the American Association of Teachers of French, the competition tests aural and reading 
comprehension as well as grammatical skills. Eighteen FCS students were national winners: Selin Amado ’06, Earl Atta-Fynn ’07,
Elizabeth Baron ’06, Jennica Bocchino ’06, Catie Deutschman ’06, Sarah Drew ’06, Kate Fussner ’05, Julian Kantor ’07, 
Rebecca Kantor ’04, Carolyn Lazard ’05, Mikayla Lytton ’06, Elena Pereira ’07, Emily Roccheggiani ’04, Jacob Senker ’06, 
Amy Thomas ’06, Adam Valen Levinson ’06, Jimmy Yang ’04, and Mark Ziffer ’07. Earl Atta-Fynn ’07 received a special 
distinction for achieving the second highest score on the National Level Two Test.



Upper School Fall Play

1 Laura Matey ’07, Jon Aronchick ’05, Jon Herman ’06 
2 Jacob Weisfeld ’05, Michael Grinspan ‘05
3 Eric Springer ’05, Paul Senker ’06, Leah Franqui ’05, Carlin

Adelson ’05 
4 Eric Springer ’05, Jacob Weisfeld ’05, Tim Chawaga ’06 
5 Jacob Weisfeld ’05
6 Paul Senker ’06, Eric Springer ’05
7 The cast of Catch-22 takes a bow
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Students’ days are often filled with the
serious business of learning all that there
is to know about geometry, irregular
verbs, Shakespeare and photosynthesis,
but at FCS, students know that some of
the most important learning can take
place outside this traditional framework.
And when such an opportunity coin-
cides with a need, as happened for
Friends’ Central sophomores and jun-
iors on October 7, 2004, education in
its most essential and exciting form
takes place.

That day, the senior class was away
for college visits; freshmen were at
Ridley Creek State Park for their tradi-
tional day of class community building.
The Upper School fall play, Catch-22,
was deep into rehearsals; the nation was
deep into the election season. Talk
about the war in Iraq was inescapable
and its implications increasingly ones
that students and teachers felt the need
to explore. The result of this confluence
of events was the creation of a day dedi-
cated to how we—as part of the human
family at large and the Quaker commu-
nity of Friends’ Central in particular—
respond to war.

The day began with the screening of
the 1970 film of Catch-22. Directed by
Mike Nichols and headed by Alan
Arkin as Yossarian, the protagonist
Everyman, the film is a powerful, chal-
lenging depiction of the situation of a
bombardier stationed with his squadron
in Italy during the final years of World
War II. Students were respectful and
attentive, gasping at the sight of the
horrific wound Yossarian tries to
staunch as his crewmate Snowden dies,
and laughing in genuine relief at the

ridiculous but life-affirming sight of
Yossarian making his escape in a bright
yellow inflatable raft as the camera pulls
back at the end of the movie. Without
knowing its origin, many of us had
often used the phrase “catch 22” to
mean a no-win situation, and the
opportunity to discover its source in the
themes of the movie was illuminating
and helpful.

The afternoon was the most exciting
part of the day for many of us. Students
and teachers had accepted the invitation
to design interdisciplinary “breakout
sessions” to consider war from a variety
of perspectives. Students met to study
Nazi era drawings by Mauricio Lasansky
and to hear about the influence of
Brecht on the design of the FCS pro-
duction of Catch-22. We formed teams
to debate what course of action America
should take in Iraq. We met in the com-
puter lab to write letters to members of
Congress and to use the internet to
brainstorm about how, as individuals,
we might respond effectively to military
action. We made origami cranes, wrote
poetry about peace, analyzed editorial
cartoons and argued about the boun-
daries of satire and political humor on
Jon Stewart’s The Daily Show and Aaron
McGruder’s comic strip, Boondocks. We
talked about anti-war fiction and repre-
sentations of war in film and literature;
about how to reconcile the conflict
between technological and scientific
advances and military applications;
about the moral and social implications
of the Tuskegee Syphilis Study. We
reflected on the American draft: its his-
tory, its fairness, the varying perspectives
of pacifists and women, statisticians 
and students.  

Teacher Al Vernacchio, who offered
an origami peace crane session with 
fellow teacher Melinda Yin, reflected:
“Folding peace cranes with students gave
us a chance to talk about the day, about
peace in the world, about the connection
of the origami peace cranes to the bomb-
ing of Hiroshima…and about less
weighty topics. It was the shared experi-
ence of teaching each other to fold
cranes, being relaxed and fully ourselves
with one another, that was the most
important aspect of our time together.
True peace can only be built on the
foundation of knowing one another 
and seeing each other’s humanity; we 
can only accomplish this if we are
unguarded, willing to share, open to lis-
tening and interested in one another. A
seemingly small task like folding a peace
crane made that all possible.”  

Along with two other students, Julia
Pearlman ’06 led a workshop discussing
political satire and the boundaries
between what is “funny” and what is not.
She said, “Conversation was sparked
about government and politics, gender
and sexuality in a way that allowed us all
to find our voice and shout it out. The
day was such a cool opportunity to com-
bine the things I love (Jon Stewart could
not get any better!) with the community
I love. However, as individuals so close
to voting age, yet unable to vote, many
of us students felt trapped, experiencing
our own catch 22: we wanted to make a
difference, to see a change, yet we had
no opportunity to do so.”

At the end of the day, a few students
and teachers met to discuss how the les-
sons of the day might be extended out-
ward, towards those of our community

Catch-22 Inspires Community Dialogue

Continued on page 85

By Laura Novo, Upper School English Department Head
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Buildings have always fascinated me.
Growing up in Chicago, the city’s variety
of architectural styles constantly engaged
me. I was taken by the remnants of the
1893 World’s Fair, Frank Lloyd Wright’s
Robie House, and the Sears Tower,
which was then the world’s tallest build-
ing. Now as an historian, I am particu-
larly drawn to buildings because I see
that they can be used as a tool—like
documents, works of art and artifacts—
to interpret historical events. Therefore,
I was pleased when Friends’ Central
offered me an opportunity to develop a
new elective architectural history course
for juniors and seniors. In the History of
Architecture, students learn that build-
ings can serve as primary sources for his-
torical arguments, and in doing so, stu-
dents come to better understand the
social, political and economic factors
that shaped world civilizations.

An extensive slide library and field
trips to notable buildings in Philadelphia
introduce students to a number of the
world’s most important buildings and
architectural styles. In the fall semester,
we examined great works of world archi-
tecture including the Parthenon, Hagia
Sophia, the Buddhist stupa at Sanchi,
Cordoba Mosque, Il Duomo in Florence
and Horyuji Temple in Japan. This
spring, we have been studying more
recent architecture from colonial
America to postmodernism and beyond,
using slides and the city of Philadelphia
as a real-life classroom. The class visited
Founder’s Hall at Girard College, one of

These primary sources, which include
Robert Venturi’s postmodern manifesto
Complexity and Contradiction, as well as
interviews with Mies van der Rohe and
Walter Gropius, illuminate not only the
mind of the architect, but also the larger
social and historical context in which he
or she worked. 

After surveying some of the world’s
most historically significant structures,
and considering major architectural 
theories and design movements, 
students are then challenged to write
research papers in which they use built
works as their primary sources. One
assignment dealt with an issue encoun-
tered to this day in India—that of a
mosque being built over a Hindu 
temple. We had examined Islamic and
Hindu temple architecture, as well as
the Muslim conquest of the Hindu
world. The students’ task was to assume
the voice of the sultan’s court architect
in the year 1238 and defend his design
proposal for such a mosque. 

Through these surveys, readings, and
visits to Philadelphia, my goals are to
encourage students to look more closely

History of
Architecture
By Joel Dankoff, Upper School 
History Teacher

Back row: Zach Frankel ’06, Brad Cohen ’05, Marco Massaro ’06, Alex Shusterman ’05
Middle row: Teacher Joel Dankoff, Joseph Kang ’05, Dan Kaufman ’05, Alex Cohen ’05
Front row: Laura Loesh-Quintin ’06, Lise Rahdert ’06, David Aichenbaum ’05

America’s finest examples of Greek
Revival architecture; City Hall, the
nation’s largest (and most expensive)
city hall; the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, designed by prolific
Philadelphia architect Frank Furness;
the Land Title Company Building on
Broad Street, one of the world’s first
skyscrapers; and the PSFS Building,
the world’s first International Style
office building. We have spent much of
the course touring—both literally and
figuratively—this vast array of architec-
tural styles.

The course stresses the study of the
built environment—edifices, city plans,
urban and landscape designs—but also
considers abstract architectural theories
and issues. This includes the ways in
which society shapes buildings and vice
versa; historical events that shape phys-
ical form; the definition of “style” and
factors spurring stylistic change; the
influence of religious rituals on the
design of religious buildings; and the
patron-architect relationship. A partic-
ularly interesting way we have exam-
ined these topics has been through the
words of the architects themselves.

New Classes

Continued on page 85
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This year, for the first time in over a
decade, Friends’ Central offered World
Spiritualities, a comparative world reli-
gions course in which students deeply
investigate the principles and spiritual
realities of many religious faiths. Due to
the numerous instances of religious 
misunderstanding that cause conflict in
our 21st century world, the Upper
School curriculum committee agreed
that a world religions course should 
be reintroduced.  

In developing the curriculum for
such a course, I knew the content
would need to be both academically rig-
orous and personally meaningful to the
students. The academic nature of the
World Spiritualities course is, in many
ways, similar to that of other courses.
We learn to understand more clearly the
religious experiences of people from
around the world by carefully studying
the traditions, texts and practices of
many faiths. The course naturally
includes historical and anthropological
perspectives. The students read nightly
in their texts, take tests and write
papers. We pay close attention, as well,
to the spiritual dimensions of these
expressions of faith by investigating
deep, human questions common to all
faiths: How did we get here? How is 
the Divine known? Who/What is the
Divine? Who/What am I? Am I 
separate from or one with everything
around me? Do people have a soul?
What happens when someone dies?  

World Spiritualities is an elective
course for juniors and seniors who say
they signed up out of a personal interest
in religion and/or spirituality. Ellen

Hemingway ’05 said,
“I took this course
because religion has
always been a part of
my life. I wanted to
see how religion and
spirituality affect 
others’ lives.” When
asked why she
enrolled, Noora
Marcus ’05 replied, “I
wanted to learn about
the beliefs in other
religions and to see if
I could broaden my
own beliefs.” Catie
Deutschman ’06
added, “Each day, this
class is filled with 
fascinating discussions in which all of the
students freely participate. They have
helped me broaden my personal 
understanding of the beliefs of those
around me.”

On the first day of class, the students
requested, and were allowed, to sit on
cushions on the floor. This arrangement
helps create the desired atmosphere—
serious, yet relaxed and friendly. Indeed,
removing ourselves from behind the
rigidity of desks, we face each other
directly each day, without physical barri-
ers between us. This setup encourages
opening our minds and listening very
carefully to one another. It facilitates
communication as we challenge ourselves
to momentarily suspend our precon-
ceived notions of the world. We attempt
to understand each tradition without
imposing our own cultural or religious
views upon it.  

Our college-level texts cover the his-
tory and practice of each faith’s tradition.
Beyond the texts, literature, art, music
and dance are expressive areas we study
to understand how the spiritual and
human realms meld together. For exam-
ple, during our Hinduism unit, the class
read the Bhagavad Gita in its entirety. It
gave us an opportunity to internalize
many of the concepts we had read about
and discussed from our text. We have
also listened to Hindu chant, studied the
artistic symbolism of Hindu deities and
shared an Indian meal. While the rest of
the class ate, Emily Gaspar ’05 described
the historical and religious influences
found in Indian foods.

Guest speakers have visited the class
to share their personal perspectives and
practices. Many come from outside
Friends’ Central, such as Ed Zadlo, a

World Spiritualities
By Michael Crauderueff, Upper School Religion Teacher

Visiting Arsha Vidya Gurukulam near Allentown, PA. Catie
Deutschman ’06, Ben Grinspan ’05, Sarah Flaherty ’05, Adam
Greitzer ’06, Lauren Tedesco ’05, Kylie Harden ’05, Ami Bagia ’05,
Hannah Johnston ’05, Noori Marcus ’05, visiting student Aya
Funaki, teacher Mike Crauderueff, Emily Gaspar ’05 (kneeling)

Continued on page 85

New Classes

CAMPUS LOG
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Catching Up with Some Recent Grads
By Sarah E. Brown ’05 

Sarah Brown ’05 came to Friends’
Central  eight years ago. Since the ninth
grade, she has been a writer for FoCuS,
the school newspaper, and is currently its
Co-Editor-in-Chief. She plans to major
in Spanish at college. 

As a senior, it is difficult to imagine life
beyond Friends’ Central. This school
has provided a nurturing yet rigorous
academic environment, and through its
Quaker values, has taught us to see the
light within others and ourselves.
Although I will miss this atmosphere,
graduates have proven that life after
FCS is full of possibilities. I recently
chatted with several grads about their
post-FCS careers. It is amazing that
these individuals, who have been away
from our school only a short time, 
have been able to accomplish so much.
It is a testament to the quality of 
our school that all of these students 
have successfully pursued different 
passions—many of which were culti-
vated at Friends’ Central. 

Maya Francis ’03

What are you studying?

I am a sophomore at the University of
Maryland, College
Park, where I am
majoring in 
communications
and public rela-
tions. I am also
working toward a
certificate in
African-American
studies and a cita-
tion in American
studies. 

Do you pursue any activities 

outside of your studies?

I write for The Eclipse, a newspaper
geared towards African-American stu-
dents, and I’m also a co-host for a pro-
gram called “The Morning After” on the
university’s station, Radio WMUC 88.1
FM. We receive call-ins and discuss
everything from relationships and love to
sexual education and politics. Both the
newspaper and the radio show are very
free form, which is why I like working
on them so much.

What have you been doing that

has been most influenced by your

experience at FCS?

I gained an appreciation for service that
influenced me to become involved in
many community service projects in 
college. I recently acted in a charity 
performance of The Vagina Monologues.
We raised money for abuse victims 
advocacy groups—and I got to perform a
southern accent on stage! I also am
involved in a mentoring project for
Adelante Niñas, an after school tutoring
program in Prince Georges County,
Maryland. I work with seventh and
eighth grade girls. It has been a very
rewarding experience.

You are involved in so many projects

in addition to your studies; how do

you balance everything?

Besides becoming part of your routine,
you never think about being busy when
you want to do all of these things.

Judy Lavi ’03

I am a sophomore at the University of
Pennsylvania. Though I haven’t officially
declared anything yet, I will likely choose

either international
relations or political
science as my 
major, and English
and Spanish as 
my minors. 

What other activities are you

involved in? 

Last summer, I participated in the Penn
Program for Public Service. It was an
action-oriented service learning seminar,
focusing on economic, social and racial
issues specific to West Philadelphia. 
On campus, I’ve been involved in the
Student Committee on Undergraduate
Education at Penn, which seeks to
improve the quality of the academic
experience. I also work for an after-
school program at a West Philadelphia
middle school a few times a week. 
I hope to start a girls’ basketball 
league there! 

What do you miss about FCS? 

I never really expected it, but I miss the
weekly Meeting for Worship. For 
fourteen years, it was a constant in my
life. Now I realize how much I liked
having a block of time every week to
unwind and reflect on everything going
on in my life. In college, everyone is on
a different schedule, and so there are
few opportunities for an entire 
community to congregate in one place
to have that shared experience. 

What did you learn at FCS that

you are grateful for now that

you’re away? 

Attending a large school like Penn has
made me grateful for having been part
of the small, tight-knit community 
at FCS. Maya Francis ’03

Judy Lavi ’03
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people to respect and listen to each
other. I try to bring that mentality to
my college life.

Morgan Day Frank ’04 

I am a freshman at Wesleyan University
taking a variety of subjects, but the
topic in which I am most interested is
English. My junior year literature elec-
tive class at FCS, Bill Kennedy’s
“Science Fiction: Not a Flying Saucer in
Sight,” encouraged my fascination with
the subject. The short stories and novels
we read made me enjoy literature in a
way I had not previously experienced.
Mr. Kennedy developed both enthusi-
asm and a work ethic among his stu-
dents. His high standards helped us rise
up and become the students he always
expected us to be. 

Do you take part in any activities

on campus?

I attend Wesleyan’s Film Series where I
saw Martin Scorsese’s lecture inaugurat-
ing the new Center for Film Studies. I
felt like a pre-adolescent girl hearing
[pop idol] Jordan Knight giving a con-
cert! He even alluded to Brian DePalma
(FCS Class of 1958) multiple times—I
beamed with Friends’ Central pride! 

What was the most valuable 

lesson you learned at FCS?

Friends’ Central
teaches self-motiva-
tion. I now have
more of a work
ethic than many of
my college peers,
and I don’t think
this motivation
would exist had I
gone to another
high school.  

Benj Pasek ’03

I am a sophomore at the University of
Michigan and am a musical theater
major. I also study singing, acting, and
dance. I recently had the opportunity to
study with Shirley Berrett, a renowned
opera singer. 

What other activities are you

involved in?

Last summer, Ana Noguiera ’03 and I
performed a two-per-
son show called Out
of Gas on Lover’s
Leap. We had done
our senior project
together—a perform-
ance of Laughing
Wild, directed by
Henry Glietman. He
does many plays at
the Adrienne Theater,
and through word of

mouth, we received a call from a com-
pany that works with the theater asking
if we’d like to do a show over the sum-
mer. Most recently, I have been working
on a song cycle of original musical 
theater works that is due out in March.

What did you like most about

working on Lover’s Leap?

I learned a lot about acting because,
unlike larger shows, this was only the
two of us commanding the stage for two
hours. Also, since the play was about
teenagers, there were some parallels
from our lives and our friends’ lives that
we parlayed into the way we played 
the characters.

What have you done at college

that has been influenced by your

experience at FCS?

I learned that you must apply process to
make things work; when you work hard,
you will improve over time. I also
learned the value of community at FCS.
It is a very intimate school, and it

helped me learn how to interact in a
small community. Specifically, the
School showed me that theater is very
much a community effort. 

Meeran Ahn ’04

What are you studying?

I am a freshman at Haverford College. 
I took a broad range of courses in my
first semester, including macroeconom-
ics, calculus, global history, and an
introduction to the New Testament. I
chose both calculus and history because
I enjoyed them so much at FCS. 

Did you choose a Quaker college

because of your FCS experience?

Yes. I chose Haverford because I 
wanted to carry Quaker traditions and
ideals with me to college. This school 
definitely reminds me of FCS. 

Do you pursue any activities 

outside of your studies?

I played field hockey in the fall, and I
also play flute with the Haverford
College Orchestra.

What do you miss most about

Friends’ Central?

Among many other things, I truly miss
the people. The teachers and my class-
mates made FCS very memorable.

Is there any aspect of the FCS

experience you particularly 

appreciated?

I value the open-mindedness that I
gained at FCS. The school teaches 

Meeran Ahn ’04

Morgan Day Frank ’04

Benj Pasek ’03
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Since its establishment only one year
ago, the Friends’ Central Lecture
Series has already proven to be a
vibrant addition to school life.
Renowned speakers attracted parents,
alumni/ae, faculty and staff to the
multimedia lecture hall in the Fannie
Cox Center. The first lecture was
given by University of Pennsylvania
professor Steve Hahn (Declan ’12,
Saoirse ’15), the 2004 Pulitzer Prize
winner in History. He discussed his
book, A Nation Under Our Feet: Black
Political Struggles in the Rural South
from Slavery to the Great Migration,
copies of which he donated to the
School. Proceeds from their sale bene-
fited the financial aid program. 

Kathy Hirsh-Pasek (Joshua ’01,
Benj ’03, Michael ’08) lectured on
early childhood learning, the subject
of her book Einstein Never Used Flash
Cards: How Our Children Really

Learn—And Why They Need to Play
More and Memorize Less. Kathy, an
award-winning psychology professor
at Temple University, was pleased to
participate in the series because “FCS

is a wonderful school with an exem-
plary Lower School that lives the
principles promoted in this book.”
National best-selling author Diane
McKinney-Whetstone (Kehinde ’00,
Taiwo ’00) presented most recently.
She read from and discussed her latest
novel, Leaving Cecil Street, the story
of a close-knit African-American
community in Philadelphia.   

The lecture series has been a great
vehicle to build community at FCS.
Many thanks to committee members
Annie Weiss, Jane Koppelman, Karen
Ivory, Ellen Wasserson, and Laura
Novo for organizing exciting, stimu-
lating events. We hope to see many
more of you this spring! 

April 7:

Upper School Science Department

Biology teachers John Gruber and
Melinda Yin will speak about the fascinat-
ing science of taste. John will give an
overview of his Economic Botany course
and then discuss the botanical and 
chemical intricacies of the chili pepper.
Melinda will talk about the interrelation-
ship of science and culture, focusing on
Asian and western palates and scientists’
approaches to studying them.  

Lectures begin at 7:30 P. M. and take place
in the Fannie Cox Center for Science,
Math and Technology at 1101 City Avenue,
Wynnewood. Refreshments are served
from 7:00 P. M. to 7:30 P. M.

All lectures are free and open to the 
public but require a reservation. Please 
contact Elizabeth Finley at 610-645-5060 
or efinley@friendscentral.org.

Lecture Series is a Resounding
Success! 
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

Pulitzer Prize winner Steve Hahn The audience filled the Fannie Cox Center’s multimedia lecture hall

CAMPUS LOG
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From the Development Committee Co-Clerks

To many of us who have children (young adults now) who graduated from
Friends’ Central in what seems like a “blink of an eye,” it is not surprising
that they are fine citizens who maintain a healthy intellectual curiosity.
Students at Friends’ Central spend the majority of their waking hours in the
School’s care: learning, observing, absorbing, and experiencing the many 
facets of growing up.

As athletes, our students learn the value of discipline and working together. 
In the arts, students develop an understanding of their unique creative spirits.
In the classroom, they learn to think critically and independently. Perhaps
most importantly, their relationships with their peers, faculty and staff teach
them respect for one another and to value diversities of all types. In these
everyday interactions, it is our belief that the Quaker testimonies of peace,
truth, equality and simplicity may be absorbed and appreciated later in life.

Due to the generosity of so many loyal supporters, FCS is able to provide this
wonderful learning experience to students from all walks of life. Thank you.

Ed Grinspan
Co-Clerks of the Development Committee

Ann V. Satterthwaite

Ed Grinspan Ann V. Satterthwaite

IN SUPPORT



The Headmaster’s Dinner hosts those who made gifts of $3,000
or more in the previous year, as well as those we hope will 
consider strengthening their commitment in the present year.

Headmaster’s Dinner

1 Linda and Jerry Senker
2 Trustee G. Craig Lord
3 Headmaster David Felsen, Jonathan Propper and friend 
4 Sara Minkoff, Norma and Larry Reichlin
5 Chris Grant, Jay Bagia, Linda Waxman Wasserman ’75 
6 Jonas Stiklorius ’59, Trustee Robert Adelson
7 Jay and Heather Seid, Elizabeth Osborne ’54, 

Ron Wertheim, Sue Ann Stiklorius
8 Trustees G. Craig Lord and Ed Grinspan with

Rosemary Lord
9 Virginia Rauh, Mac Gallagher, Ron Wertheim, Elizabeth

Osborne ’54

IN SUPPORT
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The Headmaster’s Reception includes those who, in the
previous year, made gifts of $600 to $2,999, as well as those
we hope will deepen their support in the present year.

Headmaster’s Reception

1 Debbie Warden, Judith and Mark Aronchick
2 Annie Weiss, Jane Koppelman, Director of Lower School

Admission Cynthia Harris
3 Andrew and Ann Abel, Susan Ellis
4 Deborah Boardman-Lefevre, Eugene Lefevre,

Headmaster David Felsen
5 Ruth Stubbs Denlinger ’55, Nancy Schranz Wall ’38 
6 Upper School teacher Tom MacFarlane, Headmaster

David Felsen, Beth Kaminsky
7 Neil and Renee Faggen, Susan and Harvey Robbins

IN SUPPORT
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“Inspired” to Give Back
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

When Lauren Taylor ’04 wanted to do something special for Friends’ Central dur-
ing her senior year, the area of financial aid jumped to mind. “Schools can always
use financial aid money and I want others to get the great education I received at
FCS.” For her senior project, Lauren organized a praise dance and gospel music
concert, proceeds benefiting financial aid at FCS. Called “Inspirations,” the event
was held on May 12th in Shallcross Hall. An energized audience enjoyed perform-
ances by the Freedom Choir of Philadelphia and the Abundant Life Healing
Fellowship Baptist Church among others. In addition, Lauren’s own choir, the
Freedom Choir of Philadelphia, brought the audience to their feet with an electri-
fying finale. Thanks to Lauren’s initiative, over $1,000 was raised! Bravo!

IN SUPPORT
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1 Lauren Taylor (center) and the Freedom
Choir of Philadelphia

2 Middle School teachers Maureen
Sullivan and Alexa Dunnington ’98

3 Gwen Brown and family
4 The Taylor family: Michael, Megan ’08,

Monica and Lauren ’04 
5 Matthew  Tann ’05 
6 Abundant Life Healing Fellowship

Church’s Praise Dance Ministry
7 Bethany Baptist Church Steppers



Your gift to Annual
Giving is multiplied
992 times…

Day-to-day at Friends’ Central, our 992 stu-
dents achieve in a remarkable number of ways:

Young children develop their creativity through
cross-disciplinary projects.

Upper School athletes finish first in their league
and realize the benefits of their hard work and
cooperation.

Middle and Upper Schoolers appreciate the
value of service through “hands-on” participation. 

Our students achieve these benefits because the 
Friends’ Central experience is grounded in:

Challenging academics taught by a dedicated,
creative faculty.

Programs that round-out a first-rate independ-
ent school education.

Quaker tradition and values.

The benefits our students realize aren’t made
possible by tuition alone.  The Annual Giving
Campaign steps in to provide the majority of
additional funds to make the Friends’ Central
experience an extraordinary one.

Please support the Annual Giving Campaign
with your online gift at www.friendscentral.org or
use the enclosed envelope.

P.S. If you’ve already made your gift this year to
Annual Giving—we thank you!



List of Members

M E M B E R S  O F  T H E  B L A C K B U R N  S O C I E T Y
are graduates, faculty and friends who have included Friends’ Central 

in their estate plans. 

Anne and Peter Arfaa

Beatrice Barclay Trust 

William Bower

Helen Starling Burke ’51

Ellen Burr ’46

Grant Calder

Diane Bierman Carson ’67

Prudence Sprogell Churchill ’59

Barbara and Sarle Cohen

Ellen Cohen ’88

Alice Hess Crowell ’46

Charlotte Pugh Ellithorpe ’42

David M. Felsen

Alexander L. Fetter ’54

Colette and Michel Guggenheim

Jean-Pierre Guggenheim ’76

Margaret Harper ’36

Elizabeth Smith Harper ’54

Gardner Hendrie ’50

Patrica Hibbs ’60

Cinda Buswell Hill ’59

Julia Houpt and John Kralovec

Deborah and T. Reagan Hull

Gregg Jackson

Alma Meyer Kennedy-Crocker ’38

Stephanie Koenig ’70

Emma Lapsansky-Werner 

Henry Lavine ’53

Jean Campbell Lumpkin ’39

Patricia Spotts MacLachlan ’47

Janet and Hillard Madway

Stephen Marcus ’49

Sara Matthews and Raymond Fabius

Pamela Melcher ’61

Margaret Mitchell ’35

Gladys Baker Monier ’32

Deborah Hazzard Nash ’51

Dana Lynne Iverson Neefe ’61

Judith and Bernard Newman

Marla Hamiton Peele 

Sally and George Pew

Albert Carter Pottash ’66

Mary and William ’46 Ravdin

Lisa Korostoff Rooney ’73

Ann V. Satterthwaite

L. Paul Saxer ’38

Joanne Haab Schoff ’51

Nicholas Scull ’60

Lynne and Donald Selkow

Kim and Koji Shimada

Arnold Smolens ’38

Lucy Christman Statzell ’37 and 

Benjamin Statzell ’37

Margot Newman Stickley ’48

Andrew T.C. Stifler ’57

Leonard Sylk ’59

Ruth Tanur

Winifred Jess Tierney ’53

Beverly and Rich ’60 Ulmer

Patricia Myers Westine ’57 and 

Peter Westine

Barbara Willis 

Vera and Murray Wilson

Marjorie Harris Wolf ’34

Marjorie Wood 

Bruce Woodruff ’60

Eleanor Jenkins Zendt ’25 

To Guarantee Friends’ Central’s Future

Join Friends Who Are Helping 

For information about the Blackburn Society, or to tell us that you have

already included FCS in your estate plan, please contact Lydia Martin 

at 610-645-5043 or lmartin@friendscentral.org.
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translated by French teacher Heather Swanson and her students before they are emailed back to Daniel. Daniel
and his students will perform these plays for their community with the hope that AIDS education will lead 
to prevention. 

The Rwanda Project is not the only service group taking advantage of the “e-bridge” Daniel and I have built.
Art teacher Caroline Maw-Deis and the Service-thru-Art group are also part of the global exchange, hand craft-
ing cards inscribed with prayers for peace written by Daniel’s students in Kinyarwanda. These cards are being
sold at various school events to raise funds for Imbabazi Orphanage in Gisenyi, Rwanda. Furthermore, art
teacher Rhoni Groff ’s service group knitted teddy bears for children in the orphanage who lost their families
due to AIDS and AIDS-related illnesses. 

I hope to one day introduce my students to those in Rwanda using a live hookup. We have only begun to
explore this global learning and service opportunity as we foster this amazing connection with a small country
in the middle of Africa. Daniel and I hope that one day, we will bring the two Friends schools together on one
continent instead of two.

Friends Collaborate on Trans-continental Service Project
continued from page 13



T his July, Clayton L. Farraday ’32
died at his home at Crosslands
in Kennett Square at the age of

ninety. Clayton remained committed to
Friends’ Central for almost seven
decades, having been involved almost
continuously from the time he arrived in
1928, as a quiet ninth grader who had
heard about FCS from a math teacher,
up until his death, when he held the
position of school archivist. Dubbed
“Mr. Friends’ Central” by some, Clayton
enjoyed a career bearing at least a dozen
job descriptions from biology teacher to
Upper School Principal. He was twice
Acting Headmaster. Recognizing
Clayton’s remarkable and enduring effect
on our community, Headmaster David
Felsen says that “Great schools come
from great people, and Friends’ Central
has been the beneficiary of the extraordi-
nary service and example of  Clayton
Farraday.” To be sure, Friends’ Central
would be a different place had Clayton
Farraday not been a part of it: Clayton’s
unwavering dedication, his seemingly
limitless wisdom and his rare ability to
enrich so many lives made him a unique
force which strengthened the heart and
soul of the School.

Bob Hallett said that “Clayton has
had immense intergenerational influence
on our community. In the midst of a

changing world, he was our constant,
our solid rock.” Even Clayton’s school-
mates at FCS recognized his impact and
his great potential. They wrote of him in
his 1932 yearbook:

The late Eric Johnson, Headmaster
from 1948 to 1952, recalled at one
time that “Clayton had no need for
glory; he always let others take the credit
for things accomplished.” Clayton
seemed to give so much of himself and
to be genuinely interested in everyone he
met. “He was a constant presence,”
recalls Joanna Haab Schoff ’51, Friends’
Central Trustee Emerita. “[He was] a
great listener who guided people and a

quiet leader who helped you do better,”
says Joanna. Joel Dankoff, Upper School
history teacher shared that, “[last] sum-
mer I found an old biography of Andrew
Carnegie on campus with an inscription
on the title page which read, To Clayton
from Aunt Mary, June 1936. It seems
that at some point, Clayton gave the
book to Friends’ Central’s library. There

Clayton L. Farraday: A Life of Constant Purpose
(1914 – 2004)

By Marilyn Lager and Elizabeth H. Finley

Clayton at the opening of the Fannie Cox
Center in 2003
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Sons Ted ’72 (left) and David ’74 joined
Clayton at the dedication of the Clayton
L. Farraday ’32 Seminar Room in the
Fannie Cox Center, 2003

We have needed someone to set us an
example and here he is. He has always
been connected with school activities and
has certainly handled things competently.
Quiet, reserved and alert, he will make
good wherever he goes.
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CLAYTON FARRADAY ‘32

Clayton’s entry in The Record yearbook of 1932 Working in the archives, 1985

are hundreds of little things like this gift
that Clayton contributed to our School
over the years for which he never
expected recognition.” And so, in mat-
ters both large and small, it seems that
Clayton’s modest hand was everywhere,
guiding and shaping. Even Clayton’s
young classmates, recognized his humil-
ity and behind-the-scenes, productive
nature. In his 1932 FCS yearbook, a
quotation was selected to accompany his
picture which read, “You do their work
and they shall have good luck.” How
very true this has been for Friends’
Central School.

For the last twenty-five years of his
life, Clayton could be found at his desk
in the School’s archives, on a part-time
basis, identifying pictures, collecting
publications, setting up historical
exhibits, and serving as a gentle gadfly
to faculty and staff who struggled with
similar issues and conflicts in education,
as if seventy years hadn’t passed in the
twinkling of his eye. It was former
Headmaster Thomas A. Wood who pro-
posed in 1979 that Clayton, given his
long tenure at FCS and his great interest
in the people who comprised its culture,
write a history of Friends’ Central

School. Clayton diligently
and lovingly began research-
ing his Alma Mater, and in
doing so, compiled numerous
documents, publications,
school records, photographs
and FCS memorabilia. It was
soon realized that Clayton’s
burgeoning collection needed
a proper home and, after the
publication of Friends’
Central School 1845–1984,

the archives was officially established
with Clayton as its custodian. As
archivist, Clayton did much more than
carefully preserve evidence of the “life”
of Friends’ Central School. He was a
steady resource on the FCS campus,
talking to students about FCS history
and speaking up in Meeting for
Worship from time to time. He con-
tacted and connected people from the
FCS past and present and greeted 
people cheerfully wherever he went.

It may be said that a man who is
everybody’s friend is no one’s real
friend…except for Clayton Farraday.
He had an uncanny ability to make
friends with so many whom he had
taught, worked with, counseled, 
disciplined and led. One of the most
richly textured relationships was his
friendship with Bob Hallett, who 
succeeded Clayton as Upper School
Principal from 1979 until 1985 when
Bob left to become Headmaster of St.
Paul’s School in Maryland. “Clayton
saw promise in me that I did not recog-
nize in myself,” Bob muses. “He gave
me the skills I needed to fulfill my
dreams, in addition to pointing me in
the right direction to pursue them. HeBob Hallett (right) with Clayton

in a faculty garden in the 1970s
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shared his wisdom in demonstrating
how to work with people, make deci-
sions and think ahead. He has helped
guide me in so many ways, in my teach-
ing, my administering, my reading, even
my gardening.” It seems that Clayton
was able to turn valued relationships
into deep and lasting bonds that tran-
scend everyday professional contacts.
His social contacts numbered in the
thousands, and represented seventy 
years of FCS folk, including alumni/ae, 
current and former faculty, and loyal
archive volunteers like Frances Fitts
Ambler ’49, Ellen Burr ’46, Alice Hess
Crowell ’46 and Martha Shmidheiser
DuBarry ’44, who came regularly to
help him in his Blackburn Library space.
By his estimate, Clayton taught over
2,000 graduates of FCS and worked
with perhaps more than 4,000 people at
the School. And there is no one who
does not remember him.

So many, like Joe Ludwig ’69, present
Lower School Principal, fall into several
categories. Joe was taught biology by
Clayton, who also was his Upper School
principal. Joe has said that “Clayton has
long been my ideal as an educator; he
was a tremendous resource for me, my

mentor and my friend. I always went to
him for valued opinions and advice. He
had great patience and was open and
caring.” For Erika Harnett, Upper
School Latin teacher, Clayton embodied
“the essence of Quaker spirituality and
was a wonderful role model for what an
educator in a Quaker school ought to
be.” Erika claims she “never walked away
from a conversation with Clayton 
without feeling calmer and in a better
mood.” And Clayton always took the
time to have those conversations and to
learn from others. Former student Ron
Sharpe ’71 credits Clayton with intro-
ducing him to the essentially Quaker
idea of “centering oneself,” saying 
“Mr. Farraday taught me by example
that ‘quiet, measured and self-contained’
can be strengths, and how to listen to
others and myself.” 

It is no wonder then, that so many
alumni/ae have returned to campus
every year hoping to see Clayton, who
was always willing to reminisce and dis-
cuss happenings on campus from the
past and present. At reunions, he led
tours of the campus and the archives and
relished showcasing his Alma Mater and
meeting friends. “Clayton assumed his

role of ‘Mr. Friends’ Central’ beautifully
at reunions,” says Linda Waxman
Wasserman ’75, Director of Alumni/ae
Affairs for the School. “Reunion was
very important to him; he knew so
many people and everyone wanted to
visit with him.” At the annual Racers’
Day luncheon, a gathering of the
School’s senior graduates, Clayton’s
trivia questions and specially designed
exhibits of archives holdings were always
focal points. 

Clayton was a model of character
and integrity for so many over the years,
but he was also “a wonderful source of
amiable knowledge,” has said Eric
Johnson.  According to Jim Davis,
Upper School music teacher, he
“posessed an all-embracing curiosity. It
was not unlikely for him to start a con-
versation about the philosophical fine
points of preservation, the succession of
the British monarchy, the proper tech-
niques for pruning azaleas, an anecdote
about Renata Tebaldi, or a recipe for
tomatoes…he seemed to know every-
thing, to have been everywhere.” Indeed
one would always come away learning
something from him:  how long it takes
red trillium to produce a blossom, how
many three hundred-year-old oak trees
there are in Pennsylvania or how deep
to plant daffodil bulbs. One learned
what the Progressive Education
Movement was, how many Quaker
schools there are in Kenya and where

CLAYTON FARRADAY ‘32

The 1929–1930 Student Council. Back row: Clayton Farraday ’32, Edward Johnson ’31,
Marshall Sullivan, Jr. ’31, Stuart Mason ’30, John Pollard ’33. Front row: Louise
Colwell ’33, Nina Bowers ’30, J. Stokes Clement ’30, Janet Dorman ’31, Patricia Bonsall
Stuart ’30 

Teaching biology in 1964
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there is a Quaker center in the Costa
Rican rain forest. And Clayton was 
certainly the source of knowledge 
about the history of FCS over the last
seventy years.

Who else on campus could remem-
ber Miss Anna Eisenhower and the way
she organized her Latin class into five
separate groups, each working on its
own? His mentor, “a lady beyond
description,” said Clayton, “was the
teacher who taught me all I came to
know about being a good teacher: one
who has clear expectations, a sense of
humor and who knows the subject and
his students well.” When she died sud-
denly in 1941, he took over her Latin I
class the next morning. Who else could
remember which room served as the
girls’ coatroom or that boys’ and girls’
classes were separate until the School
became officially coed, “more because
of space issues than philosophy?” Who
else could remember the day in 1942
when Headmaster Barclay Jones
returned from a conference in Chicago
excited about progressive education,
thus engaging the School in the John
Dewey-inspired movement which has
influenced it up to the present time?

And who else had perfect recall for
the days of the Depression and the fact
that Board records show that the faculty
took a fifteen percent cut in salary to

keep the School operating through that
period? Or who else could remember
the days when the “color distinction”
was dismissed in the late forties, 
making way for admission of the first
black students in the early fifties? Or
when the student exchange with
Germany was initiated after the war, in
response to a desire to improve interna-
tional relations, and which lasted over
twenty-five years? 

When Barclay Jones died in 1945,
Clayton became Acting Headmaster, 
“a difficult situation,” he remembered,
“because I was young and awfully
green.” He was there when Dick
McFeely, “a compassionate, undestand-
ing leader,” was named Headmaster
months later, and has said of McFeely’s
three-year-stint, “He didn’t stay long
enough.” Clayton was there at the
naming of Eric Johnson, who had “a
brilliant mind and a very direct sense of
humor.” He saw the Linton Gym and
the swimming pool built on campus
during those years. And during 
Merrill Bush’s eighteen-year tenure as
Headmaster, a tenure marked by a
strong interest in community and inter-

national relations, Clayton worked as
Upper School Principal. It fell to him to
inform the school community of 
Dr. Bush’s death over a weekend. Again
he was named Acting Headmaster, a
position he held until Thomas Wood 
was chosen as Headmaster a year later, in
1971. For that stint, he knew he had
“gained the necessary experience and was
well-prepared.”

How did this young man touch the
hearts and minds of folk at FCS so
deeply…and so quickly? After his high
school graduation in 1932, he followed
Barclay Jones’ college guidance advice:
“Thee will go to Swarthmore.” And
indeed it was superb counseling, because
he avers that “Swarthmore was every-
thing to me…an opening up for a boy
from a family whose education ended
with normal school.” By 1936, he was
back at FCS as a substitute in seventh
and eighth grade, while working on an
M.Ed. at Temple University, which he
earned in 1939. His lifelong commit-
ment to FCS had begun, and no doubt
the light of his commitment and compe-
tence shone through almost immediately.
By 1940, he was asked to teach biology

CLAYTON FARRADAY ‘32

Lower School Principal Joe Ludwig ’69,
Clayton Farraday ’32 and former teacher
Ann Whitcraft at the Lower School 
campus, c. 1990

Clayton with Fumi Tsukahara ’69 and
former teacher Clint Ely, 1996

Tending the FCS greenhouse, 1979
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full-time, and he was to hold the posi-
tion of biology teacher, along with varied
administrative positions such as Dean of
Boys and Principal of Upper School, for
almost forty years.

Clayton had been called the consum-
mate and proper schoolman by some, so
it must have produced glee and surprise
when, right before Thanksgiving vaca-
tion in 1952, he, the Upper School
Principal, quietly married the Lower
School Principal, Winifred Robinson.
And if Liza Blackburn, Director of Girls’
Athletics, and her students, who were on
a class trip to Williamsburg, Virginia,
had looked out of the window on the
route back to Philadelphia, they would
have seen Mr. Farraday and his bride
bound for Williamsburg on their covert
honeymoon! It was not at all a scandal,
he was quick to reassure, but it must
have been good news for a closely-knit
school community. When son Ted 
was born in 1954, Winifred left FCS.
“I’ve never favored husband and wife on
the same faculty,” he has said with 
some irony.  

One of the happiest family and pro-
fessional experiences took place when, in
1960–1961, Clayton went to England
under the Fulbright Exchange Program
to teach biology at the conservative King
Edward VI School in the Cathedral close
in Norwich. His young family went too,
and they all found friends among the
English families with whom they lived
and at the school where he taught. “It
was a marvelously enriching year; at first
they didn’t trust this young teacher. But
by the end of the year, all the students
passed their tests. The American teacher
did fine,” Clayton has said. A significant
outcome of the year for him was that he
learned to “slow down and to stay that
way. Every teacher ought to have a full
year away.”

His contacts with parents, teacher
and youngsters widened when Ted and
then David came to FCS and later
became his students in biology classes.
“There was no preferential treatment,
but I did have to be careful not to be
partial since I knew all their friends.  I
held back a bit.” Today his son Ted ’72

lives in Miami where he is a high school
principal; David ’74 lives in Jacksonville
and is assistant athletic director for
Jacksonville University. Winifred died 
in 1976.

When Clayton retired in 1979, there
was an overwhelming display of heart-
felt praise and tribute at a black tie
party on campus. At that time, hun-
dreds wrote notes, poems and letters to
commemorate his career and the influ-
ence he had on the school community.
Kathryn “Kay” Orr, his secretary for
nineteen years, wrote to him, “Every
fifty years or so, there comes one who
reaches out and touches the inner
depths of the hearts and minds of
mankind. Clayton Farraday is such a
person.” At this time, the Clayton L.
Farraday Mastership Fund was initiated
to award teachers summer stipends to
explore individual interests. In 2000,
when Friends’ Central built the Fannie
Cox Center for Science, Math and
Technology, Clayton’s enduring impor-
tance to the School was again made evi-
dent as hundreds of graduates, friends

CLAYTON FARRADAY ‘32

Clayton celebrated his 90th birthday at FCS on February 22, 2004 At the home of Señor Hermosillo in Mexico City, 1947. Back row:
Robert Goodman ’48, Ted Reinke ’48. Front row: Ruth Trumper
Chavez ’48, Clayton Farraday ’32, Nancy Harscheid
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and colleagues sent him messages and
made donations in his honor. This gen-
erous outpouring honored Clayton by
naming the biology wing and the semi-
nar room for him. At the dedication of
these spaces Clayton charmed all pres-
ent by giving an impromptu quiz on
photosynthesis and pledging to write to
each and every one who had con-
tributed to the scrapbook of messages
he received that day.

In the later years of his life, Clayton
cultivated a broad range of interests
beyond Friends’ Central. His love of
travel took him to Kenya, Costa Rica, to
England’s George Fox country on pil-
grimages with teachers from Quaker
schools, to the Galapagos Islands where
he walked with the turtles, to the fjords
in Norway, and down the Nile on a
barge. He also spent a spring vacation in
Japan visiting his goddaughter Connie
Burgess Lanzl ’68, the daughter of
Richard Burgess, a former English
teacher. Connie recalls that on that trip,
at the age of seventy-eight, he had no
fear about jaunting off to unfamiliar
places, unaccompanied. When he
wanted to go from Tokyo to Osaka, “he
took the bullet train, joined a small tour
group and had a great time! That was so
typical of him. He always tried things
outside of his comfort zone.” 

Since 1992, Clayton lived at
Crosslands, a Quaker retirement com-
munity in Kennett Square where he had
a small garden to tend and enjoyed the
company of the people there, including
some Friends’ Central alumni/ae. He was
deeply committed to the Friends
Council on Education of which he was
clerk of the Executive Committee for 
fifteen years. He was involved with

membership in the Merion Monthly
Meeting of the Society of Friends, and
he served on the Board of Directors of
Delaware Valley and Lansdowne Friends
Schools. He continued to enjoy art
exhibits and musical and theatrical 
productions both on and off campus.
He could be seen eating lunch in the
FCS cafeteria with faculty and students 
several times a week. It seems that
Clayton, who had given advice for so
many years to others, apparently would
not listen to his own words: “One can
slow down…tomorrow will do.”

On October 3, 2004 when close to
300 of Clayton’s family, friends, col-
leagues and students gathered in
Shallcross Hall to celebrate the life of
Clayton L. Farraday at a memorial
Meeting for Worship, the overall
resounding message was clear: Clayton
did make good wherever he went…and
Friends’ Central is very lucky to have
been blessed by his presence.

This article was facilitated by a series of
interviews with Clayton Farraday in
1989–1992, conducted by Erika Harnett,
Upper School Latin teacher. Additional
research was contributed by Rageshwar
Kaur Wilcox.

CLAYTON FARRADAY ‘32

Clayton in 1947 when he was the Dean of Boys

Dinner with faculty members and their spouses at the Nottingham Inn, 1993.

Back row: Mary Ludwig, Joyce Hess ’68, John Louchheim. Middle row: Joe 
Ludwig ’69, Bob Hallett, Andy Hess, David Eberly. Front row: Ike Arditi, Nancy 
Hallett, Lily Arditi, Sue Louchheim, Ginny Eberly, Anne Preston, Clayton 
Farraday ’32 

In Japan with Steven (center), Brett (front,
left) and Drew Lanzl (front, right), and
friend, c. 1990
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Last summer, Friends’ Central
School offered a special opportunity to
Upper School Spanish students: three
weeks travel to Peru, home of Machu
Picchu, the Andes Mountains, and the
Incan empire. This journey had much
more in store than a traditional school
trip abroad. Accompanied by Spanish
teacher Cristina Pérez and technology
teacher Dan Crowley, fifteen freshmen,
sophomores and juniors filled their
days with diverse learning experiences
ranging from working at a local chil-
dren’s hospital to climbing peaks over
14,000 feet above sea level. Their trip
provided multiple arenas in which to
develop their language skills, engage in
service education, and learn about
Peruvian society and culture. 

“My primary goal was for the group
to see a developing country and its
everyday realities. Our work at the
clinic gave them a chance to witness
the very human effects of the poverty
and socio-economic circumstances in
Peru,” says Cristina. Located in Cuzco,

the Hogar Clínica San Juan de Dios
focuses on caring for children who have
mental or physical disabilities. These
children come from the most rural and
impoverished areas of the country which
are often agricultural settlements set high
in the mountains with no road access;
their families are financially and med-
ically unable to care for them so they
come to live at the clinic, which func-
tions like an orphanage. FCS students
worked primarily with two to five year
olds who struggled with conditions
including permanent paralysis, epilepsy,
Down’s syndrome and cerebral palsy. 

“The clinic is not government funded
and its conditions are far from what we
expect of a healthcare facility here,”
states Cristina. “There were dirty sick
rooms, lots of bugs, kids in worn cloth-
ing and cloth diapers. But the students
adapted to the circumstances and made 
a difference.” 

Lauren Engelmyer ’06 described her
introduction to the clinic: “The first 
day I walked in, I was startled by the

poignant smell of medicine, mixed with
saliva and cleaning solution. When I
saw all the children teething on the
metal of the cribs, I realized this was the
source of the strong smell.”

Students spent their mornings dili-
gently helping the nurses with whatever
was asked of them. The clinic staff was

Service and Summits: 
FCS Explores Peru

The Incan ruins of Saqsaywaman

Visiting the cathedral in Cuzco

By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox
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not large enough to devote significant
time to the children, who typically
spent their days in cribs. Since the
nurses were able to administer only four
hours a week of physical therapy, one of
the most important tasks the students
were charged with was spending time
with the children, playing in the fresh
air, talking with them, and giving them
plenty of personal attention. 

Teacher Dan Crowley says: “The FCS

kids provided the Peruvian children
much-needed therapy. This time out of
the cribs is an essential part of treat-
ment.  In addition, the students and
children became attached to each other.
Overall, the service component at the

clinic each morning gave meaning to
the trip because we experienced a world
different from our own and helped 
others.” Allie Gibson ’07 agreed: “The
fact that they find happiness in your
just being there makes it all worth it.”

In the afternoons, students attended
intense language classes at the Amauta
School consisting of both grammar 
and conversation. After classroom 
exercises, they spent two hours daily
with Amauta teachers seeing nearby
landmarks such as the Inca Museum 
and the monumental El Cristo Blanco
statue while independently navigating
the city in Spanish. Jon Herman ’06
remarked, “I learned through 

discussing religion, cultures, opinions
and beliefs in the courtyard of a church,
the local market, and even during a mili-
tary demonstration. Even though I was
not in school, I was learning all the
time.” Students returned home to spend
the evening as children of their host 
family (also arranged by the Amauta
School), thereby immersing themselves
even further in practicing the language.
“They definitely jumped levels in their
Spanish skills!” declared Dan. 

The third week of the trip was high-
lighted by a journey along the Inca Trail,
an arduous but breathtaking hike
through the Andes’ ancient ruins. “The

first day was so difficult,” says Cristina.
“We were experiencing symptoms of alti-
tude sickness like nausea and headaches
as we traveled. That day we hiked eight
vertical hours in below freezing tempera-
tures and moved from 10,000 to 13,000
feet above sea level.” The second and
third days brought some relief as the
group first summitted Dead Woman’s

Friends’ Central students in Cuzco. Back row: Paul Senker ’06, David Kline ’06, Noora
Marcus ’05, Rachel Bradburd ’05, Karen Lavi ’06, Daniel Paul-Schultz ’06, Lauren
Engelmyer ’06, Sophia Shelanski ’06. Front row: Robert Golan-Vilella ’06, Tim
Chawaga ’06, Jonathan Herman ’06, Chris Padron ’05, Laura Karabell ’06, Allison
Gibson ’07, Danielle Gershkoff ’06

“Students fortified their language skills tremendously and saw
a country they may not otherwise have had an opportunity
to visit. I am more pleased though about our work with the
children at the clinic. I was impressed by the hard work and
caring nature that the students demonstrated. The service
learning experience really brought out the best elements in
each of us.” 

El Cristo Blanco

—Cristina Pérez
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Pass, at the altitude of 14,500 feet
above sea level, and then began a
downhill walk towards their next desti-
nation, the Wiñay Wayha ruins. 

The morning of day four proved to
be the most rewarding of the approxi-
mately thirty-mile journey. Setting out
at 3:30 A.M. in the pitch black, flash-

lights in hand, the Friends’ Central
group made their way along the moun-
tains for two hours to reach the culmi-
nating vista of their hike. As they
crossed La Puerta del Sol (“Gate of the
Sun”) at 5:30 A.M., the light of dawn
shone on Machu Picchu, the most
renowned archaeological site of Incan
civilization. 

After returning from the trip, stu-
dents raised funds this past fall to fur-
ther help the clinic. Cristina Pérez  has
been working with a Peruvian artist
Irma Valdivia to bring her designs to
mass merchandise. The proceeds from
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I learned through discussing religion, cultures, opinions
and beliefs in the courtyard of a church, the local market,
and even during a military demonstration. Even though I
was not in school, I was learning all the time.

the sale of the items will go to the
clinic. As the first step in this effort, the
group made a “digital scrapbook” DVD

to raise the initial capital to digitize and
market the designs. 

Cristina believes the trip was reward-
ing on multiple levels. “Students forti-
fied their language skills tremendously
and saw a country they may not other-
wise have had an opportunity to visit. I
am more pleased, though, about our
work with the children at the clinic. I
was impressed by the hard work and
caring nature that the students demon-
strated. The service learning experience

“We were welcomed by Señora

Gladys Ugarte’s open arms and

warm loving smile. Her two young

children shyly introduced them-

selves as Danny (6) and Angela (9).

Every night, the children were wait-

ing for us at the top of the stairs.

They loved playing games with us

and we enjoyed their company

because they made us feel like we

were a part of the family. Danny

taught us words in Spanish that we

didn’t know and we introduced him

to new words in English. We were

surprised at how much we could

really brought out the best elements in
each of us.” 

Regarding her last day at the clinic,
Lauren Engelmyer reflected, “On my
first day, I was very critical of the state
of the rooms and desperately wanted to
change everything that was wrong. But
over the two weeks, I stopped thinking
so negatively about the dirt and the
smell and started being grateful that
there was a place like this. I now want
to raise money, not to change every-
thing wrong with the clinic, but to 
support everything that the clinic is
doing right.”

Living with a Host Family in Cuzco

learn from someone so much

younger than us. Throughout our

stay, the Ugarte family taught us a

lot about the culture and customs

of Peru. It is noticeably different

from what we are used to, but it

was an easy transition. Señora only

spoke to us in Spanish because she

wanted us to be challenged. This

type of immersion was a great

experience that pushed us to

improve our language skills. Due

to the efforts of our host family, we

can look back on this trip and

remember it as a great one.”  

—Karen Lavi ’06 and Laura Karabell ’06

Lauren Engelmyer ’06 and Sophia
Shelanski ’06 work with children at the
Hogar Clínica San Juan de Dios.

—Jon Herman ’06
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A Beautiful Silence
A poem by 2B about Meeting for Worship

In a beautiful silence

I can imagine what is going to happen in my future

I can imagine becoming a movie star

I can imagine peace in the world

And sometimes I can imagine I’m going to the moon

In my silence 

I wonder if the birds will sing a new song

I feel all my feelings jumping around

I feel my heart beating

As I sit in silence

I can hear in my head a beautiful singing

I hear birds chirping wonderful music and it is just like Beethoven

I wonder if I can have a dream where peace is all that matters

I wonder if my sister and I will ever get along

In my silence

I think about things I like 

I think about new episodes of cartoons

I think about things that I did wrong and see how I can do better

I think how much I enjoy the quiet

As I sit in silence

I like to look at the people around me and see all the different faces

I see the wonderful friends I have 

I can draw pictures in my mind

Join me in my silence 

As I imagine, wonder, feel, think, and see

The wonderful places inside of you and me
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Bringing the World 
Back Home

I have spent the last four decades travel-
ing all over the world and taking exten-
sive photographs of my journeys. I have
visited 100 countries, over fifty by bicy-
cle, and been to all seven continents—
including Antarctica! While I love to see
new sights and learn about diverse cul-
tures, it has been my interactions with
people that have made these trips mean-
ingful. I have discovered that one of the
best ways to build understanding is to

work together toward a common goal.
Service projects such as Habitat for
Humanity and the Peace Corps have
given me the chance to do something
helpful, travel abroad, and broaden my
understanding of people. My projects
and trips have also given me rich mate-
rial to bring back to students in the
U.S., for whom I present educational
slide shows.

Service has been important to me
since I was a high school student at
Friends’ Central. The Quaker commit-

ment to service showed me the value of
helping people. I chose to volunteer as a
candy striper at neighboring Lankenau
Hospital serving food to the patients. I
remember how good it made me feel to
help those in need. That feeling, initi-
ated at FCS, stayed with me. 

After graduating from Penn State
University in 1963, I joined John F.
Kennedy’s new program, the United
States Peace Corps. As a volunteer living

in foreign lands, I embraced the
Corps’ first and second goals: to
understand the culture of the host
country, and to help the host coun-
try gain a better understanding of
who an American really is.
Ultimately, I was to break down
my stereotypes, and help others
overcome theirs. The Peace Corps’
goals became my own and followed
me throughout life. 

Many years later, I discovered
Habitat for Humanity
International’s Global Village
Program. This program takes par-
ticipants overseas to work alongside
people from the host country to
build houses. On my first build in
a tiny village in Kenya, we slept on

the mud floor of an old school, bathed
in its outhouse under a five-gallon
bucket of icy water, and walked two
miles every morning to our building
site. “I didn’t know Americans could
walk so far!” said several of my new
Kenyan friends who believed we drove
cars everywhere we went. As we worked
together, talked and shared our stories,
they soon realized that not only did
Americans walk, but that we were also
interested in them and wanted to make
their lives more comfortable. Over the

course of builds like this one in Kenya,
residents stopped seeing me as a tourist,
and instead as someone who wanted to
help. I have since completed Habitat
builds all over the world including in
the Dominican Republic, Paraguay and
Mongolia. I am hoping to head to Sri
Lanka, Thailand, or India this year to
help tsunami victims begin to rebuild
their lives.

Together, my Quaker education,
Peace Corps experience, Habitat builds,
and bicycle travels have given me a
unique perspective of the world. FCS’
tenets of peace and equality gave me a
foundation to understand world cul-
tures and diverse beliefs. I like and
respect people. I love to learn new lan-
guages and travel to new places, build-
ing understanding along the way. I feel I
have opened the eyes and minds of
many people, as well as my own. 

I believe it is my obligation to bring
the world back home by sharing my
experiences with young audiences. For
the last sixteen years, I have been giving
slide presentations and lectures to mid-
dle school students in California. As I
travel, I have learned to think like a
middle schooler and take photos they

Betsy and friend, Jane, cautiously sit on the
Great Wall of China, 1995

Betsy works with children at a Habitat build
in Kenya, 1998

By Betsy Markland Schwartz ’59
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will be curious about. I visit local mar-
kets and bring back food, clothes and
other unique items to show the students.
Just as the Peace Corps encouraged me
to do all those years ago, I encourage
children to open their minds to accept
other ways of living, eating, dressing 

and speaking. It is rewarding when I
see students looking at people and the
world anew. 

As I prepare for my retirement at
the end of this school year, my mind
races ahead to my next bike ride
through Mexico and then Guatemala
to visit my new granddaughter. I am
also looking forward to cycling through
country #101—Iceland! However, I am
not retired yet, so this week I will be
presenting the continent of Africa to
my students. We will have a fashion
show of African clothes, look at slides
from my seven visits to the continent,
and try an old African delicacy—fried
ants! Children may be surprised, and
sometimes shocked, about what they
learn about other countries, but they
start to understand that our way of 
living is not the only way. 
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Habitat in Malawi
In July of 2004, FCS college counselor Carrie Brodsky joined a
Habitat for Humanity Global Village team in Malawi, Africa. Carrie’s
Habitat “habit” began at Friends’ Central School several years ago
when she first volunteered at a Habitat for Humanity site in West
Philadelphia with a group of students as a part of the Upper School’s
Service Days. Since then, Carrie has volunteered hundreds of hours
working at Habitat for Humanity sites in Germantown, North
Philadelphia and, most recently, Malawi.

“Last summer I was granted a Clayton L. Farraday ’32 Mastership
Stipend to support a trip to Africa. I spent three transforming weeks
as part of a sixteen person team from North America building two
houses in the capital city of Lilongwe, Malawi. The homes were
small, three-room structures constructed of handmade bricks held
together with mud mortar. The homes had no plumbing or electricity
and were topped with a simple tin roof. Keeping the homes dry dur-
ing the rainy season, it was the tin roof that elevated the standard of
living for the new homeowners. As is true of the Habitat for
Humanity program in the States, the future homeowners worked
alongside our team as we constructed the two homes. The project
ended with a very moving ceremony to dedicate the homes that were
built by the Global Village team, and a commitment on my part to
return to Africa. ‘Next year in Zambia’ was the parting refrain echoed
by many members of our team.”

Betsy in Tunisia, 2000

College counselor Carrie Brodsky and children in
front of the Habitat houses, Malawi

Why do you enjoy traveling
by bike?

Bicycling allows me to travel through

many types of natural environments,

including fragile and threatened ones. I

have taken many photos in these settings

of both flora and fauna. Cycling has also

afforded me unique ways of meeting peo-

ple as I navigate my travel. I enjoy staying

with people, sharing their culture and

hearing their stories. So often, from the

saddle of my bicycle, I have felt like a cul-

tural ambassador of peace allowing peo-

ple to know that ordinary Americans are

interested in the rest of the world—that

we are good, kind and decent people. In

fact, in 2002, on my cycling trip through

the Baltic republics, locals commented

more than once, “I am so happy to meet

you. I didn’t know Americans even knew

about our tiny countries!” 
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Standing Up for the World’s
Newest Country

“There are no false steps,”
says Alisa Newman Hood ’92. “Don’t
avoid trying something because you
have a fear of regretting it one day.”
True to her words, Alisa’s most recent
challenge was relocating to East Timor,
a small island to the northwest of
Australia and the world’s newest coun-
try, where she worked for the Prime
Minister just months after independ-
ence was won. Since graduating from
FCS, Alisa has lived in four foreign
countries (including Italy, the United
Kingdom and Uzbekistan) and learned
five languages (among them Russian,
Indonesian and Mandarin). She has
steered her life toward what she enjoys,
and taken opportunities when they
arose even when the outcomes were
uncertain. 

At Friends’ Central, foreign lan-
guages were Alisa’s passion. Erika
Harnett’s Latin, David Felsen’s Ancient
Greek, and Penny Weinstein’s and Jackie
Gowen-Tolcott’s French classes were
among her favorites. Beyond the class-
room, Model United Nations with Gary
Nicolai opened her eyes to the world.
“It is easy in high school to get stuck in
your textbooks and daily academic rou-
tine. When you step into the mind of
another country’s leaders, you see issues
anew. A sense of empathy emerges
which you don’t achieve in the class-
room alone.”

This love of languages and world
politics led her to major in classics at
Brown University and then to a career
in journalism. She researched, wrote 

and translated for the French
wire service, Agence France-
Presse, in Washington, DC,
followed by interning with
the Associated Press in
Rome. Even though she
learned a great deal about
being “scrappy and resource-
ful in a taxing work environ-
ment,” she desired a more
active position where she
could influence and shape 
an outcome. She wanted her
efforts to make an impact, and thus
decided to pursue a J.D., which she
earned from Georgetown University in
2001. “I wanted to participate in
processes, not just observe them. Being a
lawyer opened these doors for me.” 

When, in the fall of 2001, her hus-
band, Ludovic, was offered a position
with the United Nations in East Timor,
an island then being run by the United
Nations after its separation from
Indonesia, Alisa found herself at a cross-
roads. The notion of moving to East
Timor was exciting and alluring.
However, she was concerned about leav-
ing her first job after graduation—work-
ing as an attorney at a Manhattan
firm—which she had worked hard for
and was enjoying. Nonetheless, she
decided to at least do a search and see if
she could move and keep working.
When she too found a position with the
UN, she took a chance as a new attorney
and asked her firm for a leave of absence.
It was granted and she joined Ludovic in
East Timor in the spring of 2002.  

East Timor was recovering from years
of violence and campaigns of intimida-
tion by the Indonesian military and
local militia groups. It was the world’s
newest country, as well as Asia’s poorest.
Alisa was struck by the many dichoto-
mies she encountered: a verdant tropical
land of idyllic beaches and turquoise
ocean marked with the scars of violence
and destruction. The capital of Dili was
in ruins. “Ninety percent of the build-
ings were burnt shells. There was rubble
and debris everywhere.” Another con-
trast was between mood and circum-
stance: people were open and hospitable
in spite of being affected by extreme 
conditions. “Everyone knew someone
who died either from violence, disease
or starvation.” 

Alisa arrived at the brink of a nation
being born: a constitution was drafted;
Xanana Gusmao was elected President
and Mari Alkatiri as Prime Minister,
and independence from Indonesia was
officially achieved. In what she describ-
ed as a world of contrasts, “it was a time

Alisa Newman Hood ’92 with Prime Minister Mari Alkatiri

By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox
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of genuine hope and optimism about
the future. People believed opportunity
and prosperity were within reach.” Yet
within months, there was “a collective
sense of disappointment” when change
did not happen quickly enough.
Protests occurred frequently including a
small riot in December 2002. When
asked how she dealt with such upheaval
and seemingly frightening circum-
stances, she replied, “Yes, it was scary
sometimes. But I was also in New York
on 9/11. You never really know 
when and where something like that
can happen.” 

It was in this context that Alisa took
on the biggest challenge of her profes-
sional life: she was hired as legal advisor
to the Prime Minister and coordinator
of the Government’s oil and gas negoti-
ating team. Rich petroleum resources
lay in the Timor Sea, and the fledgling
government needed a negotiating team
to ensure the country’s share. Her posi-
tion was funded by the World Bank,
though she was an employee of the East
Timorese government and reported
directly to Prime Minister Alkatiri. This
was a unique opportunity; the country
was a blank slate with a limited econ-
omy and infrastructure. 

Alisa detailed what was at stake:
“Based on current estimates, East
Timor will receive about $3 billion in
revenues from one major Timor Sea oil
and gas field over the next twenty years,
causing it to almost triple its annual
GDP. Overall, all known Timor Sea oil
and gas reserves are estimated to be

worth more than $30 billion. This
was the size of ‘the pie’ that would be
split among East Timor, neighboring
Australia and the oil companies.”

Her team’s primary objective was
to achieve the maximum amount of
money for East Timor from the petro-
leum negotiations. “The country had
only one chance to start on the right
foot. This was the money that would
fund East Timor’s hospitals, roads and
schools for the next two decades.” 

Alisa’s “lean, mean operation”—
which included a handful of experi-
enced economists, geologists, engi-
neers and other attorneys—was ulti-
mately successful in securing East
Timor’s share in the commercial 
negotiations. The country continues
to negotiate with Australia, but she
says, “that we even got Australia to
come to the table was a victory.” Her
efforts over a two-year period in East
Timor were motivated by a principle
she says goes back to her service experi-
ences at Friends’ Central. “Those who
are privileged, whether in financial
resources or education or both, have an
obligation to give back. My work for
East Timor felt like ‘standing up for the
little guy.’ I felt I was an individual
making a difference.” 

After extending their stay in East
Timor several times, Alisa and Ludovic
returned to New York in early 2004.
While she had good experiences and has
happy memories, she felt it was time. “I
had given what I could, and gotten the
learning experience. Time away takes its

toll. You miss creature comforts, your
family and home.” 

Professionally, the experience gave
her enthusiasm for and expertise in mar-
itime boundary disputes and the oil and
gas industry. She is now a project
finance associate in the New York office
of the law firm White & Case, focusing
on international petroleum projects.
Would she consider working or living
abroad again? “Absolutely…for both
professional and personal reasons.
Professionally speaking, my husband
and I both have internationally-focused
careers; personally speaking, we enjoy
living in foreign countries and we want
to expose our future children to foreign
cultures and places.”

Looking back at the path she has
taken, she offers these words to stu-
dents: “It took me eight years—and
many experiences—just to narrow down
what I wanted to do. I really advise FCS

students to go to new, perhaps exotic
places as well as study what truly
engages them in college. This is the 
time in your life when you can make
choices, try what you like, and take 
reasonable risks.”

Alisa’s efforts over a two year period in East Timor were
motivated by a principle she says goes back to her service
experiences at Friends’ Central. “Those who are privileged,
whether infinancial resources or education or both, have an
obligation to give back. My work for East Timor felt like
‘standing up for the little guy.’ I felt I was an individual
making a difference.” 

What did you like best about
working and living abroad?

“I enjoyed the challenges 
of working in another language
and culture. It was such a stim-
ulating environment! Mundane
activities became adventures—
conversations, shopping for
food, even trips on the bus!
Ironically, the greatest culture
shock was returning to life in
the States.”
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Jason Green ’94 and Platform Learning:
Revolutionizing Educational Options

These are the goals Jason Green ’94 has
set for himself as the Regional Director
for Platform Learning, an afterschool
tutoring program based in New York. At
twenty-seven years old, he has already
started his own educational enterprise
and set out to plug the holes in the fed-
eral No Child Left Behind program. His
first effort, BEST (Building Excellent
Schools Together), tutored 900 students
in Philadelphia with a staff of 180
teachers. Platform Learning, formed
after BEST was acquired by another
organization, supports almost 40,000
students and 5,000 teachers nationwide.
Jason’s ambition and tenacious attitude
toward transforming education stem
from his personal journey from public
high school to Friends’ Central.  

Jason entered Friends’ Central in
ninth grade. He lived in Yeadon, just
south of Philadelphia. He had always
attended his neighborhood public
school, where he describes himself as
being “an average kid who felt no more
special than the next.” His mother,
however, was increasingly dissatisfied
with what she was seeing: in spite of
being in accelerated classes, her son was
getting by without much effort. She was
worried that an intellectual laziness was
setting in without any challenges pre-
sented in the classroom. 

Thus began efforts to find a new
school, near or far, which would provide

academic rigor, plus something new for
Jason—individual attention. Jason 
was ambivalent at the time. “I was com-
fortable—coasting by in class—and I
didn’t want to leave my friends and the
setting I was accustomed to. At the same
time though, I was aware I was not
being challenged. And, I was at the age
where some of my peers were experi-
menting with fighting. It wasn’t a dan-
gerous place, but it wasn’t a real positive
one either.”

Independent schools provided a way
for Jason to leave this atmosphere
behind. “We looked at a couple of
schools. FCS was the one that struck my
mother and me the most because the
staff and students gave us the warmest
reception you could imagine!” Even
though he was nervous about leaving his
old school, he says he was excited about
the more rigorous academics, meeting
new people and having new experiences. 

Coming to FCS presented a few “cul-
tural challenges” as Jason describes
them. Yeadon’s population was tradi-
tionally Hispanic or African-American
and middle-class. Wynnewood was a
change. He was one of only two
African-American students in his class
that year.

Nonetheless, Jason says the experi-
ence was positive. He describes how he
began to settle into the School as teach-
ers took him in and students bonded
with him in classes, clubs and activities.
Over his four years here, Jason partici-
pated in the debate team, was a class

representative for student government,
and joined the track and field and cross-
country teams where he was a captain.
He still speaks with pride about how the
track team went from last place to first
place during his four-year participation.
“There was a lot of camaraderie with
classmates and teammates.” In addition,
he says he still draws from the experi-
ence of meeting people who seemed dif-
ferent from himself when he works with
people today from diverse walks of life. 

After Friends’ Central, Jason felt
socially and academically ready for the
world. Teachers had pushed him and
never settled for mediocrity. “The differ-
ence between FCS and my old school
was that the teachers genuinely believed
in me and told me I had potential. So I
set high standards for myself. I wanted
to meet their expectations. When I went
to college, I felt prepared in every way
because I had learned to set goals and
work toward them.” 

Jason attended Morehouse College in
Atlanta (from which he graduated Phi

“I want to rejuvenate students.

I want them to experience

what helped me succeed.”

Jason Green ’94
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By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox
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Beta Kappa) where he became friends
with fellow Philadelphian, Matthew
Mugo Fields. He says they were
“obsessed” with what made their educa-
tional experiences fruitful in contrast to
their public school peers, many of
whom never graduated. Still trying to
find an answer, they both pursued grad-
uate degrees; Fields went to Harvard
and Jason joined the Wharton School at
the University of Pennsylvania where he
earned an M.B.A. (he is presently an
M.S. candidate at Penn’s Graduate
School of Education). Together they
studied urban schools in Boston,
Philadelphia, New York and Newark.
They found an interesting phenome-
non: high performing yet under-
resourced schools. How could this be?

Jason says their studies unearthed
two key elements driving the success of
these schools—expectations and encour-
agement. He saw that these were the
same things he got at Friends’ Central
after leaving public school. The pressing
question now was how to change the
experience children were having at
many urban public schools into a posi-
tive one like his at FCS that spurred
him to reach for success.

Jason explains, “Children in high
performing schools were succeeding
because they were inspired about learn-
ing. There are two things the teachers
created: expectations and a model of
leadership to believe in oneself.” He
asserts that it is the adults who must
take on this responsibility, just as his
FCS teachers did. “The predominant
paradigm of simply reciting knowl-
edge at the front of a classroom
leaves brilliant children who are
never pushed to believe in their abili-
ties or take chances. Friends’ Central
was different because the teachers

really cared about their students and
never settled.” Jason’s studies showed
that in successful schools, the teachers
fostered an environment to inspire stu-
dents. He wanted to challenge the status
quo of traditional teaching; he wanted
to make learning centers which were set
apart, like FCS. 

Together with Matthew Fields, Jason
developed an afterschool tutoring pro-
gram which allowed parents to use fed-
eral No Child Left Behind funds for free
professional tutoring. “Many parents are
confronted with the fact that no seats
are available when you try to move your
child to a higher-performing public
school. Our program, Platform
Learning, empowers them to improve
their kids’ learning by providing this
alternative educational environment.” 

Platform Learning teaches math and
literacy to students in public schools
that “are in need of improvement.”
Currently, the program covers kinder-
garten to eighth grade. Jason hopes to
expand the program up to the twelfth
grade in the near future. The curricula
are fresh for students, who are primarily
from minority backgrounds, because
they incorporate people of color and
nonfiction accounts such as the
Underground Railroad or the
Montgomery Bus Boycott. “They see
people who look like them in their text-
books, and the content is active and
exciting.” They learn vocabulary, com-
prehension, history and critical thinking. 

Jason is at the cutting edge of a new
educational and entrepreneurial phe-
nomenon. “There are very few national
providers focused on supplemental edu-
cation services. We cater to a tradition-
ally disenfranchised population of lower
income students from minority and
urban pockets.” His pupils range from

the “super student” who just wants
more skills, to those who say they don’t
like day school. For two hours a day,
these children get focused, personal
attention from a teacher, with only five
other classmates. Jason points out that
often the kids who misbehave at day
school to get attention are the ones
most excited about the afterschool
tutoring. It is the one time of day that
they get plenty of direct interaction
with a teacher who is invested in them.  

The teachers are also enthused. They
are often the same teachers who teach in
packed classrooms at public schools but
want the chance to work with students
in smaller groups. Also, Jason says pub-
lic schools do not always have optimal
resources. He is adamant about provid-
ing excellent facilities to his teachers
along with all necessary tools because
the physical environment and lack of
basic tools in under-resourced school is
very discouraging.

“Our children go back to day school
with new skills and rejuvenated atti-
tudes. This feeds back into the public
school classroom in terms of both
increased abilities and enthusiasm 
for learning.”

No one was passive in Jason’s educa-
tional experience, neither his teachers
nor his mother. Their expectations and
confidence pushed him to find a way to
build these very elements into under-
resourced communities. “We need to
be trailblazers,” says Jason. “There is
a sense of urgency because every day
passing is one more where there is a
student not learning how to read. He
or she will wake up in six years with-
out a job or in jail or just feeling
aimless. We must be tireless in giving
each student encouragement and
inspiration.”



CONRAD TURNER ’76 
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O
ne Spring day in 2003, I
was in the southern Kyrgyz
city of Osh in the heart of
Central Asia’s Fergana

Valley, performing and lecturing on
American music to a packed auditorium
of university students and arts profes-
sionals. Since the breakup of the Soviet
Union, Osh had seen few visiting per-
formers and had never heard a foreign
diplomat play music, much less an
American one. With me were four of
the country’s top brass instrumentalists,
who had joined me in creating
Kyrgyzstan’s first and only brass ensem-
ble, the Silk Road Brass Quintet. We
had flown from Bishkek through turbu-
lence on a rickety, Soviet-era prop plane,
and though the flight had taken its toll
on two of my companions, they had
recovered enough to play for this rapt
crowd, which heard performances of
Gershwin and other U.S. composers for
the first time. This trip was an unusual
part of our embassy’s outreach to the
regions, but it was not the first time I
had brought music to bear in represent-
ing the United States to foreign publics. 

Foreign Service was never what I
expected as a career. As a student at
Friends’ Central in the seventies, I saw
music as my future, though I also had
romantic and unfocused notions of 
living abroad. The superb tutelage of

Jim Davis and the late Doris Johnson as
well as FCS’ many performing opportu-
nities gave me excellent preparation, but
prospects for a music career dimmed in
college as the travel bug took over. After
a Peace Corps stint in Africa and gradu-
ate studies in Russian at Bryn Mawr
College, I had my first diplomatic expe-
rience with the exhibit service of the
U.S. Information Agency (USIA),
describing America to hundreds of
thousands of Soviet citizens around the
USSR. Since then, USIA and the State
Department have taken me on assign-
ments to our embassies in Belarus,

Russia, Austria, Pakistan and
Kyrgyzstan. Though most of my work
involved nuts-and-bolts policy and 
programs, I’ve found ways to bring my
musical background to bear in conduct-
ing diplomacy.

In Belarus, where I served from
1993 to 1994, I befriended the coun-
try’s leading trumpet player and talked
him into creating a brass quintet,
(brazenly!) appointing myself alternate
second trumpet player. The resulting
ensemble played American music in a
variety of venues including the capital’s
largest concert hall. The quintet contin-

Conrad leads the Quintet in a performance of Christmas music 
at a reception hosted by the U.S. Ambassador

‘Cultural Diplomacy’
in Central Asia

By Conrad Turner ’76 
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ued to record and perform, both live
and on TV, for years after I left the
country, even touring Germany. In
Kyrgyzstan, I founded the Silk Road
Brass Quintet and helped establish the
“Ala-Too” musical foundation and 
youth orchestra to revitalize the once-
rich musical arts that have suffered
greatly during this newly independent
country’s painful transition period. With
Dr. Charles Ansbacher of the Boston
Landmarks Orchestra as Principal Guest

Conductor, the orchestra has brought
a new learning environment to young
Kyrgyz musicians while providing a
useful platform for the embassy’s
ongoing cultural programs. The fund
continues to host American and inter-
national artists while seeking funding
from Kyrgyz and U.S. businesses and
foundations to expand its work. 

As Public Affairs Officer, my
duties have included bringing
American arts and performing artists
to Kyrgyzstan, as well as several
smaller and more informal activities.
A program to promote academic
integrity in universities gave me the
chance to play guitar for students. I
played guitar with a visiting American
folk group and on another occasion
made a cameo appearance playing
trumpet with a local big band in
Bishkek’s philharmonic hall. In pre-
senting music to foreign audiences, I
see my goal as presenting another side
of America to counterbalance the

popular culture that, for better or worse,
has come to be our “diplomat” to the
world. Though the U.S. has an enor-
mous wealth of first-rate, non-commer-
cial culture, many foreign publics view
us through the prism of video and com-
puter entertainment, leaving a skewed
and inaccurate view of our society.
Cultural diplomacy helps present a
more complete picture and is an impor-
tant way to build trust. On a personal
level, it has given me a rewarding
opportunity to do what I love, and also
confirmed the value of an education
that includes the arts. It is a sad fact
that many school music programs come
and go depending on budgets and the
whims of policy makers. I’m glad that
Friends’ Central has maintained a 
consistently strong performing arts pro-
gram. FCS’ commitment to the arts
made a tremendous difference in my
life, and in the lives of many fellow
graduates, in ways that we never could
have imagined as students. 

Conrad at an Ala-Too concert with U.S.
Ambassador Stephen Young (left), Russian
pianist Victoria Korchinskaya-Kogan (right)
and Principle Guest Conductor Charles
Ansbacher (far right)

The Silk Road Brass Quintet

CONRAD TURNER ’76 
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With headlines like this, you know 
Jon Abel ’01 is going places. 

At twenty-two years old, the Harvard
senior has written articles for the Miami
Herald which are as prominent as those
written by seasoned reporters. Yet, prior
to his summer internship last year with
the Herald, he had little experience as a
journalist. He wrote for the Harvard
Crimson (the University’s daily), and two
of his letters to the editor were published
by the Philadelphia Inquirer and New
York Times. He has nonetheless managed
to earn himself bylines for stories as var-
ied as murder and monk parakeets in
one of the nation’s largest newspapers.
Directions interviewed Jon to find 
out more about how he set upon this
incredible path.

How did you first become involved

with journalism and writing?

“I am a European History major, and
enjoy the writing and research in this
field. I was introduced to journalism by
a Harvard alum I worked for as a
research assistant. He is a journalist with
the Washington Post, and always talked
about how fun and exciting his job was.
It was his suggestion that I might enjoy
writing professionally and that I should
start by applying for summer internships
with newspapers. I applied to papers all
over the country—from the New York
Times with a circulation of over a million
to the Fort Wayne News Sentinel with a

poison ivy covering kids cleaning up a
park—I was so glad they called!”

Do you have a ‘dream story’ you

would like to write about?

“Corporate corruption and scandal
would be fun! I would also love to be a
foreign correspondent in an under-
reported country. This job can be a
great way to see the world.”

What do you appreciate most

about this field?

“You can find ways to write about any-
thing [you are interested in]. That is
what is so great about being a journal-
ist—you never have to settle for one
kind of story.”

What is your advice for FCS 

students interesting in pursuing

a career in journalism?

“I recommend writing for your college
newspaper. It’s a good experience and
fun. But you don’t need that much
experience to be a reporter. If you ask
lots of questions, spell people’s names
correctly, and avoid lying—and do all
of these things quickly—there’s proba-
bly a place for you at any paper.

What’s next for you?

“I still write for the Harvard Crimson
and am freelancing for the Boston
Globe’s health and science page. This
summer, I will be working at the
Washington Post as an intern. I am set
on going into journalism.”

“Tarzan” 
mourns his 
slain tiger

Jon Abel ’01: Making Headlines 
By Rageshwar Kaur Wilcox

Panting pig squeals 
on sacrificial owner

circulation of around 50,000. When
Fort Wayne and Miami offered me posi-
tions, Miami was a no-brainer!”

How were you able to publish sub-

stantial pieces in the Herald con-

sidering that you were an intern

and still a student?

“Initially the paper sent me out for a
week to cover press conferences. I was
able to write quickly and accurately and
so they started to send me out on stories.
The paper finds potential stories using a
police scanner, and as soon as something
hits that might be newsworthy, they send
you out to investigate. Ultimately, if you
are able to write quickly and correctly,
the world is your oyster.”

Of the stories you covered, which

did you enjoy the most?

“The escaped tiger story. They heard
about it on the police scanner, and called
me on my cell. I immediately drove out
to this small backwoods town. An actor
who had played Tarzan in B-movies had
a pet tiger which went missing from his
home. It was an absurd, funny, adven-
turesome situation. I met some colorful
characters. I wrote around sixty pieces
that summer, and not every event was as
exciting as this one. At the time of the
tiger escape, I was standing knee-deep in

Jon Abel ’01

Could better vest
have saved officer?

Pirate 
radio in 
perilous 
waters
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1 Amelia Orzech-Boscov ’16, Ethan Hurwitz ’16, 
Caroline Fazharzadeh ’16 

2 Back row: Mac Melman ’13, Jason Clough ’13, Beah
Jacobson ’13. Middle row: Sam Silver ’13, Briana
Folwell ’13 Front row: Alex Kaplan ’13,  Thomas
Fakharzadeh ’13

3 Arielle Upshur ’18, Taylor Williams ’18, Sam 
Shiffman ’18, Matthew Fiebach ’18

4 Lorna MacFarlane ’17, Chloe Boscov-Brown ’17,
Jessica Meyers ’17, Alec Andrews ’17

5 Tess Wei ’13, Rebecca Sloane ’13, Raaj Singh ’13

6 Back row: Jesse Gross ’18, Morgan Crowley ’18,
Cameron Dosanjh ’18. Front row: Amelia 
McDonnell ’18, Faith Butler ’18, Alexander 
Chang ’18 



HOLIDAY PROGRAMS

1

2

3 4

5

6

1 Emily Harnett ’09, Emily Ziffer ’09, Noreen Neal ’10, Nick Loh ’10

2 Natasha Willis ’10, Naomi Crimm ’09 

3 George Gordon ’10, Dan Kurnick ’11, Paul Gallagher ’11 

4 Back row: Aleeza Wachs ’06, Paul Senker ’06, Micah Siegel-
Wallace ’06, Adam Farrar ’05, Marla Glasser ’05. Front row: 
Ben Grinspan ’05, Leah Franqui ’05, Michael Grinspan ’05 

5 Back row: Anna Raff ’05, Sarah Federman ’05, Matthew Tann ’05,
Ami Bagia ’05. Front: Cat Adler-Josem ’07 

6 Back row: Lauren Tedesco ’05, Kate Fox ’07, Carlin Adelson ’05.
Front row: Upper School teacher Jim Davis, Selin Amado ’06,
Aleeza Wachs ’06
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PY: We want to facili-
tate connections
between people. That
is why we reach out to
new families and call
them to introduce our-
selves before the school
year begins. They have one person they
know they can turn to with questions.

What are the $25 Home and School

Association dues used for?

NR: Class dinners.
AW: Postage and mailhouse mailings.
BM: Refreshments at events.
MB: Honoraria for speakers at grade 
gatherings.

Many people have very little time

and preemptively decide they

would not be able to help the H&S

Association effectively. How do you

address their concern?

PY: You can be a “stealth volunteer.” You
can work on an event or activity for just
one hour and then leave. It works very
well with many people’s busy schedules. 
MD: There are many informal opportuni-
ties to help, such as work behind the

scenes at events, as well as preparations
before events happen. A call to your 
class rep can illuminate the many differ-
ent ways of helping which may not be 
obvious when you read about an activity.

What is the biggest myth about

the H&S Association?

NR: That we are a fundraising organiza-
tion. That is the case at many schools,
but not at Friends’ Central. Developing
community is our goal.

What are the benefits of being part

of the H&S Association?

BS: You are connected with a network of
parents and students who are there to
help you. 
NR: You develop lifelong friendships, as
do your children.
MB: Research shows that parent-school-
child partnerships benefit children
socially. It gives them a stability and
structure they can rely on.
BS: The school grows from the quality
and diversity of the relationships we
build together. 
NR: As you get to know other families,
your job as a parent becomes easier
because you have someone to share with.
You also know more about your own
children’s lives by connecting with other
parents and children. 

The Home & School Association is 
the organized body of all Friends’
Central parents. The personal invest-
ment of parents in their children’s 
education is an integral part of the
School’s philosophy and, by encourag-
ing parental involvement, Friends’
Central accomplishes its goal of estab-
lishing a partnership between the
School, the student and the family. 

Directions recently interviewed Home
and School Association officers to find
out more about their mission and role at
FCS. H&S President Norma Reichlin
and members Madeline Baron, Maryann
DeCusatis, Barbara Matteucci, Bea
Sims, Annie Weiss and Pam Yih, con-
tributed their thoughts.

What is the role of the Home and

School Association?

NR: We are here to create community at
FCS and strengthen ties between families. 
BM: We provide avenues for people 
with common interests. There are many 
people who have talents and hobbies they
want to share with others. When they do
this with other FCS parents, it creates a
sense of unity.

<  Back row: Arnita Outlaw,
Bea Sims, Pam Yih,
Barbara Slovac, Donald
Ritz. Front row: Ellen
Wasserson, Assistant to
the Executive Secretary of
H&S Arline Ritz

HOME & SCHOOL

Back row: Barbara Matteucci, Karen Ivory, Mary Ann DeCusatis,
Jane Cubberly Luce ’68, Madeline Baron, Pat Alexander, Susan
Hyman. Front row: Dawn Witzel, Lorna Dreyfuss, Annie Weiss,
Norma Reichlin

Getting to Know...
The Home & School 
Association



1 Master storyteller and Lower School science teacher Peter
Grove with his dog Shadow

2 Brenda Jackson and Lee Jackson Shorts ’14  
3 Nicholas Moya ’14 
4 Bruce Jacobson and Daniel Jacobson ’10 
5 Class of 2010’s Michelle Kaplan, Emma Fox, Noreen Neal,

Taylor Anderson
6 Aryanna Pollack ’15, Ali Bruckner ’15 
7 Anne Sprogell ’08, Katie Lindenbaum ’08, Alex Uncovic ’08  

Book Sale and Fair

1
2 3

4

5

6

7
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The Lower and Middle Schools each hold a Book
Fair to promote reading, raise funds to purchase
additional books for classroom libraries, and help
fund visits by guest authors and illustrators.



Plant Sale, Fair 
and Peace Concert

1 Class of 2013’s Allison Weiss and
Rachel Greenblatt

2 Lance Rothstein, Karen Ivory,
MaryFran Schlessinger, Doug
Linton ’68

3 Raaj ’13 and Karishma Singh
4 Robert Conn ’43 
5 Caelie and Scott McRobert
6 Molly Love (right) helps Allison

Weiss ’13 find flowers
7 Lynn Partridge (right) chats with

a visitor
8 Ilan Dreyfuss ’12 
9 Paula Luckring, Willam Block ’13,

Pam Yih (back)
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8 9

HOME & SCHOOL
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Friends in the Garden committee members are parents,
faculty and friends who use their green thumbs to work
in FCS gardens, support the arboreta and plan related
activities. A plant sale and fair are held every spring. A
“Concert for Peace” held the same day features Lower
School students performing piano, flute and violin pieces.



PSOC Welcoming Gathering 
The PSOC (Parents of Students of Color) committee supports
efforts to develop greater sensitivity for the individual and strives to
increase open communication within the school community. 

1 Seth, Hope, Sonita and  Taylor Williams ’18 
2 Middle School teacher Chris Guides,

Michelle Smith ’07, Lower School teacher
Bob Folwell ’80, Lance Jones, Michael
Murray ’09, Munir Abdus Shakur ’12

3 Floyd Butler and Headmaster David Felsen
4 Lauryn ’15 (left) and Shannon Coleman

with Briana Folwell ’13 
5 Angela Murray and Middle School teacher

Keino Terrell
6 Renata Arauz-DeStefano ’07, Jasmine

Martin ’08, Amber Sims ’07
7 Middle School Principal Ray DeSabato with

Justin Pinder ’11 and Devin Coleman ’11 
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6

7
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Grandparents and
Special Friends Day
Grandparents and special friends of fourth
grade and Middle School students got a
glimpse into life at FCS as they met teachers,
toured the campuses and attended a class with
the children. 

1 Joel Fedder, Middle School teacher Debbie Peltz-Fedder ’79,
Daniel Fedder ’08, Stuart Peltz

2 Alec Clothier ’16 and family
3 Becca Dahle ’12 and her grandmother
4 Petey Rangel ’12 and his grandmother
5 Emily Roll ’12 and her grandmother
6 David Gao ’11 works with Douglas Roberts ’11 and his

grandmother
7 Justin Pinder ’11 with his grandparents
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3

4

6

7
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5



1 Heather Seid
2 Norma Reichlin, Wendy Kane,

Bambi Dudley
3 Molly Love and Adrian Castelli
4 Robert and Terry Bovarnick, 

Doris Greenblatt
5 Jeffrey Margolies
6 Laura Jackson ’65 
7 Lorna Dreyfuss
8 Cathy Fiebach and Sharon Ritt

Players and non-players alike enjoyed a social evening,
lessons from a tennis pro as well as singles and doubles
matches between players of all skill levels. Held at the
Gulph Mills Racquet Club, the event also included a
delicious buffet, a silent auction, and massage therapy.

Tennis Night Out

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Parents and students of all ages spent an afternoon
in the Shimada Athletic Center participating in
three-on-three competitions, a slam dunk exhibi-
tion, a three-point shoot-out and a free throw
contest. Proceeds benefited financial aid.

1 Jake Snider ’09 
2 Justin Pinder ’11, Michael Loewenstein ’11,

Kathryn Rahman ’10, Halle Greitzer ’10, Grace
Pearlman ’10, Erica Bash ’09 

3 Terry Jones and Rick Moses ’77 
4 Class of 2006’s Jaleesa Scott, Katie Bash and

Jennica Bocchino
5 Gaelan Quinton ’05 and Andrea DeSabato ’05 
6 Laura Rolfe ’04 and Erica Kivitz ’07 
7 Keenan Willis ’03, Josh Meltz ’04, David 

Kline ’06 

1

2

3

4 5 6

7
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Slammin’ Jam



Pumpkin Fair
Held on the Lower School campus, the Pumpkin Fair is a wonderful family
event. In addition to selling you-know-what, the Fair features arts and crafts,
music, face painting, food, games and prizes, a spooky haunted house and
story telling. 

1 2

1 The Upper School Jazz Band
2 Magician Ron Geoffries with Lindsay

Saligman ’14 
3 Amari Aiken ’17 
4 Staff member Tom Coppola and family
5 Jessica Meyers ’17 
6 Class of 2016’s Sara Thal and Liesl

Guenther with Middle School teacher
Becky Guenther

7 Alex Flick ’12, Thomas Fakharzadeh ’13,
Andrew DeMichele ’14, Michael
Andrews ’13  
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7
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From the Vice President of the Alumni/ae Board

Bill Georges ’88
Vice President, Alumni/ae Board

Friends’ Central recently sent me a copy of this year’s student directory.
Surely you remember it—the brightly colored pocket-sized phone 
book we received at the beginning of each school year. It prompted a
moment of nostalgia, so I pulled out my copy from when I was a 
senior in 1988. I still had it in my desk drawer, where it has been for
more than fifteen years (and in case you were wondering, I have all
twelve from my years at FCS—1976–1988). 

The two booklets were a portrait of Friends’ Central’s history and of
changes in the world around us. The directory started with a number
that is hard to grasp—pre-kindergarteners are the Class of 2018! There
are two campus maps now, and the City Avenue campus that we knew
so well shows buildings that were not there just a few years ago. The
student guidelines have changed as well. There is a section on the
proper use of cell phones and the internet. You can now wear jeans and
collarless shirts—what would Meade B. think! One unsurprising 
constant remained: you still cannot chew gum! 

In spite of these transformations, I still feel that the essence of Friends’
Central remains unchanged—an intimate atmosphere that fosters close
relationships with teachers and fellow students—ties that last to this
day. Indeed, many of the teachers that made such a difference in my
life are still at FCS—Jean Taranta, Jack Briggs, Steve Ruzansky, Doug
Ross, Ray DeSabato, Jackie Gowen-Tolcott, Keith Bradburd and Keith
Buckingham—no doubt making the same important contribution to
the lives of today’s students. I trust that in fifteen years someone in the
Class of 2005 will rediscover a copy of his or her student directory and
share the same fond memories.

Sincerely, 

Bill Georges ’88



Reunion

2004
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1 2

3

4

5

1 Betsy Markland Schwartz ’59 
2 Ray Lohier ’84 
3 Class of 1974’s Judy Kirk and Loretta McElroy
4 The March of Classes
5 Victoria Curl Wolgin ’89 and family



6 Class of 1939’s Jackie Fehling and Doris Yocum Markley
7 Carl Parris ’69, Lower School Principal Joe Ludwig ’69,

Garry Hayner ’69
8 Sidney Bridges ’79 and Bradley Campbell ’79 
9 Helene Brennan ’99 and Mitra Keykhah ’99 

ALUMNI/AE NEWS
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6 7

8 9 10

11

12

13

Daniel Porter ’84 
Former Trustees Dickson Werner’41 and 
Emma Lapsansky-Werner
Class of 1949: Connie Gayl Pious, Mary Gibbon Clarke,
Carol Scholz Snow, Emily Jones Sander  
William Pflueger, III ’79 and family

10
11

12

13
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Distinguished Alumni/ae

Bradley Campbell ’79

Author and Journalist Specializing in Classical Music
It is with deep pride that we claim you as an alumna. Your passionate interest in
learning and imparting information to others has yielded books and oral histories in
a number of fields. Your love of music and your internationally renowned writing on
this subject makes you a leader in this field. From your oral history of the Marlboro
Music Festival to your writing on The Curtis Institute and the Opera Company of
Philadelphia, your devotion to your craft has enriched the cultural lives of others.
You are a superb example of the contributions that a single individual can make to
her field of interest. You bring honor to your Alma Mater in all that you do.

Dedicated and loyal graduate, we are proud that your interest in music, your love of
learning and your adventuresome spirit were encouraged by your teachers at Friends’
Central School. It is with the highest regard and great pleasure that we confer upon
you the Friends’ Central School Distinguished Alumna Award.

Diana Stambul Burgwyn ’54

Diana Stambul Burgwyn
Class of 1954

Bradley M. Campbell
Class of 1979
Commissioner, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Your commitment to public service sets the standard for all of us. There is a special
satisfaction when a school honors an alumnus whose life has been dedicated to 
public service. The civic virtues you embody are the essence of public service—they 
represent the qualities and commitment to which we aspire for all of our graduates.
As Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection for the State of
New Jersey, you have dedicated yourself to the protection of New Jersey’s natural
resources and its people. A committed volunteer, your work at Common Ground
and Echo Hill Environmental School demonstrate the depth of your devotion 
and purpose.

Public servant and volunteer, we are proud that your interest in natural science and
commitment to the public good were born at Friends’ Central School. It is with the
highest regard and great pleasure that we confer upon you the Friends’ Central
School Distinguished Alumnus Award.



Career Day 2004
Career Day exposes Friends’ Central
sophomores and juniors to alumni/ae
who represent a diversity of occupations,
who are successful in their careers, who
communicate well, and who are willing
to share their expertise and experiences.

1 Class of 1954’s Clarke Dunham, Elizabeth
Osborne and Diana Stambul Burgwyn

2 Dominque Hawkins ’84 discusses architecture
with FCS students

3 Shellie Curcio Karabell ’64
4 Trustee Robert Gassel ’69
5 Joy Edelman Boonin ’79 
6 Paul McNamara ’79 
7 Matthew Levitties ’85 moderates the medical

panel with James Supplee ’69, Tamar 
Jefferis ’58, Lisa Geiger ’84 

5

1

32

4
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Class Bench Photos

6 Class of 1964. Back row: Thomas Draper, Shelley Curcio Karabell, Martha
Plummer Mahaffey, Thomas Dean, David Williams, Charles Hunter. Front row:
William Young, Marilyn Murray, Krail Brooks, Barbara Linnehan Ellis, Ellen
Gavin, John Witherspoon
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1 Class of 1939.

Jackie Fehling
and Doris 
Yocum Markley 

7 Class of 1969. Back row: Joe Ludwig,
Carl Parris, James Supplee. Front row:
Susan Wright Matthiessen, Garry Hayner

2 Class of 1944. John Carson and Martha
Shmidheiser DuBarry

4 Class of 1954. Back row: Virginia Lundgren,
Diana Stambul Burgwyn, Barbara Pausser
McLean, Martha Smith Harper, Pete 
Atkinson, Doris Werner, Clarke Dunham, 
Bob Jansen, Dick Angell, Evelyn Spence-
Reeve, Sandy Fetter, Sue Saunders Clark.
Front row: Roberta Cannon Crouse, 
Kathy Jordan Rhinehart, Maudie Moore 
Underwood, Joan Hunter Reilly, Jo Ellen
Goldenberg, Beth Snyder Palcho, 
Elizabeth Osborne

7

1



8 Class of 1974. Back row: Elizabeth Bixby
Brophy, Simon George, Kathy Meyer, Michael
Joseph, Judy Kirk, Charles Epstein, Mark
Edelstein. Front row: Maggie Reid Schwartz,
Hilah Reid, John Shaw, Loretta McElroy
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9 Class of 1979. Back row: Stefanie Zeldin Sigal, Debbie Peltz Fedder, Marcus
Mann, Jeff Goldberg, Paul Webb, Paul McNamara. Middle row: Vicky
Fineman Brown, Janet Kendal Lankin, Barbara Weinberg, Bill Pflueger,
Sidney Bridges, Brad Campbell. Front row: Maren Kay Schwingham, Kim
Carlton, Fran Dalessandro Sack, Carol Rubin Fishman

3

5

8 9

3 Class of 1949. Connie Gayl
Pious, Mary Gibbon Clarke,
Carol Scholz Snow, Emily 
Jones Sander 

5 Class of 1959. Back row: Bob
Hall, Sally Reynolds Motley,
Jonas Stiklorius, Jim Hudson,
Reid Bush, Perry Anthony, Dick
Richards, Dave Branning, Tim
Patterson. Front row: Betsy
Markland Schwartz, Joan
Steinhouse Shore, Jean Berg
Eselgroth, Anne Hall Flaccus,
Carolyn Jakob Houghton, Blair
Stevens Newton, Susan Kelsay,
Bonnie Forster Richards, Cinda
Buswell Hill, Carolyn Duthie
Houghton
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1 Class of 1984. Back row: Douglas
Kaplan, Lisa Geiger and son Jacob,
Ray Lohier, Dan Becker, Simon
Bruce. Front row: Mark Silberberg,
Jamie Goldsborough Swift, Linda
Kidder Yarlott

2 Class of 1989. Back row: Mary
Phillipok and son James Christy III,
James Christy, Jr. and son Phillip,
Eric Kramer, Keith Robinson,
Amanda Reed, Greg Liss and 
daughter Zara. Front row: Victoria
Curl Wolgin, Nandita Yagnik Hogan,
Nancy Lundy

3 Class of 1994. Nathan Brockman 
and wife Anne Ross, Anie Yeramyan
and friend, Mary Parzych

4 Class of 1999. Elizabeth
Hutchin, Joan Steiner,
Helene Brennan, Mitra
Keykhah

3

4

Class Bench Photos
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Friends’ Central School Reunion 2005
Lost Alumni/ae

1940
Suzanne Young Abbe
Chester Ambler
John G. Annis, Jr.
Paul Bien
Ethel I. Buckley
William Budd
Dorothy Farrell
John W. Finck
Barbara C. Given
William A. Goff
I. Laurance Lippincott, Jr.
Elsie Walker McLaughlin
Jane Fischer Meyer
Eurene F. Moore, III
Arthur S. Richards, Jr.
Gloria Earley Simpson
Albert L. Yerkes

1945
John G. Andrews
William G. Baldridge
Beverly Smith Cash
J. Woodrow Duff
Sally Brooke Irving
Hilaire Fenton Lebon

1950
Eleanor Dewey
Dorothy Jablow Hershman
William S. Ollendike
Marlee Turner

1955
David Atkinson

1960
Nancy Allen
Jerry Brown
John B. Ferguson
Judith A. Franzen
Phyllis F. Hunter
Keith Jones
Sandra Slevin Lockhart
Victoria R. Madway
Alexander G. Markauskas
Franklin Milhous, Jr.
David E. Rosenman
William G. Schaffer
Roger T. Shea
Tormod Woxen
Diane Yetter

1965
Henry M. Applegate, III
Charity Coman
George W. Hoover, III
JoEllyn Young Lamb
James N. Rose
Jean Class Sattin

1970
Walter M. Richter
Bruce R. Schober
Tomas Sokol

1975
Tamara McQueary
Banknight
Cynthia J. Leiter
Linda Stedman

1980
Lisa J. Becker
Alesio J. Bucciarelli
Thomas G. Davis, Jr.
Matthew J. W. Drutt
Natalie Beck Hanjani
Kirsten Kuhn
Anne Lammot
Wayne E. Orkline
Robbins Peek
Judith-Love Pietromartire
Tracey Rible
Natalia Bredikin Volz
Richard M. Walls, II
Cary Pennypacker Weber
Rebecca L. Wilson

1985
Julie L. Bohos
Timothy A. Brody
Judith A. Chatten
Janice I. Chu
Lisa R. Cohen
Julie L. Eigler
Vincent D. Feldman
Judith Klein Francis
Maggie E. Hewit
Stephan Junker
Michael R. Kaplan
Elizabeth L. Kilsdonk
Billy O. Krekstein
Curtis S. Krouse
Valerie Romano Marks

1990
Emily B. Bernstein
Dina S. Blum
Brigid L. Cabry
Gerald M. Darcy
Michael W. Frebowitz
Robert L. Holden
Barbara Miller
Michael D. Schein
Alison Hoyle Wallis

1995
Marina Abesadze
Suhaiba Neill Cannon
Kevin McWilliams
Barney Schmidt
Anton Shevchenko
Brian Sullivan

2000
Teva Gabis-Levine
Jamie Papada
Andrea Reynolds

Please contact the Alumni/ae Office to help us locate your classmates in time for Reunion 2005!

alumni@friendscentral.org

Tel: 610-645-5043 / Fax: 610-645-0191



Boston Gatherings 
Two alumni/ae events were held in Boston this fall.
The first welcomed alumni/ae of all classes for a social
evening at Vox Populi restaurant. The second event
hosted college alumni/ae from the Classes of 2001 to
2004 at Fire and Ice restaurant in Cambridge for a
special dinner.

“All of the young alumni/ae were excited to take a

break from their college work and spend the evening

at “Fire and Ice” in Harvard Square. Attendance

ranged from freshmen to seniors, and everybody

enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere and the chance to

reconnect with old classmates. It was a great experi-

ence, and I look forward to future gatherings!”

1 William Foster ’90 with sister Jessica Foster ’97 and
wife Rachel Gleklin Foster ’90

2 Lauren Collier ’99, Emil Steiner ’97, Rachael Lerner ’96
3 Roz Miller Meyer ’62, Mary Robertson ’43 
4 Ellie Karp Korngold ’92
5 Kathy Murray-Allain ’62 and Belle Brett ’65 
6 Class of 2001’s Jennifer Zeghibe, Casey Cipriani and

Josh Grayson
7 Mike Robbins ’04, Phil Dreyfuss ’01, Willie Day Frank ’02 

Steppin Out!
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Willie Day Frank ’02



Over sixty members of the FCS community attended
a basketball game at Madison Square Garden to cheer
on Hakim Warrick ’01 and the Syracuse Orange. The
event provided a special opportunity for alumni/ae of
Friends’ Central to reconnect with one another and to
share a common interest. Before the game, the group
had a jam-packed gathering at Charley O’s. 

Hoop it Up! in
New York

1 Latifah McMullin ’99
2 Andy Katz ’86 and Andrea Cohen ’86 
3 Director of Alumni/ae Affairs Linda Waxman Wasserman ’75 and

Peter Klein ’87 
4 Mark Tashjian ’80 and Luca DiPietro
5 Trustee Irv Gross and Headmaster David M. Felsen
6 Kate Felsen
7 Ray Lohier ’84 
8 Linda Gross with daughters Liz ’00 and Gabriella ’04 
9 Class of 1988’s Macon Pickard Jessop, Jessica Zeldin and 

Ellen Cohen
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10 Headmaster David
Felsen (center) with
Queen Warrick and
friend

11 Alby Albert ’86 and
Zach Liebowitz ’97 

“Watching Hakim ’01 and the Syracuse Orange
play was a fun way to reconnect with FCS. It was
impossible to avoid the energy of Madison Square
Garden regardless of your graduation year or your
affinity for college basketball. It was more than
just a game; it was an event not to be missed!” 

Peter Klein ’87
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St. Augustine
The Classes of 1957, 1958 and 1959 came together for a “cluster
reunion” in sunny St. Augustine, FL this January. Amidst the 
reminiscing and reconnecting with former classmates, alumni/ae
enjoyed a “Jimmy Buffet buffet,” tropical luau (which welcomed
Florida alumni/ae from all classes), and a farewell breakfast at 
the historic Casa Monica Hotel. Friends also took an Old Town 
trolley tour, saw sights such as the Castillo de San Marcos and the 
St. Sebastian Winery, and enjoyed an afternoon at the Beach Club. 

Steppin Out!

1 George Walters ’55, Jack Parsons ’58, Ann Dothard Walters ’58 
2 Class of 1958’s George Hardman, Alan MacLean and 

Stephen Reynolds  
3 Alan MacLean ’58 and Page Tindle Fritts ’58 
4 Enjoying the Old Town trolley tour
5 Class of 1957’s Roberta Sheen Peterson, Dick Klein, Lilla

Hepworth Brigham and Andrew Stifler
6 Director of Alumni/ae Affairs Linda Waxman Wasserman ’75,

Lilla Hepworth Brigham ’57, Nancy Gruber Frisbie ’57, 
Betsy Mackey Smith ’59, George Smith

7 Pete Fritts, Page Tindle Fritts ’58, Sid Scruggs, Judy McBride
Scruggs ’58, Kathy and Alan MacLean ’58

8 At the Beach Club. Back row: Kathy MacLean, Alan 
MacLean ’58, George Hardman ’58, Stephen Reynolds ’58,
Norma Lindbloom, Charles Schiffer ’58. Middle row: Marge
McCollough Gualtieri ’58, Nancy Gruber Frisbie ’57, Jack
Parsons ’58, Dick Klein ’57, Ann Bell Shoustal ’59, Suzanne
Clowes, Judy Parsons. Front row: Page Tindle Fritts ’58, 
David Branning ’59, Director of Alumni/ae Affairs Linda
Waxman Wasserman ’75, Judy McBride Scruggs ’58

4
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Adopting Lily
By Aaron Selkow ’88

Philadelphia, January 8, 2004—Rising early, I walked downstairs in

the dark. Passing by my daughter’s room, I pushed open the door

slightly and took in the sights. The periwinkle walls, the books and

toys neatly tucked away. Warmth filled my heart as I imagined the

dreams she was having this morning. In one month, Lily would cele-

brate her first birthday, and Ann and I were so excited. Of course, as 

I stood at the threshold of her room in Philadelphia, she slept in a

crib 7,000 miles away in China.

Guangzhou, January 16, 2004—Within

eighteen hours we will have Lily in our

arms. We’ve never felt more sure of

something—never felt such a rush of

adrenaline, never felt so close to each

other. We will be called into a room to

accept our child from the orphanage’s

caregiver, but we don’t know much

else right now. We don’t care anymore.

We know it’s here; we know she’s our

baby. We know that our lives will

change forever. 

Nanjing, January 17, 2004—Lily fell

into Ann’s arms as if she had been

there before – her combination of

composure and kisses had this child

enthralled. She was bigger than I

expected, yet she had the distinctive

eyes and cheeks that we had been

I didn’t think about adoption as a child. My world was quite
small—parents, friends, FCS, basketball and summer camp. I
didn’t have conversations about family planning or the Far East.
In fact, if the subject wasn’t sports, my attention span was short.
But before boarding a plane for Beijing with my wife, Ann,
every small detail of our pending adoption captivated my
thoughts. We were embarking on a special journey that would
forever change our lives—we were going across the globe to
welcome our new daughter into our lives. 

Ann and I had talked about maintaining a journal while in
China. After long days of traveling, sightseeing and parenting, 
I authored chapters of what would become the story of our 
adoption, excerpts of which I now share with you.

The months since that day have been relentlessly exciting
and wondrous. Lily turned two in February, and she is doing
wonderfully. Ann and I are the mother and father of a gor-
geous little girl that looks up at us like we’ve done something
special. Her father’s journal sits bound and waiting to be
read at bedtime, and the basketball is now part of her room’s
décor. And, of course, she’s already visited her father’s school.
We only hope that she pays closer attention in her classes,
and can drive to her left a bit better on the court.    

staring at for weeks in her picture. A mat of fine black hair sat 

atop her round head, and she was warm like a kid that’s been

running for too long around the playground. Cameras flashed, and

we pulled together as a family for a hug. She was everything we

wanted, everything we wished for, and more than we 

could imagine.

Nanjing, January 21, 2004—What did I have to share with Lily

about the first eleven months of her life? I decided to buy a bas-

ketball from a sports shop next door to the orphanage. I then

sprinted back to the front of the building and dribbled the ball a

few times on the broken pavement, kicking up dust and drawing

stares from the locals around me. I was satisfied: now I had some-

thing that had touched the ground she had crossed to enter—and

leave—the orphanage. 

Guangzhou, January 30, 2004—It’s time to go home. On one

hand, it felt like we just got here; numerous days have rolled into

one long one. On the other hand, it’s as if we’ve been here for-

ever. I know we’ll come back to this beautiful country again, but it

will never be exactly the same as this trip. I won’t sit in front of

this computer on Chinese soil again to record my thoughts. At

home, we’ll all get back to our busy lives, and the opportunity to

reflect on things each day will be lost to socializing, sports, home-

work and campfires. But I know that one day, this journal will 

matter more to one person than any other—Lily Jianyun Selkow. 

Aaron Selkow ’88 with Lily

Lily Jianyun Selkow
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“It was very nice to see some familiar
faces and to see the new Lower School.
It made me very reminiscent for the
‘good old days’ at FCS.” 

Kimberly Kurtz Lent ’87

1 Aaron Selkow ’88 and family
2 Class of 1987’s Elizabeth Toborowsky

Pollard, Kimberly Kurtz Lent and
Danielle Paul Barson

3 Alex Klein ’83 and family
4 Class of 1991’s Michelle Goldstein

Kitchen, Aimee Taxin Rubin, Lauren
Slawe Hirsch

5 Alumni/ae reconnect at the 
Lower School

Baby Day

“Seeing old friends last October in the library of
the Lower School brought back memories—but
it was watching our children play together that
made the day so special. Thank you all for join-
ing us, and I look forward to seeing the next
generation ‘following in our footsteps’ at FCS!” 

Aaron Selkow ’88, Chair
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Young Alumni/ae
Thanksgiving Gathering
Graduates from the Classes of 2001 to 2004 came back to Friends’
Central to meet old friends and chat with faculty and staff. 
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1 Emily Phillips ’04, Marian Grove ’04, Upper School teachers Jim Davis and 
Terry Guerin

2 Latifah McMullin ’99, Upper School teacher Mike Crauderueff, Chris McCann ’04 
3 Hanna Muenke ’02, Bob Grasberger ’06, Thea Grasberger ’03, and Upper School

teacher Bill Darling
4 Class of 2004’s Aaron Nissen, Dan Zimmerman and Tim Kirk 
5 Brian Stewart ’02, Upper School Dean of Faculty Bill Kennedy and Khalil Snell ’02 
6 Meeran Ahn ’04 and Upper School teacher Keith Buckingham
7 Class of 2002’s Willie Day Frank, Dan DeSouza and Josh Wasserman
8 Eddie Silver ’02, Upper School teacher John Ricci, Joey Silver ’04, Stephen

Bachow ’05 
9 Jessica Bloomfield ’04 and Jay Sprogell ’04 

3
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1 Ben Statzell ’37, Ellen Burr ’46, Lucy
Christman Statzell ’37 

2 Margaret Mitchell ’35 and Mae England
3 Class of 1950’s Barbara Zimmermann

Bates and Anne Dufour Clouser  
4 Helen and William ’43  Thomas
5 Alice Hess Crowell ’46, Dorothy Everitt

Bond ’35, Elizabeth Crofoot Bowers ’33 
6 Roswell Gillette ’31 
7 Greta Rice and Dorothea Dormon

Applegate ’34 
8 David Ellis ’51 and C. Robert Small ’50 
9 Carolyn Johnson and her mother Helen

Lane Stout ’18 
10 Jackie Fehling ’39, Headmaster David

Felsen and Doris Yocum Markley ’39 
11 Hoylande ’45 and Don White
12 Roswell Gillette ’31 and Frances Fitts

Ambler ’49 

Racers’ Day
Racers’ Day brings together FCS
alumni/ae who graduated before 
1955 for a luncheon and program. 
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“The 2004 Racers’ Day luncheon was
my first. While the luncheon itself
was lovely and fun, it was even more
rewarding to experience the enthusi-
asm and connection that many other
long-ago graduates still have for FCS.
I look forward to our next event.”

David Ellis ’51

ALUMNI/AE NEWS
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Alumni/ae welcomed the holiday season as they
chatted and enjoyed a tea with former classmates at
The Rittenhouse Hotel in Center City. Afterwards,
many went to the Locks Gallery to view an exhibi-
tion of paintings by Elizabeth Osborne ’54.  

Holiday Tea

1 Eleanor Smolens Segal ’37 and Nancy
Schranz Wall ’38 

2 Diana Stambul Burgwyn ’54 and Susan
Souder Black ’55 

3 Elizabeth Osborne ’54 
4 Frances Fitts Ambler ’49, Nancy Fitts

Donaldson ’43 and Director of Alumni/ae
Affairs Linda Waxman Wasserman ’75 

5 Ellen Burr ’46 and Dorothy Everitt Bond ’35 
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Vedic scholar and doctor of Ayurvedic medicine. Others are
Friends’ Central faculty members, eager to share their jour-
neys with us. Additionally, field trips to faith communities—
such as a Hindu gurukulam, and a Buddhist sangha—have
given first-hand experiences of how a tradition is practiced
within a community setting. 

The students are also encouraged to look inwardly to
their own spirituality and to investigate the connections
between their beliefs and the themes we have studied
together. Much of this inward journey occurs indirectly by
learning to listen respectfully and deeply to one another dur-
ing class discussions. Other more formal activities have
included meditation and spiritual journaling. Cathy Cohen,
mother of Alex ’05 and director of the Arts and Spirituality
Center of Philadelphia, guided us in poetry writing as a
means of spiritual expression.  

Regarding this facet of personal growth, Emily Gaspar ’05
observed, “I have a time of the day when I can sit comfort-
ably among a community of people who learn as much from
each other as all the texts and historical individuals we study.
It is a class that I look forward to each day, where I continue
to learn as much about myself as the origins of the world’s
religions.”  

World Spiritualities continued from page 27

at the built environment and elicit a passion for history in
the process. I have been thrilled with the ideas and opinions
that my students bring to the classroom. They have learned
how to “read” buildings from stylistic as well as historical
and cultural perspectives. Alex Shustermann ’05 remarked,
“Now, when I walk down the street in Philadelphia, I can
identify the styles of buildings that I’ve never seen before,
and I’m able to recognize when they were built using this
knowledge.” David Aichenbaum ’05 noted that the class
“helps us examine the human past from an entirely different
point of view. There’s so much history packed into city
streets and buildings. It’s really amazing.” I am consistently
impressed by Friends’ Central students’ ability to think 
critically and analytically, and I am especially gratified by
their capacity to quickly incorporate a new resource—
architecture—into their investigation of our cultural past. 

History of Architecture continued from page 26

Students enthusiastically danced, painted, performed and
generally had fun. 

One special Arts project is still underway—a large mural
outside of the gymnasium which will include designs from
every student in the Lower School. Renowned Philadelphia
muralist and FCS parent Meg Saligman (Robert ’17, 
Lindsay ’14) coordinated with art teachers Kim Parris and
Marcia Slade to have every student in the Lower School
design a 12" x 12" square for the work. The overall scene
will represent a faux brick wall, each student designing one
“window.” Students put their own drawings on special 
cloth squares that will be applied directly to the wall in 
the spring.

In characteristic fashion, Lower School teachers made
learning about the Arts an experience that was as educa-
tional as it was exciting. The theme broadened students’
appreciation of man’s creative spirit. Most importantly, they
began to understand the universality of that spirit among
diverse cultures and throughout history. 

Arts Theme Opens Up 
New Worlds continued from page 10

Catch-22 continued from page 25

who had not been a part of our time together, as well as fur-
ther along the trajectory of the rest of our school year
together.  How can the issues of war and peace, so much a
part of the history of human beings in society and so
inescapably part of our shared destiny as 21st century
Americans, remain part of our community effort to learn
and grow together? We did not all agree, over the course of
the day, on the particular message of any single piece of all
that we experienced together; yet many agreed that the
issues facing us as Americans and as human beings seem
overwhelming. We don’t know what is best to do, yet we
feel the need to respond in some way; we used the phrase
“catch 22” to describe our feelings. We laughed at the
absurdity of Yossarian’s escape in a tiny yellow life raft at the
end of Catch-22, but we also laughed because he had found
a way out of his dilemma: he had beaten the “catch 22.” In
the chance to work, talk and laugh together, our day offered
its own escape from the loneliness and frustration we often
feel as we try to respond to such difficult situations all 
by ourselves.
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Faculty and Former Faculty

George Peterson, III would love 
to hear from former students at 
agpeterson3@aol.com. 

Amy Cohen Rubinton writes: “I am
working on a new series of collages,
teaching at a great summer program
called USDAN, and continue to be a
‘visiting artist’ and consultant. Our
daughter is 10 years old, and continues
to be a great joy.”

Cindy and Steve Ruzansky give us
news of their children: “Nancy Lipkin 
Sipera ’88 and her husband Troy are
the proud parents of Jake, born July 23,
2004. Beth Ruzansky ’96 bought a
condominium in Burlington, VT, and
Josh Ruzansky ’00 is working in music
management in New York.”

Former faculty member Helen Westie
Wetterholt, mother of David ’62 and
Stuart ’64, celebrated her 86th birthday
in Empire, MI. Stanley Cherim, former
chemistry teacher, attended the event. 

Alumni/ae

1930s

Helen Chapman Pugh ’33 writes:
“FCS was a great place 74 years ago,
and it looks as great today! Having 
been a teacher, I recognize what an 
accomplishment this is.”

Sophia Olsen Haun ’35 lives in
Lansdale, PA in a lovely one-room
assisted living home called Laurel
House. 

Albert F. W. Vick, Jr. ’35 has been a
Gideon and Rotary Club member for
66 years! He was a judge at the 2004
Philadelphia Flower show and is still
tending his own garden in Arnold, CA.

Arnold E. Smolens ’38 recently pub-
lished The North Atlantic Economic
Community: The Name of the Game is
Survival (Dorrance Press, 2004).

1940s

Doris Armor Cochrane ’40 writes: “In
fall 2003, Ned Coleman ’40 died. In
addition to being an FCS grad, he was
also in my husband’s class at the United
States Naval Academy in 1945. Ned’s
funeral service began in the Naval
Academy’s chapel and ended at the bur-
ial site with his four Academy class-
mates singing ‘Navy Blue & Gold.’
After the funeral, I visited Ned’s sister,
Dottie Jean Coleman Dangerfield ’43,
a former classmate of my sister Jackie
Armor Barnes ’43.

Merrill A. Conn ’40 retired from his
position as chairman of Botany 500. He
lives in San Francisco with his wife of
57 years, Sybil. He enjoys tennis and is
president of the Home Owners’
Association at 333 Bush Street. He has
one great grandson who is 10 years old.

William C. Nester ’41 resigned from the
Boards of Trustees of Lawrence H. S.
Dollars for Scholars and Lawrence
Township Education Foundation. He is
still active in Rotary as a Past District
Governor.

Margaret Cooper Thompson ’42 spends
much of her time traveling. She is an
avid bridge player and president of the
local gardening club. 

Charles F. Schibener, Jr. ’42 stays in
touch with the Class of 1942’s John
Eissler, Carol Werner, Duke Smith and
Miney Gaskill Livingston. Charles says:
“I would love to hear from other 42’s at
727-669-9690!”

Diane Bault DeMille ’46 writes that her
husband, Al, passed away in November.

Julie Miller Edgerton ’47 is glad to have
“Ditty” [John Jones ’47] as the class 
representative: “He will do a great job!”
Ditty wrote the FCS Alma Mater, along
with Bob Bosbyshell ’47 and Ken 
King ’47.

1950s

Joan Lallou Smith ’52 tells us that she is
doing well after breaking her hip in May
and that she keeps in touch with Nancy
Robertson ’51. She and her husband
Standish celebrated their 48th anniver-
sary on December 29, 2004. 

Middle School teacher Steve Ruzansky with
wife Cindy (left), daughter Nancy Lipkin

Sipera ’88 and grandson Jake. 

Joan Lallou Smith ’52
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Francis M. James, III ’53 says: “As the
years go by, I become more and more
appreciative of what FCS means to its
students, and the quality and dedication
of the faculty and administration. The
school just seems to get better and bet-
ter. Many schools are unable to manage
that type of continuous improvement.”

Diana Stambul Burgwyn ’54 won a
Deems Taylor Award from the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers (ASCAP) for “outstanding
print, broadcast and news media cover-
age of music.” She won the award for
her article about young composers
which appeared in Symphony.

C. Robert Jansen ’54 writes, “Thanks
for a great 50th Reunion!”

Kathleen Jordan Rhinehart ’54 has
been enjoying spending time with her
granddaughter. 

Frederick H. Halbach-Merz ’55 writes
that he greatly mourns the passing of
Clayton Farraday ’32.

Middy Minster Larson ’55 looks for-
ward to Reunion 2005. Coincidentally,
it will also be the 25th Reunion of her
son, Bill Larson ’80. 

Sarah Deming Love ’55: “After 35
years ‘on the farm’ I have moved 
1/2 mile away to a new rancher. My
seventh grandchild was born in
November 2003. I still run Woodbury
Ambulance.”

Allan N. Mackey ’55 is pleased to
report that his grandson, Eric (13),
played for Vermont in the Olympic
Development Program Soccer
Tournament in Princeton, NJ.

Joseph M. Garfield ’56 and Frances
Berger Garfield ’60 are the happy
grandparents of Lily Mae Noyed, born
on January 22, 2004.

Anne C. Markland ’56 participated in
a Habitat for Humanity Global Village
Build in Mongolia in July 2004 
with her sister Betsy Markland
Schwartz ’59. Her team of 21 people
built 18 homes!

David R. Patterson ’56 received the
Exceptional Civilian Service Award
from the National Security Agency.

James D. Weinstein ’56 is a neurosur-
geon in West Virginia and occasionally
works at Cooper Trauma Center in
Camden, NJ. His son Alex (19)
attends the University of Pennsylvania. 

Jill Banks Barad ’57 hosts a radio
show in LA, “Jill and Company,” on
KRLA 870 AM (8:00 P. M. Saturdays).
She also writes a monthly column for
the Sherman Oaks Sun and teaches
political public relations and media 
at UCLA.

Elizabeth Leiby Hiller ’57 recently
retired from Lewis & Clark College
where she worked in the development
department. She now focuses on 
volunteer work.

Richard B. Klein ’57 writes: “After 25
years as a trial judge, I was elected to
the Superior Court of Pennsylvania, a
busy intermediate appellate Court. My
campaign site is www.judgeklein.com.
My three sons attended FCS: 
Peter ’87, Geoff ’90, Alex Miller ’91.”

Carole Cowell Motter ’57 enjoys
spending time with grandchildren
Alexa, Suzanne, D.J., Bobby, Jennifer,
and Jaime.

Bryan B. Pokras ’57 moved to a new
home in Media, PA. “This summer we
celebrated the wedding of Heidi ’82 to
John in Manhattan. Lauren ’84 is a
social worker with Jefferson Hospital’s
Outreach Program for Single Mothers
and Allison was accepted to a masters
program at Brandeis University.”

Peter V. Savage X’57 married Deborah
Tillett in October. 

Susanne Price Neal ’58 retired to
Dubuque, IA to live near her daughter,
Laura, who is a doctor of obstetrics and
gynecology. She still travels to San
Diego to see her son Bruce. 

Jutta Buehne Sterling ’58 tells us that
Keystone Mobility, her family business
which sells and repairs wheelchairs, is
doing well and that her health is stable.

Ann Dothard Walters ’58 took part in
organizing an area ‘reunion’ for the
Class of 1958 in 2004 that was so suc-
cessful they have decided to hold
another in 2005! In attendance were
George Walters ’55 and 58’s Lynnette
Hodge Gibbons, Marge Gualtieri,
Carol Heiges, Tish Calby Hodges,
Judy McBride, Marge McCullough,
Alan MacLean, Carol Pritchard, Alan

Kathleen Jordan Rhinehart ‘54 and
her granddaughter
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Charlie Schiffer, Judy Scruggs and J.
Auber Smith. Visit Steppin’ Out in the
Alumni/ae News section for photos
from this year’s event!

Wetherill Cresson Winder ’58 is enjoy-
ing retirement; he recently took a trip
to Colorado to see old steam engines. 

David L. Branning ’59 writes of the
funeral for Bill Bevan ’59, held
February 8, 2004 in Orleans, MA:
“Perry ‘Ant’ Anthony ’59 delivered the
eulogy in which he reminisced about
our undefeated football year at FCS
and the Mischief Night escapade when
he and Bill moved the science lab 
furniture to the roof of the Wood
Building. Bill’s wife, Elsa, was so appre-
ciative of the calls, cards and e-mails 
she received.”

Robert B. Hall ’59, a Tucson native
and Arizona Wildcats fan, was pleased
to discover Mustafa Shakur ’03 was on
the team when he read glowing reports
in the Arizona Daily Star. “I believe it
reflects well on the experience he had at
FCS before coming to the University.” 

1960s

Robert A. Levin ’60 writes: “A collec-
tion of my essays, Outlaws, Rebels,
Freethinkers, Pirates and Pornographers,
will be published by Fantographics 
in 2005.”

Franklyn N. Judson ’60 had a wonder-
ful “fill in the last 44 years conversa-
tion” with Bill Lundgren ’60 while 
visiting FCS. 

Jeanne Jackson Vollmer ’60, Ginger
Arnold Gleason ’60, Louise 
Wilde Miller ’60 and Judi Deemer
Roseland ’60 celebrated their annual
“birthday dinner” together at the
Merion Cricket Club. They are looking
forward to their reunion in 2005.

Sumner H. Hayward ’61 attended an
exhibit by Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin ’61
at Mount Holyoke College. He encour-
ages the School to “keep working for
peace!” Also in attendance at the 
Mount Holyoke exhibit were Raynaud 
Jones ’61 with wife Valerie (daughter of
Dorothy Everitt Bond ’35), and Julie
Pontz Curson ’61.

Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin ’61 exhibited
her photographs at the Mount Holyoke
College Art Museum in August 2004,
followed by shows at the Tel Aviv Opera
House and the FLATFILE Photography
Gallery in Chicago. 

Noel Gay Wittenberg ’61 writes that
her dad, Dallett Sharpless, passed 
away in September at the age of 93. 
Dr. Sharpless was also the father of 
K. Barry Sharpless ’59.

St. Petersburg, 2004: Alan Charlie Schiffer ’58, George Walters ‘55, Chuck Hodges,
Ann Dothard Walters ’58, Jay Smith, Tish Hodges ’58, Debra Ann Smith, Marge

McCullough Gualtieri ’58, and Lynnette Hodge Gibbons ’58

Israel_01_09 by Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin ’61

< Class of 61’s

Julie Pontz

Curson (left) with
Ann Ginsburgh

Hofkin at Ann’s
exhibition

At the exhibition of Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin ’61:
Raynaud Jones ’61 with wife Valerie (daughter
of Dorothy Everitt Bond ’35)

NOTES FROM FRIENDS
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recently met Laurie Layton Shapiro ’66
in New York. She would love to hear
from FCS friends at clemclaw@yahoo.com.

D. Alan Wrigley, Jr. ’68 writes: “My son
Joshua is a freshman at Bard College.”

Susan Wright Matthiessen ’69 writes:
“From kindergarten to 12th grade, I
came to regard FCS as a second home. 
I loved my time there.”

Fumi Tsukahara ’69 organized a family
gathering in Japan when her uncle
received an International Award for
Scientists from Emperor Akihito. 

1970s

Carry Cooper ’70 has lived in Sweden
for 26 years now. “For the past decade, I
have worked as a trauma rehabilitation
counselor with refugees, helping survivors
of war and torture. I have also worked
with the Shoah Foundation collecting
Holocaust survivor stories. I am still
active in Amnesty International. My
interests remain much the same as they
were at FCS! I have recently had a great
time emailing Sherry McVickar ’70,
Christine Young Gaspar ’70 and Bill
Young ’70.”

“Kit” Clews ’62 writes: “My two-seater
French Air Création float trike is 
one of four I have been flying over Lake
Winnipesauke for the past five years. Free
rides for all FCS graduates! My twin
brother Henry Clews ’62 has built and
flown a variety of airplanes including the
hovercraft he completed with his 13-year
old son. Other FCS pilots are Margery
DeArmond Maconachy ’62 who flies a
Cessna 172, and Chris Woerner ’62 who
is a private pilot in Connecticut. Clayton
Farraday inspired all our imaginations to
take flight!”

Todd M. Lieber ’62 has been a visiting
professor in American Literature at the
University of Costa Rica. He still lives on
a cattle farm in Iowa and breeds thor-
oughbred horses. 

Dennis Linnehan ’62 published his
book, Adirondack Splendor, a hard cover
volume featuring over 250 color photos. 

Roslyn Miller Meyer ’62 moved from
Bal Harbor, FL to Boston, MA last sum-
mer. Contact her at RMM44@aol.com. 

Kathy Murray-Allain ’62 enjoys 
spending time with granddaughters
Jessica and Marguerite. 

Julie B. Cooke ’63 retired from the
University of California and has been 
gardening, traveling and volunteering.

Christopher “Kit” Clews ’62 flies over Lake Winnipesauke

Jessica and Marguerite, granddaughters of
Kathy Murray-Allain ‘62

Thomas F. George ’63 was inaugurated
Chancellor of the University of
Missouri-St. Louis in March 2004. In
attendance were his mother and brother
David ’67.

Virginia Duthie Allen ’64 writes: “The
joys of my life are my granddaughters
and going to Nantucket to perform as a
violin soloist.”

Barbara Linnehan Ellis ’64 writes that
her son Scott married Laura Heath on
September 18. “It’s been an exciting
time for all of us including my mom,
Dorothy Linnehan, former FCS
teacher, who is 92 years old.”

Ellen Sheppard Galvin ’64 had a great
time at the reunion in May!

Stuart C. Wetterholt ’64 visited his
daughter Kirstin in Auckland, New
Zealand where she is a guest science
teacher for 1st through 7th grades. 
He continues to design homes and
small furniture, and pursues interests 
in religious studies, metaphysics and 
environmental management. 

Lawrason Anne Clement ’66 moved to
Florida to be closer to her family. Her
sons live in Denver, where she hikes and
snowshoes whenever she visits. She

NOTES FROM FRIENDS
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Stephanie Helen Koenig ’70 writes: “I
am now teaching part-time for Red Clay
Consolidated School District in
Wilmington, DE. In my free time, I
train my Dutch Warmblood, named
Korduroy Odyssey. We won the
Performance Horse Registry Class at
Dressage at Devon in 2003!”

William Young ’70 had his novel,
Cuma’s Voice: An Environmental Utopia,
published (Xlibris Corporation, 2004).

Joseph E. Teti ’71 writes: “At the age of
50, my wife Donna and I are celebrating
the birth of our first child—a beautiful
girl named Carrie Ann!” 

Kirk J. Paul ’75 appeared in the
Barnstormers Theater’s production of
Much Ado about Nothing in 2004. 

David J. Williams ’75 is the proud
father of Lydia Grace who is in now
good health following some difficulties
with her hearing. 

Reiko (Joanna) Callner ’76 is an 
attorney in Olympia, WA. She is also a 
senior ethics investigator for the Judicial
Conduct Committee, and an appointed
member of the State Human Rights
Commission. In her spare time, she 
performs Polynesian dance. 

Leonard C. Haas ’76
co-starred in The
People’s Light & Theatre
Company’s summer
2004 production of
Garson Kanin’s Born
Yesterday. See Take Note
to read about Lenny’s
Barrymore Award! 

Rodney O. Willis ’77 and family made
history! “When the Phillies opened the
new Citizens Bank Park, my wife
Carolyn cut the red ribbon that was
across the turnstiles! Nathan ’13 was 
the first person to enter the new ball-
park, followed by Natasha ’10 and
Natalie ’09. Nathan also had the honor
of throwing out the first ball.”

Sylvia M. Hamerman-Brown ’78
adopted Alessandra Marina Brown on
April 15. She was born April 2. 

Hani J. Khella ’78 writes: “We moved
to Florida and enjoy the sun and reading
the cold Pennsylvania weather forecast
on the Internet. We are on the West
Coast of Florida near the Gulf of
Mexico. I would love to hear from class-
mates visiting the area.”

Karen D. Palcho ’78 is teaching, 
gardening and making pottery in Berks
County, PA. 

Jeffrey L. Goldberg ’79 started a real
estate company after 14 years with
Insignia/ESG. He has one son, Jake. 

Carol Cornez Rogal X’79 attended
FCS in 1967 for 1st grade. She had
a great visit at FCS last spring and
was happy to reminisce about her
days at the School. She also attended
the FCS Boston alumni/ae gathering
in October 2004. 

Rodney Willis ’77 made history at the new
Citizens Bank Park with wife Carolyne, and
children Nathan ’13, Natasha ’10 and
Natalie ’09. 

Michael Rothman ’79 opened a 
private practice with several partners to
provide telaradiology solutions for 
hospital groups and outpatient offices.

Elizabeth Meyer Sovia ’79 writes: “I
had a great time at our 25th reunion.
We are wonderful people!”

Cheryl Nelson Young ’79 tells us 
that her son, Edward, is in 3rd grade 
at Sandy Spring Friends School in
Maryland. 

1980s

Eileen Flanagan ’80 lives in the East
Falls section of Philadelphia with her
husband and two children. She has
been working on her second book.

Nancy Marcus Newman ’80 recently
became a trustee of the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts. She 
welcomed her fourth child, Leigh, 
on January 12, 2004.

Carol Cornez Rogal X’79 visited FCS

< Karen

Horikawa ’77

and family
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Jackie Margolis Bitensky ’86 remembers
her FCS teachers fondly. She has lived in
Jerusalem for 13 years with her husband
and four children. “I would be happy to
host anyone visiting Israel!”

Joshua S. Broker ’86 joined the
Goldenberg Group, a diversified real
estate developer located in Blue Bell, PA,
as part of the development team. He lives
in Bryn Mawr, PA with his wife Wendie
and daughter Leah.

Eli A. Gross ’86 lives in New York with
wife Jennifer and children Caroline, Julia
and Oliver. 

M. Constance Mulloy Webster ’86 had
twins in October and works at Genetech
Bio-Oncology.

Kimberly Kurtz Lent ’87 had a baby
girl, Marin Sydney, on June 24, 2004. 

Melanie Fischer Rubenstein ’87 recon-
nected with Rebecca Abbott ’87 and
Samantha Marks Gordon ’87 at her
exhibition in New York. The exhibition
was part of the 2004 Gowanus Open
Studio Tour.

For news of Elliot Fertik ’88, see 
Rachel ’91.

Macon Pickard Jessop ’88 lives in
Brooklyn and is a stay-at-home mom

to daughter Galen (3). Galen carries on
the Quaker tradition and attends
Brooklyn Friends School. 

Salvatore V. Pastino ’88 works at the law
firm of Marshall, Dennahey, Coleman &
Goggin. He and Anne celebrated their
third wedding anniversary in 2004. Sal
also can be heard on “Big Talker” WPHT
1210 AM in promotional spots for the
Don Giovanni Show. “Friends can always
reach me at svp123@salthenotary.com or
www.salthenotary.com.” 

David M. Perloff ‘88 competed on 
Fear Factor: Couples on NBC with 
wife Simone. 

Elizabeth S. Robbins ’88 writes: “I am
covering the Knicks for the New York
Times and it all started with FoCuS!”

Sonya Sklaroff ’88 has had shows coast to
coast this year! Her paintings were exhib-
ited this summer at the Jenkins Johnson
Gallery in San Francisco, and this fall at
the David Findlay Gallery in New York.  

Julie Cowitz Gordon ’81 recently
moved to a new house in Merion, PA
with husband Brian and their daugh-
ter Emma (3). She continues to enjoy
her work at FCS as the Assistant
Director of Admission and Associate
for Financial Aid.

Andrea M. Deutsch ’85 owns Spots—
The Place for Paws, a pet supply store
in Narberth, PA, which was just
named “Best Place to Pamper Your
Pets” by the Best of Philly ’04.

Nicole Paul Kendall ’85 is busy with
sons Harrison (10), Samuel (9) and
William (1). Look for her new Toyota
dealership on Lancaster Avenue 
in Ardmore, PA!

Fara A. Sobel ’85 has two sons, Max
and Jacob, and lives in Cherry Hill,
NJ. She is a part-time attorney with a
local firm. 

Rachel G. Tilney ’85 taught sailing
with her husband Clint in North
Carolina last summer. She sails a Cape
Dory 30 boat. 

Julie Cowitz Gordon ’81 and family Rachel G.Tilney ’85 sailing in North Carolina

< Class of 87’s Melanie Fischer

Rubenstien (center), Rebecca

Abbott (left) and Samantha Marks

Gordon (right) at Melanie’s exhibit

Two Buses by Sonya Sklaroff ’88
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Jessica Kurtz Erlbaum ’89 lives in
Merion, PA, with husband and their
three sons. They run the Jewish Young
Professionals Singles Program.

Keith Robinson ’89 is a fellow in
Pulmonary/Critical Care Medicine at the
University of California, San Diego.
Adam M. Seitchik ’89 and his wife
Megan live in Houston, TX, where Adam
is a geophysicist with Devon Energy.

Nancy Lundy Silberstein ’89 had 
her third child, Alexa Morgan, 
in November.  

1990s

Lynn Lentnek Berney ’90 writes: “My
husband, stepson, and I have recently
moved to New York City from Atlanta,
GA. I just became the Executive Director
of Orr Shalom, a non-profit organization
that works with abused children. This
experience is extremely rewarding.”

Rachel Gleklen Foster ’90 and her hus-
band William Foster ’90 have a son,
Jacob Gordon (4), and a daughter,
Gertrude Hannah (2). 

Amanda Welsh Greenwald ’90 is a 
middle school social studies teacher at
a private school in Pittsburgh, PA. She
writes: “I often think of my FCS days
and try to make sure my classroom is
also ‘all about the people!’”

Jonathan S. Ginsberg ’90 announces
the birth of his son, Zachary Logan,
on February 16, 2004. Jonathan and
his family live in Burke, VA. Jon
works for Robbins Gioia, LLC as a
senior consultant supporting the
Department of Homeland Security’s
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Modernization Office. 

Douglas C. Smith ’90 is with the Peace
Corps in Mongolia (http://www.geo-
cities.com/dougsmithmongolia/contact.html)
. 
Kristen Watson White ’90 writes of her
daughter, Liza (3) and son, Tilghman 
(6 months): “I would love for both of
my children to attend FCS—maybe I
can convince Mom [teacher Michelle
Johns] to board them for high school!”   

Rachel Fertik ’91 works at the headquar-
ters of the Environmental Protection
Agency in the Wetlands Division on a 
fellowship. She worked on the Clean
Water Act policy development following
the Supreme Court ruling in the
SWANCC case. She adds, “I’m still run-
ning and recently decided to train for a
marathon. Also, my brother Elliot ’88
was recently engaged to Emily Stearns.” 

Lauren Slawe Hirsch ’91 writes: “We
welcomed our second daughter,
Madeline Ilina, in November 2003.” 

Nitya Jacob ’91 teaches biology at
Emory University in Atlanta, GA.

Ruth A. First-Goldstein ’92 was pro-
moted to Senior Manager of the Media
Relations and Advertising Department at
the American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA). 

Perri L. Shaw ’92 writes: “I’m getting
married on March 5 in Puerto
Morellos, Mexico and several FCS
graduates from ’92 will be in atten-
dance. I will also graduate this May
with a Masters in Social Work from
Bryn Mawr College.”

Brian J. Kirkell ’94 lives in Nashville,
TN with his wife, Sarah. He graduated
from the George Washington
University Law School and is now a
tax consultant with Crowe Chizek &
Company in Brentwood, TN.

Anne R. Ross ’94 writes: “It was great
to see so many people at our 10th
reunion. For those of you that weren’t
there, we missed you. I hope that we
are able to keep in better touch!”

Jennifer Briggs ’95 and her husband
traveled to Japan and India in 2003. 

Meredith Gayle Bobroff  ’96 writes:
“I married Edward Joseph Murphy in
Las Vegas, with ‘Elvis’ present (my
dream wedding). I am an acupunctur-
ist in King of Prussia, PA.”

Lori B. Holden ’96 writes: “I am cur-
rently modeling and acting in New
York, and starting my own event plan-
ning business.” 

Peter S. Javian ’96 works in
Philadelphia at Design for Social
Impact, which provides low cost
graphic design for local and national
non-profits, arts organizations, and
progressive businesses.

For news of Beth Ruzansky ’96, see
faculty notes.

Antoinette E. Walker ’96 lives in
Silver Spring, MD where she practices
tax law at McKee Nelson LLP.

Amanda Welsh Greenwald ’90 and family
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Kristin Hevner ’97 is currently a Ph.D.
candidate in Music at the Graduate
Center of New York City. She is married
and lives in Brooklyn. Her most recent
commission was to compose an opera
that will tour Italy. 

Ann Scharff ’97 is a firefighter in
Greensboro, NC. 

David Wertime ’97 attends Harvard
Law School. 

Thomas Robson ’98 is in a doctoral
program in theatre at Indiana
University.

Ross Trachtenberg ’98 has just com-
pleted his first full year working at
Friends’ Central! He spent time with the
Summer Programs Office, before set-
tling into a full-time position in the
Admission Office. Ross coaches the
Varsity Baseball team as well.

Defne Amado ’99 graduated from
Columbia University and is now an
M.D./Ph.D. student at the University of
Pennsylvania. “Thanks, FCS!”

Stephen Bach ’99 works at CNN in
Washington as a video assistant and
researcher, finding tape and information
for producers, editors and correspon-
dents. He recently visited with Jenna
Feldman ’99 in Naples, FL. He adds:
“As a result of my intense lobbying, my
little sister Sarah ’07 is now at FCS!”  

Reza Madani ’99 writes: “I am currently
taking a year off before medical school
and am working in Rimini, Italy at
FCS’ sister school with a fifth grade
class. I am having a wonderful time
learning Italian, eating pizza and work-
ing with the children.”

Katherine Wilson ’99 spent a year
doing service with AmeriCorps*VISTA.

who represents actors, producers, and
directors. If anyone is out in the
Hollywood area or has any questions
about getting their feet wet in the enter-
tainment industry, feel free to contact
me at mayere@unitedtalent.com.”

Rose Muravchick ’00 graduated from
the University of Pennsylvania with
honors in Religious Studies.

Alexander Pudlin ’00 graduated magna
cum laude from Brown University in
2004. His plays, The Twelfth Tribe and
Sold were performed at Brown. He is
now at TV One (www.tv-one.tv) which
produces programming for the African
American community.

For news of Josh Ruzansky ’00, see 
faculty notes.

Natalie M. Montella ’01 graduated
with honors from Drexel University and
is an assistant to the chairman of the
International Center for Sustainable
Human Development in San Jose,
Costa Rica.

READ DeSabato ’02 writes, “I am a
communications major at Cabrini
College. I am also a radio disc-jockey,
and occasionally work as a DJ at parties.
I have been enjoying working with
Friends’ Central Aquatics.”

Geoffrey Wertime ’02 attends Vassar
College and is studying in Paris, France
this spring.  

Ana Nogueira ’03 and Benj Pasek ’03
appeared in Eureka Theatre Project’s
Out of Gas on Lovers Leap by Mark 
St. Germain at the Adrienne Theatre in
Philadelphia. To hear more from Benj,
read “Catching Up with Some of Our
Recent Grads” by Sarah Brown ’05 in
this issue of Directions !

“I work through Vermont Campus
Compact to mobilize the resources of
higher education to combat rural
poverty. Working with students, faculty
and staff on college campuses across the
state, I think fondly of the great foun-
dation of service that FCS instilled in
me. After my year with AmeriCorps, I
will move on to the Harry Frank
Guggenheim Foundation in New York.
HFG is a foundation that awards grants
to study violence and aggression across
academic disciplines.” 

2000s

We report with great sadness that, on
February 5, 2005, Laura Purdy ’03,
succumbed to complications from 
diabetes. A gentle and talented friend,
she will be remembered by her 
classmates and teachers with love.

Nathaniel Arem ’00 graduated magna
cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa from
Franklin and Marshall College and now
works at Deloitte. 

Rachael Feinman ’00 opened Parlez
Vous..., a language and culture center 
in Old Town Alexandria, VA in
September 2004. 

Douglas Mand ’00 graduated from
NYU with academic honors. He is cur-
rently performing with Hammer Katz,
a sketch comedy group which performs
every Wednesday at the UCB Theater
(www.ucbtheater.com) in New York. 

Emily Mayer ’00 works at United
Talent Agency, one of the top talent
and literary agencies in the world. “We
represent Johnny Depp, Harrison Ford,
Eminem, Jim Carey, and Ben Stiller. I
am an assistant to a television agent
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Transitions

Colleen Crowley (faculty mem-
bers Michelle and Dan Crowley)
on December 13, 2004. 

Lydia Grace Williams (Tanya
and David J. Williams ’75) on
February 5, 2003.

Alessandra Marina Brown (Sylvia
M. Hamerman-Brown ’78
and Michael Brown) on April 2,
2004.

Leigh Newman (Nancy Marcus
Newman ’80 and Jonathan
Newman) on January 12, 2004.

Helaine Elizabeth Sauter (Julia
Fineman Sauter ’81 and Edward
Sauter) on May 27, 2004.

Jamie Devyn Freedman (Robyn
Rader Freedman ’85 and Jay
Freedman) on October 16,
2004.

Daniel Kevin Humphrey
(Stephanie Denenberg
Humphrey ’87 and Ted
Humphrey) on March 4, 2004.

Marin Sydney Lent (Kimberly
Kurtz Lent ’87 and Dean
Lent) on June 24, 2004.

Matthew Eric Pollard
(Elizabeth Toborowsky 
Pollard ’87 and Mark Pollard)
on March 7, 2004.

Noah Greer (Ellen M. 
Cohen ’88 and Christopher
Greer) on August 23, 2004

Jake Sipera (Nancy Lipkin
Sipera ’88 and Troy Sipera) 
on July 23, 2004.

Oscar Eli Schwartz (Rachel
Newman Schwartz ’89 and
Eric Schwartz) on August 22,
2004.

Alexa Morgan Silberstein
(Nancy Lundy Silberstein ’89
and Eric Silberstein) on
November 30, 2004.

Zachary Logan Ginsberg
(Michelle and Jonathan
Ginsberg ’90) on February 16,
2004

Patrick C. Lord ’90 to Beryl
Hu on May 16, 2004

Meredith Gayle Bobroff ’96
to Edward Joseph Murphy on
March 29, 2004

J. Tilghman White (Kristen
Watson White ’90 and John
White) on April 13, 2004.

John Ridgway Bishop 
(Jeannine Thomson 
Bishop ’91 and Stephen
Bishop) on November 14,
2003.

Madeline Ilina Hirsch (Lauren
Slawe Hirsch ’91 and Brian
Hirsch) on November 12,
2003.

Samuel Charles Miller
(Deborah and Alex Miller ’91)
on December 19, 2004. 

Joseph Gabriel Callihan (Mara
Collins Callihan ’92 and Brian
Callihan) on September 21,
2004.

Harrison W. Spector (Alison
Lazarus Spector ’93 and
Michael Spector) on August
25, 2004.

In Memoriam

Former Faculty
Charlotte DeCosta

Alumni/ae 
Clayton L. Farraday ’32

William Kurtzhalz ’32

Claramary Hires Morgan ’32 

Deborah Fenton Matthews ’33

Armer E. Abel ’34 

Paul B. Chambers, Jr. ’34

Rebecca Keil Tarditi ’34 

Charles W. Keinath ’35 

Eleanor Snyder ’35

Helen Gudebrod LeGrande ’36

Arthur G. Wagner ’36

Louise Jones Drew ’37

Edwin L. Heller ’37

V. Adele L. Armbruster ’38

Irene E. Rieger ’38 

Ralph P. Stephens ’40

Willoughby S. Hatton ’41 

Mary Ann Ramsey ’41

Ruth Heermann Ruddy ’41

Elaine Rowe Clayton ’42 

David G. Paul, Jr. ’43

Mary Jane McDermott Franklin ’45 

D. Gilbert Thomas ’49 

Ronald C. Relick ’50

William Bevan ’59

Frances Decker Hancock ’62

Paul Abrams ’67

David Woodruff ’79

Laura Purdy ’03

Helaine Elizabeth Sauter, daughter
of Julia Fineman Sauter ‘81 

<  Daniel Kevin Humphrey,
son of Stephanie

Denenberg Humphrey ‘87 

Oscar Eli Schwartz, son of
Rachel Newman Schwartz ‘89

Zachary Logan Ginsberg, son
of Jonathan Ginsberg ’90

J. Tilghman White, son of 
Kristen Watson White ‘90

New Arrivals

Marriages
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For twenty years Charlotte DeCosta graced Friends’ Central’s
Lower School. First as a teacher and then Principal of the
Lower School, Charlotte lead with a quiet dignity and a
strong sense of purpose. She is remembered for her generos-
ity and patience with children and faculty, her strong men-
toring skills and powers of listening and encouragement. Her
leadership resulted in the creation of the Lower School’s fall
thematic project, still an important part the Lower School
curriculum. It is also due to her vision that Friends’ Central
actively recruited men to teach in Lower School. 

Charlotte’s serious side was complemented by a wonderful
sense of humor. Each year she donned Halloween costumes
with incredible hats and made “Mrs. Pockets” a memorable
character at Friends’ Central’s Marketplace. Her passion for
politics, her great wit and superb writing skills were also well
appreciated outside of school. Her letters to the New York
Times and Washington Post were often published. Fifteen
years ago, along with some FCS colleagues, Charlotte
founded the “Mad Hatters,” a “salon” for retired FCS teach-
ers and administrators, that has continued to meet several
times a year. She remained a vital part of that group and will
be missed for the warmth and friendship she contributed. 

After retiring from Friends’ Central in 1980, Charlotte
taught seventh grade at the Baldwin School. She returned to
Friends’ Central in 1989 to volunteer in our Lower School
library where her love for literature and her passion for
Friends’ Central were well appreciated.    

In Memoriam

Charlotte Brown DeCosta

Charlotte with her husband Arthur DeCosta

During World War II, Charlotte volunteered with the Red

Cross. While serving in England, she met Arthur DeCosta

whom she married in 1954. When they met, Arthur was with

Special Services in the 355th Fighting Group as a painter of

both officers’ portraits and signature plane designs. One of

his portraits, an oil painting of Clayton Farraday ’32, hangs in

the O.P.A. Room in the Wood Building. Arthur donated a 

second painting, “Clayton Farraday’s Lesser Squash,” to

Friends’ Central in honor of Clayton’s 90th birthday. Arthur

passed away shortly before Charlotte at the age of 83. 

Charlotte Brown DeCosta



LOOKING BACK

Spring 2004–Spring 2005 DIRECTIONS96 

Can you identify at least three people, the place and approxi-
mate year in this photograph?

Submit your response by phone or email to Denise Morris at
610-645-5043 or dmorris@friendscentral.org.

A Friends’ Central T-shirt will be awarded to the first person

with a correct response!



There are many ways to join 

the community of support

Annual Giving
Gifts made on an annual basis for use in the current year. The School’s first
fundraising priority, Annual Giving provides the resources to give all of our
students the best educational experience possible.

Educational Improvement Tax Credit
An easy way for those who pay Pennsylvania business taxes to make a 
donation to Friends’ Central and receive a tax credit in return.  

Gifts to Endowment
Gifts which are invested in perpetuity with only a small percentage used each
year. A powerful endowment provides a school with strength and flexibility,
providing a healthy foundation for the School’s programs and priorities. 

Planned Gifts
Gifts to Friends’ Central that are part of estate plans. Such gifts are critical to
the long-term financial security of the School. For many, they are the gateway
to philanthropy.

You’re invited...
To join the community of 1,820 Friends’ Central

alumni/ae, parents, faculty and friends who invested

in our students, faculty and facilities last year. We are tremen-

dously grateful for the $4,198,479 we received. Thank you!

RSVP to the Development Office 610-645-5043.
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Friends’ Central

Come to Friends’ Central
without leaving home!

• Download Just the FaCtS

• Calendar & News

• Alumni/ae Events

• Reconnect with friends

www.friendscentral.org




